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Abstract
Humans value the opinions of others. In recent years, people have been using
social media platforms to both voice and gather opinions. Looking for relevant
pieces of information through the huge amount of expressed opinions across
several platforms is an overwhelming task. This is why automatically extract-
ing information from such sources has received a great deal of attention in both
academia and industry. However, little work in this field has been dedicated to
the domain of city neighbourhoods. One reason is that unlike for many products
and services, there are no dedicated review platforms for collecting opinions re-
garding the neighbourhoods.
In the absence of dedicated review sites, a great amount of expressed opin-
ions on neighbourhoods and other domains can be found on community ques-
tion answering (QA) platforms. So far, this data has not been used. This raises a
question as to what the strengths and limitations of QA data are and what chal-
lenges does it bring for extracting opinion information expressed about neigh-
bourhoods. In this thesis, we comprehensively investigate these questions, using
data from Yahoo! Answers for neighbourhoods of London.
First, we investigate how well QA discussions reflect the demographic at-
tributes of neighbourhoods present in census (e.g. age, religion, etc.). Our results
show that significant, strong and meaningful correlations exist between text fea-
tures from QA data and many demographic attributes. For instance, the terms
“poverty”, “drug”, and “rundown” are amongst the top correlated terms with the
attribute deprivation. We further demonstrate that text features based on Ya-
hoo! Answers discussions can achieve a very good accuracy in predicting a wide
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range of demographic attributes for neighbourhoods. These predictions outper-
form predictions that are made using Twitter data, a platform that has been used
widely in the past for predicting many real-world attributes.
Demographics data provides objective statistics related to the population of
neighbourhoods. Many attributes of interest are not reflected in those statistics.
For instance, census data does not record statistics regarding whether a neigh-
bourhood is posh, quiet or good for nightlife. Knowing these aspects is comple-
mentary to the demographic attributes in forming an understanding of neigh-
bourhoods. We investigate whether text features from QA data can predict such
aspects. To do this, we create a dataset of neighbourhoods labeled with these as-
pects. Our prediction results show that QA data can predict such aspects with a
higher performance compared to Twitter data in the presence of these labels.
Predicting a single value for a characteristic of a neighbourhood cannot pro-
vide a complete picture of people’s opinions. To provide a fine-grained summary,
a popular approach is to extract the sentiments towards different aspects of a
given entity from each expressed opinion. Aspect-based sentiment analysis has
been studied extensively, but research has always utilised the text from dedicated
review platforms where a user usually writes opinions on a single specified entity.
In the absence of a review platform for neighbourhoods, we extend the task to
process the text from QA platforms where fewer assumptions can be made and
the data is noisy. We construct a human-annotated dataset based on text from
Yahoo! Answers discussions with a high inter-annotator agreements of over 70%,
a suitable level for this task. To address this task, we propose methods based on
representations of text that are learned sequentially using recurrent neural mod-
els or representations that are defined using the traditional bag of n-grams fea-
tures. Our proposed methods can achieve prediction accuracies on similar levels
to the less challenging sentiment analysis tasks.
In summary, the study in this thesis demonstrates the strengths of QA data
in predicting the values of real-world entities and for extracting information from
opinions, specifically for the domain of city neighbourhoods.
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Understanding the public’s opinion is very important in many domains and sce-
narios. The opinion of others provides a useful source of information for an in-
dividual in decision making. It helps business owners in analysing the benefits
and shortcomings of their products and services to their users. Policymakers also
benefit from public’s opinion when designing policies.
Currently, online sources and especially social media sites are popular plat-
forms for people to voice their opinions. Many products and services have dedi-
cated review platforms on which users can provide their feedback and opinions.
For instance, retailer sites such as Amazon provide facilities for their users to
leave feedback on the products they have purchased. Directory sites such as
Yelp1 publish crowd-sourced reviews about local businesses, e.g. restaurants.
Unfortunately, not all the domains and entities of interest have their own review
platforms, even though knowing the publics’ opinion about them can be valu-
able.
Take for instance neighbourhoods of cities.2 Knowing about different char-
1https://www.yelp.co.uk/
2There exists sites that allow users to express their opinions about different elements
present in neighbourhoods (e.g. restaurants, parks, etc), such as Foursquare (https://
foursquare.com/ and Yelp (https://www.yelp.co). Users do not often express their
opinions about characteristics of the neighbourhoods on these sites. Spareroom (https://
www.spareroom.co.uk/) has recently added a feature that allows users to leave feedback on
the areas that they know. However, the amount of data available is currently very limited.
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Table 1.1: Examples of data on Twitter about Camden. Tweets are filtered using the name
of the area.
Reports are that the Electric Ballroom in Camden, London has been hit by the
senseless riots. Let us know if you’re in the area. Stay safe.
Lunch work from home jog in area Camden before #summerinlondon really
comes to an end! #london
Meanwhile in Camden, Jewish Museum
acteristics of neighbourhoods is very important in many situations. Examples
of these situations include an individual moving to a new city or a new neigh-
bourhood, a business owner opening a business in a new location, and the gov-
ernment allocating resources to different regions or communities. In acquiring
information about neighbourhoods, objective statistics are of great value and so
are the opinions of others. Opinions of people provide a picture of how a neigh-
bourhood is perceived by the public. This view does not always reflect the ob-
jective descriptions or the official statistics and can be complementary to such
information. In the absence of dedicated review platforms for neighbourhoods,
we need to find alternative sources of opinions.
Twitter data has been used in the past for analysing people’s opinions and
sentiments regarding different topics [1, 2]. However, Twitter is not usually used
for expressing and discussing opinions at length. Perhaps one reason for this
is that Twitter imposes a strict limit (140 characters) on the length of each mi-
croblog or tweet. Twitter is mainly used on-the-go and from a mobile device for
users to share their spontaneous thoughts and observations. When it comes to
neighbourhoods, Twitter is often used by users to talk about what they observe
or their activities while being in a location. Table 1.1 shows examples of tweets
about the London area of Camden. As we can see, it is hard to form an image of
an area by reading a few tweets.
Community question answering (QA) platforms, on the other hand, are ded-
icated to discussions and expressions of opinions in length on many topics in-
cluding neighbourhoods. Examples of QA platforms are Yahoo! Answers3 and
3https://answers.yahoo.com/
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Table 1.2: Examples of questions and theirs answers (QAs) on aspects of neighbour-
hoods. Names of areas are in bold.
Question: Can anyone please suggest a safe, affordable place to live in greater lon-
don?
Preferably close to victoria station and good school for my 7 year old.
Answer: The Beckenham - Penge area is the only place I can think of. Crystal
Palace isn’t safe, I used to live there and it is a disgusting, rough area. Try Beck-
enham!
Answer: best areas (going by safety, accessibility on public transport, and nice
places to live) holland park, notting hill, kensington, islington, angel, barrons
court. wimbledon is nice too.
Quora4 where one can find many discussions on different aspects of neighbour-
hoods across many cities. A quick search on Yahoo! Answers using names of each
well-known area of London such as Camden Town or Brixton returns over 100
discussion threads. Yahoo! Answers also returns over 20 results for less known
areas of London such as Streatham or Golders Green. The discussions on QA
platforms are not limited in length and can cover several aspects of the topic. Un-
like Twitter, the discussions are not necessarily spontaneous and it may take days
or months for users to respond to a question. Discussions on QA platforms are
less constrained in comparison to the comments made on review platforms, but
more focused and comprehensive compared to the opinions expressed on Twit-
ter. Table 1.2 shows examples of discussion threads on Yahoo! Answers regarding
some neighbourhoods of London. These discussions provide direct information
regarding different neighbourhoods and their aspects such as affordability and
safety.
1.2 Research Problem
Reading through over 20,000 of questions and answers for areas of interest and
summarising aspects of each neighbourhood is an overwhelming task which
needs a lot of time and patience. Therefore, methods are needed to somehow
extract information from these discussions automatically. This is not a new prob-
lem. As e-commerce and crowd-sourced review sites have become more and
4https://www.quora.com/
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more popular, the number of reviews that a product or a business receives has
grown rapidly. For example, for a popular product such as iPhone6, the num-
ber of reviews can be in hundreds or even thousands. This makes it difficult for
customers to quickly assess the overall user opinion about a product in order to
make a purchase decision. Therefore, extracting useful information from cus-
tomer reviews has created a lot of interest in academia and in industry, both for
interesting challenges it brings to the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and also for its value in commercial applications. However, most of the focus so
far has been on the analysis of customer reviews that are expressed on review-
specific platforms [3, 4, 5].
The text generated on QA platforms is less constrained and more generic in
comparison with the extensively studied review data where more assumptions
can be made. Extracting information from opinions expressed on QA platforms
can present new challenges that have not been investigated in the past. Most
of the existing work that utilises QA data aims to improve the way QA platforms
operate [6, 7, 8, 9]. The text from QA discussions has not been used in the past for
extracting opinion information.
In this thesis, we raise the question as to why the opinions expressed on QA
platforms have not yet got much attention. To answer this question, we inves-
tigate the strengths and the limitations of text coming from QA platforms and
the challenges it brings for extracting information from opinions expressed for
neighbourhoods of a city. We use the data from the Yahoo! Answers question
answering platform about neighbourhoods of London.
1.3 Research Tasks
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the challenges that using QA data
brings for extracting opinion information about neighbourhoods of cities. In par-
ticular, we are interested in discovering people’s opinions about characteristics of
neighbourhoods such as their safety, price, trendiness or deprivation.
We investigate extracting opinion information in two levels of granularity.
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On a coarser level, we predict an overall value for each characteristic of a neigh-
bourhood. For instance, we predict whether a neighbourhood is known to be
safe, trendy or dominated by people from a specific religion or ethnic back-
ground. We refer to this as opinion aggregation in this thesis. Opinion aggre-
gation means aggregating all the opinions into a single value. This is to validate
whether the discussions on QA platforms reflect the true characteristics of neigh-
bourhoods. On a finer level, we identify all the different sentiments that have
been expressed for a neighbourhood about a characteristic. For example, we
identify all the negative and positive opinions or statements that have been made
about the safety of a neighbourhood. This is referred to as fine-grained opinion
mining in the literature. Providing fine-grained opinion information can help
users to form a better understanding of people’s opinions about a neighbour-
hood.
1.3.1 Opinion Aggregation
The aim of the opinion aggregation task, in this thesis, is to validate whether the
discussions on QA platforms reflect the true characteristics of neighbourhoods.
Moreover, it is useful to know values of different characteristics of neighbour-
hoods, especially those that are not available in the official statistics. For this
task, we study whether we can predict a value indicating the extent of which a
neighbourhood is known for having a characteristic from the QA data. Exam-
ples of such characteristics are safety, trendiness, and quietness. To compare the
strengths and limitations of QA data in opinion aggregation for neighbourhoods
with other social media sources, we also apply our methods to the data from Twit-
ter.
QA discussions can contain opinions on many characteristics of neighbour-
hoods as we have seen in Table 1.2. However, we cannot expect for all the charac-
teristics of interest to be discussed for all the neighbourhoods on a QA platform.
Furtheremore, not every discussion on QA platforms about neighbourhoods pro-
vide useful or relevant information. An example is provided in Table 1.3.
To show that the collective opinions expressed for neighbourhoods on QA
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Table 1.3: An example of a QA where the discussion does not provide information on the
current aspects of the neighbourhood Bow.
Question: Bow bells??
what does it mean when someone says they were born under the sounds of Bow
bells??
Answer: they are the bells of st mary le bow church in the city of london. every-
one who was born within the range of these bells is said to be a real londoner,
other people aren’t ...
platforms reflect their true characteristics, we first investigate whether the pop-
ulation demographic attributes of neighbourhoods available in the census data
can be predicted using the discussions on QA platforms. We then aim to pre-
dict characteristics of interest that are not available in the official statistics but
are useful and essential in forming an opinion about a neighbourhood. We call
this group of characteristics the “perceived characteristics” of neighbourhoods.
These two sub-tasks are explained further below.
1.3.1.1 Predicting Population Demographics
Population demographic attributes are objective statistics available through the
census records. The values for the demographic attributes can be measured nu-
merically, often by a population count. In this thesis, we refer to the population
demographic attributes as “attributes”, in short. Examples of such attributes are
the percentage population of Muslim living in an area or the Unemployment Rate.
Census data also includes attributes that are not calculated by population count
but can still be measured numerically. An example is the average house prices in
an area.
Many QA threads can be found that explicitly discuss demographic at-
tributes such as religion or ethnic background. The following is an example
taken from Yahoo! Answers where a demographic attribute (i.e. the Jewish reli-
gion) has been mentioned. The name of the neighbourhood is in bold and the
demographic attribute is underlined.
“... Golders Green is pretty good. its safe (its the most Jewish of London sub-
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urbs, and they are generally a quiet and peaceful bunch) and it has good transport
connections ...”
It is not always the case for all the demographic attributes to be discussed
explicitly in QA threads. However, the language people use when talking about
specific neighbourhoods and the choice of the vocabulary may still be indicative
of the attributes of those neighbourhoods. We define our hypothesis for this task
as follows:
Hypothesis 1 The language used in QA discussions about neighbourhoods re-
flects the demographic attributes of their population taken from census records.
1.3.1.2 Predicting Perceived Characteristics of Neighbourhoods
The values for many of the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods cannot
be calculated through a count measure. These characteristics are related to how
people perceive an area. We refer to these characteristics as “aspects” in this the-
sis. Examples of such aspects are how posh, trendy or quiet an area is. Some of
the aspects of interest are related to the activities of people in a neighbourhood
such as whether a neighbourhood is good for nightlife or dining.
Some of the aspects in this group can be related to the demographic at-
tributes, but the value of such attributes in the objective statistics may not reflect
people’s perception. Take safety as an example: even though safety is measured
in the official statistics by the number of crimes reported in a neighbourhood,
those numbers do not always reflect the view that people have of the safety of
a neighbourhood. For example, it is common for people to feel uncomfortable
to walk in a quiet residential area, but feel safe to be in a crowded place. This
is contrary to what crime statistics suggest: there are more crimes in crowded
neighbourhoods than in residential ones.5
There are many QA threads on Yahoo! Answers platform that discuss these
5http://maps.met.police.uk/
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aspects of neighbourhoods. The example below shows discussions on aspects
such as nightlife, shopping, safety, and quietness. The names of neighbourhoods
are in bold and aspect related terms are underlined.
“Islington is great for shopping and lots of cafes etc ... Shoreditch/Hoxton have
become the more trendy going out districts in the last 10 years ... I think Willesden
Green is quiet and fairly safe ...”
While not all the aspects of interest may have been discussed explicitly in
QA discussions, the language people use in the discussions may still reflect the
values of these aspects for neighbourhoods. Therefore, we define our hypothesis
for this task as follows:
Hypothesis 2 The language used in QA discussions about neighbourhoods re-
flects their perceived characteristics.
1.3.2 Opinion Mining
Aggregating opinions into a single value cannot provide a complete picture of
people’s view about a neighbourhood. To provide a fine-grained summary, a very
popular approach in opinion mining is to extract sentiments expressed towards
different aspects of a given entity in a small unit of text such as a sentence. This
means that instead of providing users with a single value indicating whether a
neighbourhood is known for having a characteristic or not, we can provide the
users with all the positive and negative opinions that people have expressed for
each characteristic. This is of great value since it eliminates the need for a user to
read through hundreds of QA threads and to categorise (e.g. positive, negative,
etc.) the information of interest. Table 1.4 shows examples of the desired output
for this task, e.g. positive and negative opinions about the safety of Camden Town
extracted from several QA threads.
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Table 1.4: Examples of sentences that have been identified as having positive and nega-
tive sentiments for the aspect safety of Camden Town.
Camden Town: Safety
3Regarding safety, Camden Town is usually ok!
3I have lived in Camden Town, never had a problem!
7Parts of Camden Town are run-down, try to avoid them if possible.
This task is similar to the existing task of aspect-based sentiment analysis. In
aspect-based sentiment analysis task, we identify the sentiment that is expressed
towards different aspects of an entity. Research on this task, so far, has only
utilised the text from dedicated review platforms. Fine-grained opinion mining
from social media platforms has not been studied. Unlike the review platforms
that are used for reviewing entities, social media platforms such as QAs are used
for general discussions. Therefore, the text from these platforms is more prone to
noise and is less constrained. However, this text is closer to the natural way that
people express themselves. For instance, unlike review platforms where users
usually talk about one entity at a time, in QA platforms users can talk about sev-
eral entities in the same unit of text.6
Therefore, mining fine-grained opinion information from QA discussions
can raise new challenges when creating a dataset, and also when defining models
for extracting fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods. Despite the
fact that the text from QA discussions is noisy and is not written as reviews, we
hypothesise that it can be used for extracting fine-grained opinion information:
Hypothesis 3 Discussions on QA platforms about neighbourhoods can be used
for extracting fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods.
1.4 Scope and Assumptions
In this section, we describe the scope of the thesis and the assumptions that we
have made.
6Examples of such discussions are provided in Table 1.2.
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• In our investigations, we focus mainly on the neighbourhoods of London.
Many discussions regarding neighbourhoods of London can be found on
QA platforms. This can be because London is a big cosmopolitan city and
the destination for many tourists and immigrants. The hypotheses that we
propose in this thesis may not hold for other cities if not enough data is
available for their neighbourhoods.
• In this thesis, we use the discussions from Yahoo! Answers QA platform for
proving our hypotheses. The Yahoo! Answers platform was created over
a decade ago7 and contains many existing discussions about neighbour-
hoods of London and many other cities. Other popular QA platforms such
as Quora have emerged more recently.8 Therefore, they may have a fewer
number of discussions available for neighbourhoods of cities. While the
text coming from different QA platforms might be very similar in nature
(less constrained and more generic compared to review data), we have not
studied whether our hypotheses hold for other QA platforms.
• This thesis focuses on using language for predicting characteristics of
neighbourhoods. Metadata from Twitter and Yahoo! Answers such as the
number of users, the number of tweets, the number of votes on an answer,
the credibility of the QA user, etc. can be incorporated into the prediction
models. However, this is out of the scope of this thesis.
• For opinion aggregation, we apply our methods to Yahoo! Answers as well
as Twitter. This is because Twitter data has been used in the past for pre-
dicting values of real-world entities including neighbourhoods. Therefore,
it can provide a reasonable baseline for predictions made using Yahoo! An-
swers data. For opinion mining, however, we only investigate extracting
fine-grained information from Yahoo! Answers . Fine-grained opinion min-
ing has not been applied to the data from Twitter in the past and is out of
the scope of this thesis.
7Yahoo! Answers was lunched in 2005.
8Quora was lunched in 2010.
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1.5 Contributions
In summary, in this thesis, we show that in the absence of centralised platforms
for opinions, alternative social media sources can be used for extracting useful
and necessary information. We specifically demonstrate this for the commu-
nity question answering platform of Yahoo! Answers in the domain of neighbour-
hoods. A detailed list of contributions is provided below. These contributions are
divided into two categories:
Opinion Aggregation
• We show that the language used on Yahoo! Answers discussions about
neighbourhoods reflects the demographic attributes of neighbourhoods.
We do this by demonstrating that there are significant, strong and mean-
ingful correlations between many terms in those discussions and many
attributes from the demographics data. Further, we show that these at-
tributes can be predicted using the term frequency features of Yahoo! An-
swers text with an average Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.62, a 4% in-
crease over Twitter.
• We demonstrate that the language used on Yahoo! Answers discussions
about neighbourhoods also reflects the aspects of neighbourhoods. We
show that such aspects can be predicted using the term frequency features
of Yahoo! Answers discussions with an average AUC of 74%. This is 4%
higher than the performance achieved using the term frequency features
of Twitter data.
Opinion Mining
• We create SentiHood, a benchmark dataset for fine-grained opinion min-
ing for neighbourhoods from Yahoo! Answers discussions, achieving inter-
annotator agreements of over 70%, a suitable level for this task. This is
the first time that the generic and less constrained text from a social me-
dia platform has been used for creating a dataset for fine-grained opinion
mining.
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• We introduce a new task in the field of sentiment analysis to address ex-
tracting fine-grained opinion information from the less constrained text of
social media. We call this task Targeted Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis.
• We propose strong methods based on representations of text that are
learned sequentially using recurrent neural models or representations that
are defined using the traditional bag of n-grams features. Our results show
that, overall, discussions on Yahoo! Answers about neighbourhoods can be
used for fine-grained opinion mining. This is despite the fact that these
discussions were not written as reviews for neighbourhoods. Our proposed
methods for the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis on Sen-
tiHood dataset can achieve performances of over 90% in AUC in extracting
the correct aspects and sentiments expressed for neighbourhoods.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
In this section, we provide an overview of the structure of the thesis.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the current literature related to this work. We
first look at the literature that uses crowdsoured and social media data for making
predictions about real-world entities. We also discuss the research work that uses
social media data for urban data mining. We finally discuss the current tasks and
the literature in the field of opinion mining and critically challenge their abilities
to process the text from less constrained platforms such as QA.
Experiments in this thesis are divided into two parts. Each part investigates
one of the tasks that we proposed in Section 1.3. In Part I, we investigate pre-
dicting characteristics of neighbourhoods through opinion aggregation. This is
done both for the demographic attributes and the perceived characteristics in
the following two chapters.
In Chapter 3, we discuss in details the creation of datasets from both Yahoo!
Answers and Twitter platforms. We also investigate whether strong and mean-
ingful correlations exists between text features from Yahoo! Answers data and the
demographic attributes taken from census statistics. Text features are also used
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to evaluate how well these attributes can be predicted. Results of our models on
text from both QA and Twitter are compared.
In Chapter 4, we first explain the process of creating a dataset for perceived
characteristics of neighbourhoods. We then investigate how well text features
from Yahoo! Answers data can predict such aspects and how the predictions
compare to those made using the data from Twitter.
Part II is dedicated to fine-grained opinion mining for neighbourhoods us-
ing QA data. This part is divided in to the two following chapters:
In Chapter 5, we investigate the suitability of the existing tasks in the field
of fine-grained opinion mining for processing the text based on QA discussions
without solving the task. We propose a new task by combining two existing tasks
in the field. Further, we describe creating a human-annotated dataset from the
text obtained from Yahoo! Answers discussions about neighbourhoods of Lon-
don for fine-grained opinion mining. We call this dataset SentiHood.
In Chapter 6, we attempt to solve the task proposed in Chapter 6 on Sen-
tiHood dataset. We investigate the use of sequential and bag of n-grams repre-
sentations for extracting fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods.
We apply our methods to the data available in SentiHood dataset and analyse the
results in details.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we evaluate our work and our approach. We also pro-
vide suggestions for the future work.
1.7 Published Papers
Information regarding the publications that are based on this thesis is listed be-
low together with the chapter that they correspond to.
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In this thesis, we extract and summarise opinions expressed in community ques-
tion answering platforms with regards to neighbourhoods of cities. We do this in
different levels of granularity. On a higher level, we predict values for attributes
and aspects of neighbourhoods. We refer to this task as “opinion aggregation”.
A value indicates the extent of which a neighbourhood is known for having an
attribute or an aspect. This value can be continuous or binary. Opinion aggre-
gation for neighbourhoods is related to the field of text prediction which is dis-
cussed in Section 2.1. Since we are interested in predicting attributes and aspects
of neighbourhoods using QA data, we compare our work to the existing research
that facilitates crowd-generated data for characterising attributes of urban areas.
This is discussed in Section 2.2. On a lower level of granularity, we extract fine-
grained information from opinions in QA text. For this, we place our work within
the existing field of opinion mining and sentiment analysis. We look at the cur-
rent tasks, datasets and approaches that exist in this field and discuss their limi-
tations for addressing fine-grained information extraction from QA data.
2.1 Social Media Data for Text Prediction
Text prediction refers to the task of predicting a value using features that repre-
sent the meaning of the text. Text regression is a specific case of text prediction
in which we predict a numeric value. Data from online sources, especially data
generated on social media platforms has been used in the past to predict values
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of real-world entities in many domains [10, 11, 12].
Research indicates that many attributes of the real-world can be predicted
using different features from text descriptions. This is done by converting the text
into numerical regressors. These regressors are features obtained using methods
from computational linguistics.
Expert Generated Text
Financial reports are used for predicting the volatility of stock returns [10]. It is
shown that the text-only method comes within 5% of the error of a strong histor-
ical data baseline. Research shows that house prices can also be predicted using
descriptions of houses that are on sale from online estate agent websites [13].
Crowd Generated Text
Many recent studies in this field are inspired by the availability of crowd gener-
ated text (e.g. review platforms) or text-based social media platforms (e.g. blogs,
Twitter). For instance, reviews from movie review sites are used to predict a
movie’s opening weekend revenue [11]. It is shown that text features based on
movie reviews can improve or even replace features that are based on strong
metadata baselines. Metadata includes information such as the genre of the
movie, running time, release date, the presence of particular actors or actresses
in the cast, etc.
Twitter data, in particular, has been used widely as a social media source to
make predictions in many domains. For example, box-office revenues have been
predicted using data from Twitter [14]. Predictions using text features from Twit-
ter data are shown to outperform other market-base predictors (i.e. Hollywood
Stock Exchange). Also, content analysis performed on tweets having a reference
to a political party or a politician shows that the number of mentions of each
political party can reflect the election results [12]. Further, it is shown that corre-
lations exist between mood states of collective tweets and the value of Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) [15]. Such sentiment measures can predict changes in
DJIA closing values with an accuracy of 87%. Tweets of users hasve also been
studied to find patterns and regularities in Twitter such as bots [16].
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Data generated on QA platforms have not been used in the past for predict-
ing attributes of real-world entities. Most research work that utilises QA data
aims to increase the performance of QA platforms in analysing question qual-
ity [17], question popularity [6], predicting the best answers [9, 8] or the best re-
sponder [7].
Domain
Text from online resources and especially social media platforms has been used
to make predictions in many domains. Examples of these domains are financial
markets [10], housing market [13], movie industry [14], election [12], etc.
Predicting demographic attributes of individual users using their language
on social media platforms especially Twitter has been the focus of many research
work. For example, text from blogs, telephone conversations, and online forum
posts are utilised for predicting author’s age [18]. Results show that the age of au-
thors can be predicted where the correlations between the predicted and the ob-
served demographic attributes (Pearson’s correlation ρ) can reach almost 0.7. In
other work, sociolinguistic associations using geo-tagged Twitter data have been
discovered [19] and the results indicate that demographic information such as
first language, race, and ethnicity can be predicted using text features of tweets.
The predicted values of such demographic information can reach correlations
of up to 0.3 with their real values. Other research focuses on user income [20],
showing that text features from users’ tweets can achieve a good predictive accu-
racy.
Finally, text from social media platforms has been used to predict character-
istics of neighbourhoods. Specifically, it is shown that the collective sentiment of
users’ tweets can be used to predict the well-being of the communities that users
belong to in the real world [21, 22]. In these works, well-being is defined as the
deprivation index of a neighbourhood. Deprivation index or more precisely in-
dex of multiple deprivation (IMD) is a UK government measure for deprivation
in English local councils. 1
1IMD takes into account the income, employment, health deprivation, education, barriers to
housing, living environment, and crime levels of an area or its population.
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Features and Methods
Text features that are used as regressors vary from n-grams [10, 11], count of
word class types [18, 12] (e.g. percentage of words longer than 6 letters) to more
syntactic features such as POS (Part of Speech) tags [10, 11] or dependency rela-
tions [11]. An n-gram is a sequence of n items in a text. These items are usually
words but other items such as letters or syllables can be also used. POS tags are
categories that define the grammatical properties of words. Words with the same
POS category have similar syntactic behaviour. Using these features for represen-
tations can lead to sparse vectors of high dimensions. In some cases, instead of
using sparse representations, dense feature representations are used. These rep-
resentations are obtained using methods such as LSA [13], PCA, SVD or neural
networks [20]. In other cases, especially when the sentiment is utilised, different
hand-engineered features are used for quantifying the sentiment in text [21, 22].
Suitability of different representations depends heavily on the nature of the task
and the data.
To make predictions using text representations, the majority of the existing
work use a linear regression model [19, 10, 18, 15]. Gaussian process regression
has also been used for text prediction [20, 23]. Gaussian processes are capable of
capturing the non-linear relationships between the features and target values.
Our Work
Figure 2.1 shows the major differences between the current work in text predic-
tion and the work carried in this thesis. Research in text prediction has utilised
text from different sources. Expert generated text such as financial reports or
house descriptions are generated by the experts in the field and serve a specific
purpose. The language used in these sources are formal and the text is not noisy.
Here, noise refers to the information irrelevant to the topic of interest. Crowd-
generated text refers to the text that is generated by users on constrained plat-
forms such as review platforms or generic social media platforms such as Twitter,
QAs and blogs. On these platforms, users tend to adopt an informal language and
the text is often noisy. The language people use on Twitter is very informal and
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can be different from other social media platforms. For example, many words
are shortened by using abbreviations or by removing vowels. One reason for this
is the length limit that is applied on each tweet. While sources such as Twitter
have received a lot of attention in the existing literature for predicting real-world
values, sources such as QA platforms have not been utilised.
As we can see in the figure, existing studies focus on making predictions for
one or very few set of real-world values in their respective domains. In this thesis,
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the current literature in text prediction to our research. The
horizontal axis indicates the source of text that is used for prediction. The
vertical axis indicates the number of target values for prediction. References
to existing work are provided.
We use similar feature representations and methods to the existing work in
literature for the prediction tasks.
2.2 Urban Data Mining Using Crowd-Generated Data
Many works in urban data mining are inspired by the availability of location-
based social networks. These works have tried to characterise geographical re-
gions from various perspectives using social media data. Some of the works use
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information on activities of users in these platforms [24, 25] while others take ad-
vantage of the textual information [26, 21] that some of these platforms offer. We
will describe these in more details below.
Data Sources
Examples of crowd-generated data used in urban data mining are telecommuni-
cation data, transport flow, and Twitter data. Telecommunication data together
with geo-tagged venues from Foursquare are combined in [25] to predict can-
didate activities such as nightlife or shopping for a user in an area. Activities
of users on Twitter such as the number of tweets, the number of users, and the
movement of the crowd has been used to successfully categorise urban areas [24].
These categories include “bedroom”, “office”, “nightlife” and “multi-functional”.
Deprivation Index and Non-Textual Data
One aspect of urban area life that has been the focus of many research work
in urban data mining is finding correlations between different sources of data
and the well-being index, i.e. IMD, of neighbourhoods across a city or a coun-
try [27, 28, 21, 29]. This is because identifying deprived areas is very important
for the government and policy makers in order to allocate resources. However,
collecting this data is an expensive process for the government. Therefore, the
deprivation data cannot be collected frequently. This has inspired many studies
to use frequently updated and easy to obtain social media and crowd-sourced
data to estimate a proxy to deprivation. For instance, high correlations (|ρ| > 0.7)
are discovered between features based on aggregated call details of mobile phone
users and the deprivation index in Ivory Coast [27]. The physical elements that
are present in an area (e.g. the number of car washes or bus stops) are used to
predict their deprivation [29] achieving an F-measures as high as 0.74 for some
categories of deprivation. These physical elements are obtained from crowd-
sourced platforms of OpenStreetMap and Foursquare. Also, the flow of public
transport data has been used to find correlations (ρ = 0.21) with the deprivation
of areas in London [28]. Results show that the levels of transport flow of highly
deprived areas are much lower than that of less deprived areas.
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Deprivation Index and Text
Features taken from text-based social media platforms such as Twitter are also
used to predict the deprivation index of areas. Research shows that there are links
between the deprivation of areas and the use of vocabulary or topics of the users
in that area on Twitter [26]. For example, certain topics such as celebrity gossips
or environmental issues are correlated, positively or negatively, with the depriva-
tion index of areas. Moreover, as discussed previously, correlations up to 0.35 are
discovered between the sentiment expressed in tweets of users in a community
and the deprivation of that community [21]. To obtain a quantitative measure-
ment for the collective sentiment of users in an area, the sentiment of each tweet
is estimated and aggregated over all the users detected for an area. Moreover, us-
ing expressive linguistic features such as POS tags are shown to result in a more
precise computation of IMD in [22].
Our Work
Figure 2.2 shows the main differences between the existing work in urban data
mining and our work in this thesis. Social media data and inexpensive crowd-
generated data has been used in many studies to find links to the existing phe-
nomena in urban areas. Most existing research focuses on predicting one single
attribute, mainly IMD. While some work has used text-based features to make
predictions or to find correlations, the majority of work rely on user activities
and other resources such as telecommunication data. Moreover, the text from
QA platforms has not been used for prediction in this field. In this thesis, we in-
vestigate predicting a wide range of attributes and aspects for neighbourhoods
using the text from opinions expressed on the QA platform of Yahoo! Answers
about neighbourhoods.
2.3 Opinion Mining
The aim of opinion mining, which is also referred to as sentiment analysis (SA)
in literature, is to analyse people’s opinions, sentiments, and emotions towards
entities and their attributes. An entity can be a product or a service. The early




































Comparison with Literature in Urban Data Mining
Figure 2.2: Comparison of the current literature in urban data mining using crowd-
generated data to our work in this thesis. The horizontal axis indicates the
nature of the data (text vs. non-text) that is used for prediction. The verti-
cal axis indicates the number of target values for prediction. References to
existing work are provided.
research on opinions and sentiment [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] did not use the terms sen-
timent analysis or opinion mining. The term sentiment analysis was first intro-
duced in [35], and the term opinion mining first appeared in [36], both in 2003.
Since then, the field has got a lot of attention from both research and in-
dustry. The industry interest stems from the fact that sentiment analysis has ap-
plications in many domains. These domains include a wide range of products
(mobile phones, cameras, books, etc) and services (restaurants, cafes, schools,
hotels, etc). This field also created a lot of opportunities for research to solve the
challenges that it brings to the field of language processing. Furthermore, the
availability of a huge volume of opinionated data on social media platforms has
accelerated the work and research in this field.
2.3.1 Levels of Analysis
Opinion mining is mainly performed in four levels: document level, sentence
level, entity level, and aspect level. Document level sentiment analysis [32, 34]
investigates whether a whole document expresses a positive or a negative senti-
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ment. In this level of analysis, we assume that only sentiment towards a single
entity is expressed in a document. This analysis cannot be used in documents
where multiple entities are discussed.
In sentence level sentiment analysis [4], we identify the overall sentiment of
a sentence. Here, we make the same assumption as above. This assumption is
limiting. Oftentimes, multiple entities or different aspects of one or more enti-
ties can be discussed in a single sentence. To be able to identify the sentiments
towards different entities or towards different aspects of a single entity, two re-
cent tasks have been introduced: aspect-based sentiment analysis and target-
dependent sentiment analysis.
In aspect-based sentiment analysis, which is also referred to as fine-grained
opinion mining, different sentiments towards different aspects of a single en-
tity can be expressed in a sentence. Instead of identifying the overall senti-
ment towards the entity, we can now extract sentiments towards its different as-
pects [37, 38, 39]. For instance, consider the following sentence: “The waiter was
very rude but the pizza was delicious”. The entity is a restaurant which is implicit
and negative and positive sentiments are expressed towards two of its aspects,
service and food, respectively.
In target-dependent (a.k.a. targeted) sentiment analysis, we investigate the
classification of sentiments towards different target entities that are present in a
sentence [40, 1, 41, 2, 42]. This task assumes only an overall sentiment for each
entity. For instance, we can process the sentence “Despite having a bad day, I
think Taylor Swift’s new song is amazing.” and identify that the sentiment to-
wards Taylor Swift is positive. Even though this task allows for the presence of
more than one entity, so far, the existing corpora for this task have contained
sentiment labels towards a single entity in each sentence.
Limitations
Existing tasks in the field of sentiment analysis make specific assumptions about
the given unit of text which is limiting. For example, in the task of aspect-based
sentiment analysis, it is assumed that opinions towards aspects of one single en-
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tity are expressed in a sentence. In targeted sentiment analysis, on the other
hand, we assume only an overall sentiment for one or more target entities. There
exists many scenarios in which sentiments towards different aspects of several
entities are discussed in the same unit of text. The discussions on QA platforms
regarding neighbourhoods are examples of such scenarios. To address these lim-
itations, we propose a new task that combines two existing tasks of targeted and
aspect-based sentiment analysis. We call this task Targeted Aspect-Based Senti-
ment Analysis. Not only in this task we allow for extracting sentiments towards
several entities (similar to targeted sentiment analysis task), sentiments towards
different aspects of different entities can be identified (similar to aspect-based
sentiment analysis task). This is particularly useful when the entity of interest
does not have a dedicated review platform where one can assume that a user ex-
presses opinions about one entity in a single review (and consequently in all the
sentences in the review snippet).
2.3.2 Data Sources
In this section, we describe the data sources that have been used for different
tasks in the field of sentiment analysis.
Sentiment Analysis
Many web sources and social media platforms have been used to create datasets
for the task of sentiment analysis. Some examples are blogs [43, 44, 45], news [46,
47], suicide notes [48] and Twitter [1, 41].
Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
For the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis, current research has mainly fo-
cused on text from dedicated review sites. To the best of our knowledge, no cur-
rent dataset in this task is created based on text from generic social media plat-
forms such as blogs or QA. For example, the dataset based on reviews of five elec-
tronic products taken from merchandise sites is used in [4]. Beer and camera
reviews are used in [3] which are obtained from reviews on a beer reviewing site2
2https://www.beeradvocate.com
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and Amazon respectively. Reviews of restaurants taken from city guide website3
is another example of work on dedicated review data [5].
The popularity of the data from dedicated review sites for this task is perhaps
because review platforms impose implicit constraints. Customers use these plat-
forms to write a review or to search through existing reviews. Each entity has its
own page in which users can write their comments. This means that users often
express opinions about a single entity at a time. There are no such constraints
on QA platforms. Each user can ask a question about one or more entities and
get responses with regards to one, some or all the entities in question. Also, peo-
ple often tend to react to the answers of other respondents or tell stories that are
not completely relevant to the main question. Therefore, the data can be noisy
and the text spans in which opinions for different entities are expressed cannot
always be separated per entity. The current task of aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis does not handle several entities in the same unit of analysis.
Target-Dependent Sentiment Analysis
Twitter data has been used for the task of target-dependent sentiment analysis.
Other sources of social media data have not been yet utilised for this task.
Our Work
In this thesis, we extract information from opinions expressed for neighbour-
hoods using text from QA discussions. One reason for this choice is the lack of
availability of a dedicated review platform for neighbourhoods. QA platforms
contain valuable and informative discussions and opinions on different aspects
of many neighbourhoods across different cities in the world. Social media data
and specifically data from QA platforms have not been used in the past for fine-
grained opinion mining (a.k.a. aspect-based sentiment analysis). The use of such
data introduces new challenges that we will investigate and discuss in this thesis.
2.3.3 Domain
Research on sentiment analysis has been applied and studied in many domains.
Here, we provide a brief overview of the work on some of these domains.
3http://www.citysearch.com/guide/newyork-ny-metro
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Finance
One of the first domains that sentiment analysis has been applied to is Fi-
nance [30]. More work has been done since then in sentiment analysis for stock
price predictions and in defining trading strategies [15, 49, 50, 46]. The relation
between the NFL betting line and public opinions in blogs and Twitter is also
studied [45].
Hospitality
The Hotel [37, 51] and restaurant [37, 52, 5, 51, 53] domains have received a lot
of attention in the field of sentiment analysis. The benchmark dataset in the Se-
mEval annual shared task of aspect-based sentiment analysis is based on restau-
rant reviews [54].
Products
Sentiment analysis has been applied extensively for summarising the sentiment
of the public towards many different products. These products vary in range. Ex-
amples are: camera [3, 55, 56, 4], beer [3], laptop [54], MP3 players [55, 4, 51], DVD
players [4], cellular phones [31, 4] and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) [31].
Moreover, the sentiment of movie reviews from forums [43, 44, 32, 57] or Twit-
ter [14] are investigated in several studies.
Our Work
Fine-grained opinion mining has not been applied to the domain of neighbour-
hoods.4 This can be due to the lack of review specific data for this domain. In this
thesis, we investigate fine-grained opinion mining for neighbourhoods from QA
data.
Figure 2.3 shows the differences between the existing work in the field of
sentiment analysis and our work in this thesis. These differences are in terms of
the number of entities, the granularity of aspect information and the source of
data. For simplicity, we do not include “Domain” and “Approach” dimensions
in this figure. We describe the approaches that have been taken in the literature
4The collective sentiment expressed in tweets of users has been used for predicting depriva-
tion index of neighbourhoods [26]. This is slightly different from analysing sentiment of people
towards different neighbourhoods.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the current literature in the field of sentiment analysis (SA)
and our work in this thesis in opinion mining. The horizontal axis indicates
the granularity level of the extracted information and the vertical axis indi-
cates the number of entities that can be handled in a unit of text. Data sources
are highlighted in bold and references to existing work are provided.
2.3.4 Approach
From an NLP perspective, even though solving the sentiment analysis problem
involves solving many problems of natural language like co-reference resolution
and negation, we often do not need to thoroughly understand the context to de-
termine the sentiment [58]. Approaches that address the general task of senti-
ment analysis can be divided into two general categories: unsupervised and su-
pervised. These approaches are explained further below.
Unsupervised Methods for Sentiment Analysis
Unsupervised methods for sentiment analysis are mainly lexicon-based.
Lexicon-based methods [34, 59, 60, 4] rely on sentiment related words that can
be obtained using different approaches. Sentiment lexicons are words that are
indicative of sentiment, either positive or negative. Although sentiment words
and phrases are important for sentiment analysis, relying only on them is far
from sufficient. A positive or negative sentiment word can have opposite ori-
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entations in different domains of analysis. Additionally, a sentence containing
sentiment words may not express any sentiment and many sentences without
sentiment words can bear sentiment.
Supervised Methods for Sentiment Analysis
Feature-based supervised methods such as maximum entropy classification and
support vector machines have been used for the classification of the senti-
ment [32]. The performance of these models depend on the features that are used
to represent text. Even though term frequency features such as tf-idf have tradi-
tionally been important in many NLP tasks, in sentiment analysis task a better
performance can be achieved using presence rather than frequency [32]. Higher
order n-grams are shown not to be more effective than uni-grams in sentiment
detection tasks [32]. However, in some domains, product-review sentiment clas-
sification can benefit from bi-grams and tri-grams [36]. Part-of-speech (POS)
information is commonly used in sentiment analysis and opinion mining. The
reason for this is that POS tagging can be considered to be a simple form of word
sense disambiguation [61]. Incorporating syntactic relations has also been inves-
tigated for sentiment classification. Such linguistic features seems particularly
relevant with short pieces of text [62]. Parsing the text can also help in modelling
negation, intensifiers, and diminishers [63].
Recently, deep learning models have been applied for identification of the
sentiment. Such models do not depend on engineering domain or task-specific
features. For instance, recursive neural networks have been used to hierarchi-
cally compose word embeddings based on syntactic parse trees. These vectors
are then used to identify the sentiments of the phrases and sentences [64]. Bi-
directional LSTMs have also been used for sentiment classification [65], outper-
forming recursive neural networks that are based on syntactic parse trees.
In the following sections, we look at approaches that are used for the tasks
of target-dependent sentiment analysis and aspect-based sentiment analysis.
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2.3.4.1 Target-Dependent Sentiment Analysis
Several approaches have been used to address the task of target-dependent sen-
timent analysis. Rule-based target-dependent features together with traditional
target-independent features for sentiment analysis are used in [1]. Some ap-
proaches utilise the syntactic tree of a sentence. For instance, a recursive neural
network is used in [41] which passes sentiment signals from sentiment related
words to specific targets on a dependency tree. However, data generated on so-
cial media blogs and Twitter are not necessarily grammatically correct and can
be challenging to parse [66, 67]. More recently, syntax independent features and
models are used for solving this task. For instance, word embeddings are used
to generate features using the left and the right-hand context of each entity [2].
Also, different neural network architectures such as Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) and variations of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [42] have been
applied to this task.
2.3.4.2 Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
Aspect-based sentiment analysis is usually divided into two sub tasks [54]: aspect
detection and sentiment identification. In the aspect detection task, the goal is
to identify the presence of an aspect in a sentence. Aspects are concept names
from a given domain ontology and do not necessarily occur as terms in a sen-
tence. This task sometimes involves extraction of the aspect target expression.
An aspect target expression is a span of text naming a particular aspect of the
target entity. Sentiment polarity identification assigns a sentiment polarity label
(e.g. positive, negative, neutral) to a given aspect of the entity. For example, in
the sentence “The pizza is the best if you like thin-crusted pizza”, extracted in-
formation should be: food (aspect), pizza (aspect term expression) and positive
(sentiment).
Separate Tasks
To solve the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis, many of the existing work
treat two tasks of aspect and sentiment detection as two separate tasks. Aspect
category detection is often formulated as a classification task in a supervised set-
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ting. In this framework, text features are defined over the unit of text and are fed
into a classifier such as logistic regression or SVM [52, 68]. Convolutional neural
networks have also been used in aspect category classification [69], achieving a
great performance on SemEval shared task.
Sentiment polarity is then identified for each detected aspect category. As-
pect sentiment identification has been addressed both with and without super-
vision. In a supervised setting, a classifier is often trained using a defined set of
carefully designed features [68, 70]. Neural networks, especially variants of RNNs
and LSTMs have also been used for the sentiment detection task [71, 72, 73].
These models achieve comparable results to feature-based models where a lot
of effort is required for defining the features.
Conditional random fields (CRFs) [74] have been very successful for extract-
ing aspect target expression [75].5 However, the success of CRFs depends heavily
on the use of an appropriate feature set, which often requires a lot of engineer-
ing effort for each task at hand. Unsupervised methods are also popular for this
sub-task [76, 58, 77, 76].
Joint Approaches
Joint models have been proposed for detecting aspects and their polarities [78,
79, 3, 80, 81]. In [78] a hierarchical sequential learning is applied using CRFs to
jointly extract aspect terms boundaries, opinion polarity, and intensity. Multi-
grained LDA has been used [82] to identify topics, sentiment and the evidence
that support aspect ratings jointly. Hierarchical deep learning models have also
been used by leveraging parse tree of a sentence [3] to extract aspects and their
sentiment.
2.3.4.3 Our Work
The task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis that is proposed in this the-
sis, is very similar to the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis. However, in
addition to identifying the relevant sentiment for each aspect, we also need to
5Aspect target expression is an intermediary task to help in identifying the accurate sentiment
of an aspect
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identify the target entity that the aspect and sentiment are expressed for. There-
fore, the existing methods for the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis are not
sufficient for this task. To solve this task, we propose a joint approach in which
the target location, aspects, and the polarity towards each aspect are identified
in a single step.
Traditionally, a classifier was trained using representations of sentences
based on extensive feature engineering which resulted in great performances for
different sub-tasks of aspect-based sentiment analysis [83, 84]. Recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) and specifically Long Short Memory Networks (LSTM) [85]
have become increasingly popular, resulting in the state of the art performances
in many NLP tasks [86, 87, 88, 71]. Variations of LSTMs and RNNs have also been
used for sentiment classification in aspect-based sentiment analysis task [73, 72]
which have resulted in comparable performances to the traditional bag of n-
grams representations without the need for extensive feature engineering efforts.
Motivated by these successes, we propose discriminative models, based on
representations that are obtained using sequential models such as LSTMs. We
compare the results with the results obtained using discriminative models that
are based on the traditional bag of n-grams representations. These representa-
tions can either be sparse and based on generic pre-defined syntactic and se-
mantic features (e.g. uni-grams, bi-grams, POS) or dense and based on linear
compositions of the embeddings of the words in the unit of text.
Neural models such as LSTMs often need a large number of training exam-
ples to learn good representations. Instead of relying on adding data through
expensive human annotation, we investigate data augmentation. Using data
augmentation, we can generate training samples with more lexical and syntac-
tic variations compared to the samples in the training set. This can lead to mod-
els that can generalise better on unseen data. Data generation and augmentation
have been used in the past in machine learning [89] to inject prior knowledge and
to improve the performance of the prediction models. In NLP, data augmentation
has been used in the past to generate positive [90] and negative examples [91].
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Adding more sophisticated features to the traditional bag of n-grams repre-
sentations or designing more sophisticated sequential neural networks can also
be considered for improving the results. However, adding more features or em-
ploying a more sophisticated architecture are both orthogonal to data augmen-
tation and can be incorporated further. Here, we look at data augmentation as
we find it an intuitive way of incorporating domain knowledge into the represen-








In this chapter, we investigate whether the discussions on QA platforms about
neighbourhoods reflect the demographic attributes of their population. Exam-
ples of demographic attributes are deprivation levels, percent population of Mus-
lim, and percent population of White ethnicity. The values of these attributes are
reflected in census data statistics. The focus of this chapter is investigating the
following hypothesis, specifically using the discussions from Yahoo! Answers QA
platform:
Hypothesis 1 The language used in QA discussions about neighbourhoods re-
flects the demographic attributes of their population taken from census records.
To investigate the above hypothesis, in the next section, we raise appropriate
research questions.
3.1 Research Questions
In this chapter, we investigate whether there are correlations between the lan-
guage used in discussions on QA platform of Yahoo! Answers and the demo-
graphic attributes of neighbourhoods. We also investigate the extent in which
Yahoo! Answers discussions can be used to predict such attributes. To provide
baselines, we also apply our methods to the data from Twitter.
The work in this chapter is driven by the following questions:
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Q1: Are there strong and significant correlations between the language used
in Yahoo! Answers discussions and the demographic attributes of neighbour-
hoods?
Q2: How well can features based on text from Yahoo! Answers discussions pre-
dict demographic attributes of neighbourhoods?
Q3: What are the limitations of using Yahoo! Answers data in predicting demo-
graphic attributes of neighbourhoods?
In the following, we describe the technical background for the methods used
in this chapter. The reader can skip Section 3.2 if already familiar with linear re-
gression, non-linear regression using basis functions and Gaussian process re-
gression. We define our approach in Section 3.3. This includes the scope of the
problem, the entities of our models and the methods we use for correlation and
prediction. This is followed by a description of our dataset, experimental setup
and the results. At the end, we discuss our findings and answer the above ques-
tions.
3.2 Technical Background
In this section, we provide the technical background to the methods used in this
chapter. To show that the discussions on the QA platform of Yahoo! Answers re-
flect the true demographic attributes of neighbourhoods, we investigate whether
these attributes can be predicted using the text from such discussions. To do this,
we use regression models. A regression model maps an input (a scalar or a vector)
to a continuous-valued output (an attribute).
3.2.1 Regression
Let’s assume we have data points {x(1), . . . , x(N )} and observations or output val-
ues {y (1), . . . , y (N )} where x(i ) ∈ X and y (i ) ∈ R. The task of regression is to fit a
function f : X → R to these points. In the simplest regression case, an input
point is a scalar, i.e. X = R. In multidimensional regressions we have X = RD .
Multidimensional regression is used when an input point is represented using a
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vector instead of a scalar. For instance, in text regression, a unit of text can be
represented by all the words in the corpus where each dimension represents the
value of a frequency function of a word in that text. Therefore, the dimension of
the vector representing the text will equal to the number of words in the corpus.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of input data points and their corresponding output
values where input values are scalars, i.e. X = R. Regression consists of finding
the best fitting line through the points.
Figure 3.1: Input data and output values.
A straightforward approach in tackling a regression problem is to specify f
as a linear combination of a finite set of functions spanned by a given basis as





We can then use the function f (x) to perform regression and predict values for
the unobserved points after finding the parameters θ1, . . . ,θP . Finding the pa-
rameters corresponds to fitting a line through the input points.
3.2.2 Linear Regression
The simplest regression model is linear regression. Linear regression attempts
to model the relationship between the input and output values by fitting a lin-
ear equation to the observed data. In the one dimensional case, we would take
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θiφi (x)= θ0+θ1x (3.2)
Figure 3.2: Linear regression fits a linear function (line) through the observed data.
In a multidimensional case, such as in text regression, we would define a
basis function for each dimension of x ∈ RD where φd (x)= x[d ]. Then the linear




θiφi (x)= θ0+θ1x[1]+·· ·+θD x[D] (3.3)
Note that we add a constant term, i.e. bias, by setting φ0(x)= 1.
Learning The Parameters
To learn the parameters, θ0, . . . ,θP , we minimise a loss function. The squared loss
is a common loss function for regression which is defined as below over all the
observed points {x(1), . . . , x(N )}. Note that y is the vector of output values, θ is the
vector of parameters and X is the matrix of input vectors where each element is





(y (i )−x(i )Tθ)2 = 1
N
||y−Xθ||2 (3.4)
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We can then find the optimum parameters θ analytically using the following for-
mula:
θ = (X T X )−1X T y (3.5)
3.2.3 Non-linear Regression
The relationship between output values and input values is not always linear.
Non-linear relationship between output and input values can be incorporated
into the regression model through defining non-linear basis functions. Polyno-
mial regression is an example of non-linear regression. In this case, for a one-




θiφi (x)= θ0+θ1x+θ2x2+·· ·+θP xP (3.6)
This can be further extended into multidimensional case using the following for-
mula when D = 3 and P = 2. The index for each parameter θ consists of three
indices (D = 3), each indicating a dimension. Each index can take the value zero,









We can also have an infinite number of basis functions. For instance, our basis
functions can be based on the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) as below,





Since z can be anywhere in the space ofRD , the number of basis functions can be
infinite. However, we usually tackle this situation by only considering the basis
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functions at the available data points. This is a non-parametric model since the
number of parameters grows with the number of training instances.
3.2.4 Gaussian Process Regression
Gaussian processes (GPs) [92] are powerful non-parametric tools that can be
used in supervised learning. One of the main advantages of GPs is that they have
the ability to provide uncertainty estimates and to learn the noise and smooth-
ness parameters from training data. Figure 3.3 [93] shows how GPs can fit a non-
linear function through data and estimate the uncertainty. The blue line indi-
cates the predicted values. The grey region shows the 95% confidence interval
(the distance of two +/- standard deviations from the mean) which indicates how
uncertain the model is about the predicted value at each point.
Figure 3.3: A GP can fit a non-linear function (line) through the observed data and esti-
mate the uncertainty.
A GP is a collection of random variables in which the joint distribution of any
of the subset of these variables is also a Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian pro-
cess is different from a Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian distribution is a proba-
bility distribution that is defined by its mean µ and covariance σ: x ∼N (µ,σ). A






Gaussian processes can be considered as a Gaussian distribution with in-
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finitely many variables. A Gaussian process is a random function that is specified
by a mean function m(x) and a covariance function k(x, x ′) as follows:
f (x)∼GP (m(x),k(x, x ′)) (3.10)
To define a GP, we need to choose a mean and a covariance function. In
many applications, no prior knowledge is available about the mean function,
m(x) of a Gaussian process. This is usually assumed to be zero. The covari-
ance function, k(x, x ′) can be any function that takes two arguments. Covariance
function should be able to generate a non-negative definite covariance matrix
K . Choosing a covariance function is a way of incorporating prior knowledge
about the process such as its smoothness, its periodicity, etc. Even though there
are many possible covariance functions, the most frequently used is the RBF or
squared exponential function. There are many other kernels such as linear,1 pe-
riodic, noise, etc. The RBF kernel is defined as below:




By looking at the Equation 3.11, we can see that if two points are very close
to each other, the value of the kernel will be very close toσ2f . The value of the ker-
nel decreases exponentially as the distance between two inputs increases. Here,
σ f and ` are the hyperparameters of the model and can be tuned using cross-
validation. Using the RBF as the covariance function is similar to regression us-
ing many Gaussian like basis functions on all the inputs and not only the training
set [92].
The output of the Gaussian process regression is a normal distribution spec-
ified by a mean and a variance. The mean represents the predicted output value
and the variance represents the confidence of the prediction. A useful feature of
GPs is that different kernels can be defined over all the input dimensions or some
of the input dimensions. These kernels can then be combined by summation or
1GP regression with a linear kernel is equivalent to the bayesian linear regression.
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multiplication to obtain new kernels as the following equations show. Here, K1




In this section, we discuss the scope of the problem, entities that are used in our
approach and the methods we use to answer the questions raised in this chapter.
3.3.1 Domain Entities and Concepts
Here, we formally define the entities: locations, attributes and the documents.
These entities are used in Part I of this thesis.
Location: A location refers to a neighbourhood or an area in a city. Each location
corresponds to an entity that is identified by its unique name. A location also
has geolocation which consists of a latitude and a longitude. The set of all the
locations under consideration are represented by the set:
L = {`1,`2, . . . ,`M }
Attribute: Demographics data reflected in the census is divided into several cat-
egories such as ethnic origin, religion, employment status, etc. Each category is
further divided into subcategories which we refer to as attributes. For instance,
the category religion includes attributes Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist, etc. An at-
tribute a, therefore, refers to a subcategory of demographics data represented by
a continuous value per each geographical unit. The continuous value often in-
dicates the percentage of the population in the geographical unit. Examples are
percent population of Muslim and percent population of Asian.
Document For each location `m ,m = 1, . . . , M , we retrieve discussions from Ya-
hoo! Answers or microblogs from Twitter. We combine all the discussions or
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microblogs related to a location into a single document. Documents are rep-
resented by:
D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dM } .
where dm is the document containing all QA discussions or Twitter microblogs
for the location `m .
3.3.2 Unit of Analysis
In the experiments in this chapter, unit of analysis is a neighbourhood or a loca-
tion entity.
3.3.3 Document Representation
To use a document in a regression model as input, we represent the document in
vector space. To investigate which representation of a document is most suitable
for the task of predicting demographic attributes, we perform predictions using
several representations that are described below. Each representation converts
a text document d (for location l ) to a numeric vector x. Let’s assume that the
document d∗ obtained for the location Norbury is the following:2
“I have heard that there is a big Jewish community living in Stamford Hill which
are usually a peaceful bunch. But I have never been there. Have you checked it for
yourself? I live in Norbury. There is a big population of Muslim here. Therefore,
you can find many halal shops around.”
In the following, we explain each representation and present an illustration
of that representation using the above document.3
Normalised tf-idf A very popular method for representing a document using its
words is the tf-idf approach [96]. Tf-idf is short for term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency where tf indicates the frequency of a term in the document and
idf is a function of the number of documents that a terms has appeared in. In
2In reality documents are much larger than this example.
3Recently, the use of character n-grams has become more popular [94, 95]. There are several
advantages to this. For instance, character n-grams can capture the similarities between the dif-
ferent morphological forms of a word. They can also capture the similarity between words in
documents when they are misspelt. In this thesis, the use of character n-grams was not explored
due to the time limitations.
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a tf-idf representation, we assume that the words that have appeared in a docu-
ment d with a higher frequency while not present in many other documents are
most indicative of the attributes of its location l .
To discount the bias for areas that have a high number of QAs or tweets,
we normalise all tf-idf values by the length of the document. The length of each
document is defined as the number of its nondistinctive words. In a tf-idf repre-
sentation, the order of the words in the document is not preserved. Assume that
d is a document representing a location and t is a term in the vocabulary where
the number of terms in vocabulary is |V |. The normalised tf-idf for the term t in
d can be calculated as below:
Normalised tf(d , t )= Frequency of Term t in Document d
Number of Tokens in Document d
(3.14)
Normalised tf-idf(d , t )= Normalised tf (d , t )
log( Total number of documentsNumber of documents containing the term t )
(3.15)
The normalised tf-idf representation of the document d∗ is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.4.
jewish community muslimhalal
… … … …
hindu
0.7 0.1 0.29 0.620 0
alcohol
Figure 3.4: The normalised tf-idf representation of word uni-grams of d∗.
Normalised tf-idf of n-grams This is similar to the normalised tf-idf but we use
word n-grams instead of only word uni-grams. Here, we consider n = 1,2. Bi-
grams can capture linguistic phenomena such as negation (e.g. “not poor”) or
intensification (e.g. “very poor”) in text. The normalised tf-idf of word uni-grams
(n = 1) and word bi-grams (n = 2) of the document d∗ is illustrated in Figure 3.4:
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jewish community muslimhalal
… … … …
hindu








Figure 3.5: The normalised tf-idf of word uni-grams and word bi-grams of d∗.
Binary Here, a document is represented by a vector that contains only zeros or
ones. With this representation, we assume that only the presence of a term in a
document d is an indicator for attributes of its location l .
Binary(d , t )=

1 ift ∈ d
0 otherwise
(3.16)
The binary representation of d∗ is illustrated in Figure 3.4:
jewish community muslimhalal
… … … …
hindu
1 1 1 11 0
alcohol
Figure 3.6: Binary representation of word uni-grams of the document d∗.
Context normalised tf-idf This representation is the same as the normalised tf-
idf representation. However, a new document d˜ for a location ` is now defined
by combining the context window around each mention of the location name in
the document d . The window includes the sentence with the location mention
and two sentences on its either sides. This is mainly because in a QA more than
one neighbourhood can be discussed. We want to observe whether the context
around each neighbourhood’s name is more relevant to the neighbourhood than
the entire QA. Normalised tf-idf is then calculated over the terms in the document
d˜ . Note that the contexts of two or more locations can overlap which leads to
their corresponding documents having some text in common.
The d˜ for the document d∗ is then “But I have never been there. Have you
checked it for yourself? I live in Norbury. There is a big population of Muslim
here. Therefore, you can find many halal shops around”. The context normilised-
tf-idf representation of d∗ is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Note that the features cor-
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responding to the term “jewish” and “community” is now zero in this represen-
tation.
jewish community muslimhalal
… … … …
hindu
0 0 0.29 0.620 0
alcohol
Figure 3.7: The normalised tf-idf representation of the context around Norbury for the
document d∗.
Context Binary This representation is the same as the binary representation but
is defined over the document d˜ for a location `. The context binary representa-
tion of the document d∗ is similar to its context normalised tf-idf representation
which is illustrated in Figure 3.7. However, the context binary representation will
contain only zeros and ones.
Context Point-Wise Mutual Information (PMI) Point-wise mutual information
is a measure of association between two terms in a corpus. Here, we assume one
of the terms to be a word in vocabulary and the second term to be a location
name. Let’s assume that count(`, t ) is the number of times the term t and the
name of the location ` have appeared in the same context window. count(`) is
the number of times the name of location ` has appeared in the document d
(which is the same as the number of times that the location name has appeared
in the corpus) and count(t ) is the number of times the term t has appeared in
the corpus. PMI for each term t in vocabulary and the name of a location ` is
calculated using the following formula:
PMI(`, t )= log count(`, t )
count(`)×count(t ) (3.17)
Note that here, document d for location l is not defined. A vector representation
for location l consists of the PMI values for each word in the vocabulary with the
location l . The context window around the name of the location name consists
of the current sentence (with the location name) and two sentences on either
sides of the current sentence. The representation for the location Norbury in
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the above example is then similar to the context normalised tf-idf with non-zero
values obtained through the PMI formula.
3.3.4 Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis measures the strength of the association between two vari-
ables. To investigate whether discussions on QA platform of Yahoo! Answers
about neighbourhoods reflect the demographic attributes of their population,
we study the correlations between term frequencies in such discussions and dif-
ferent demographic attributes. Here, we mainly look at the normalised tf-idf fre-
quency measure.4 To calculate the correlations, for each term, we define a vec-
tor with the dimension of the number of locations. The value of the m-th cell
in this vector represents the normalised tf-idf value of the term for the location
`m . For each demographic attribute, we also define a vector with the dimension
of the number of locations. The value of the m-th cell in this vector represents
the value of that attribute for the location `m . We then calculate the Pearson
correlation coefficient (ρ) between these two vectors to measure the strength of
the association between a term and an attribute. Pearson correlation coefficient
evaluates the linear relationship between two continuous variables. We calculate
the Pearson correlation coefficient between all the terms in the corpus and each
demographic attribute.
Since we run many correlation tests, we need to correct the significance val-
ues (p-values) for multiple tests [97]. The Bonferroni correction [98] is a multiple-
comparison correction to the p-value and is used when several dependent or in-
dependent statistical tests are being performed simultaneously. Bonferroni ad-
justment ensures an upper bound for the probability of having an incorrect sig-
nificant result among all the tests. We adjust all the p-values in our experiments
for multiple tests using the Bonferroni correction.
4Similar approach can be taken for other frequency measures introduced in the previous sec-
tion.
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3.3.5 Prediction
To further investigate the extent in which the language used in QA discussions re-
flects the demographic attributes of neighbourhoods, we study whether we can
use the QA discussions about neighbourhoods to predict their demographic at-
tributes. We define the task of predicting a continuous-valued demographic at-
tribute for unseen locations as a regression task given the text feature represen-
tations of documents defined for those locations. A separate regression task is
defined for each demographic attribute.
3.3.5.1 Linear Regression
We first assume a linear relation between the input variables, i.e. term frequency
features, and the output variables, i.e. demographic attributes. Since the dimen-
sion of the input space (equal or greater than the size of the vocabulary5) is very
high relevant to the number of training points (locations), we use elastic net reg-
ularisation to avoid over-fitting. Elastic net combines the L1 and L2 penalties of
lasso and ridge methods linearly. Therefore the loss function from equation 3.4
can be further modified as follows, where the hyperparameters λ1 and λ2 can






A location is a spatial entity with a latitude and a longitude, as mentioned ear-
lier. In spatial regression, not only we can use the term frequencies as features,
we also take into account the geographical positions of location entities. For in-
stance, assume that we are predicting the deprivation index of a neighbourhood.
Our regression model may find that the terms “poor” and “deprived” are strong
indicators for a neighbourhood being highly deprived. Moreover, we know that
the neighbourhood we are making predictions for is very close to other neigh-
bourhoods with high levels of deprivation. This information can be incorporated
5The number of frequent terms used for vector representation is 8k for Yahoo! Answers corpus
and 17k for the Twitter corpus.
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in our prediction model to improve its performance. For spatial regression, we
propose the three following methods which are inspired by the models described
in Section 3.2.
Using Coordinates Information
To incorporate the geographical information of locations, we simply add the co-
ordinates information, i.e. latitude and longitude, of the locations to their feature
representations. We then apply a linear regression model on the new combined
feature vectors.
Gaussian Process Regression
Gaussian process regression is often used when predicting values for unobserved
spatial entities. Gaussian process regression is related to Kriging [99]. Kriging
was originally used in the field of mineral resource and reserve valuation where
a relatively small set of samples were available. Kriging or GP regression is now
used in many other fields.
GP regression is capable of modelling non-linear regression problems. This
is well-suited to spatial prediction problems where non-linearities can be as-
sumed between the points in space and their output values.6 To incorporate the
spatial information of location entities in our model, we add the coordinates of
each location to its representation, as above. To capture the non-linearity as-
sumption, we propose defining an RBF kernel on the features defined by the co-
ordinates information (latitude and longitude). We also define a linear kernel
over the text features. This is because the non-linearity relation exists mainly in
the geographical space. We then combine these two kernels using summation
to obtain a single kernel. As we have seen in Section 3.2, in GP, kernels can be
summed or multiplied to obtain new kernels.
Non-linear Basis Functions
The results of a GP model are less interpretable in comparison to a linear regres-
sion model where we can observe the coefficients or parameters of the model,
i.e. θ. To use a linear regression model and to capture the non-linear property
6The relevancy of points in space rapidly decreases non-linearly as the distance between the
points increases.
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of the attributes of neighbourhoods at the same time, we use a linear regression
and RBF basis functions as defined in Equation 3.8. Here, (x−z) is defined as the
physical distance of two locations on earth which is calculated using the latitude
and the longitude of the two locations.7 We take σ2 = 2 (kilometres) which is the
optimal value obtained using cross-validation. Figure 3.8 shows the value of this
RBF function as the distance between two locations in terms of kilometres in-
creases. As we can see, the value of the function tends to zero when the distance
grows larger than 4 kilometres.











RBF Function Values for Dicstance Between Two Locations
Figure 3.8: The value of the RBF function as the distance between two locations in-
creases.







θ˜ j φ˜ j (x) (3.19)
Here, φˆ is the RBF basis function. Note that there are M RBF basis functions, one
for each of the available locations (training plus test). This is different than N that
is the number of the observed points, i.e. training set. Therefore, φˆi = φRBF(x(i ))
measures the non-linear distance of a location to the location `i . The basis func-
tion φ˜ is linear and defined for every D dimension of text features space, e.g.
φ˜ j = x[ j ]. Moreover, D is the size of the vocabulary if a word uni-gram represen-




To measure the performance of a regression model, residual-based methods
such as mean squared error are commonly used. Ranking metrics such as Pear-
son correlation coefficient ρ have also been used in the past [101, 11, 19]. Us-
ing a ranking measure, in general, has few advantages compare to a residual-
based measure. First, ranking evaluation is more robust against extreme outliers
compared to an additive residual-based evaluation measure [102]. Second, it is
suggested that in tasks where ranking is the main underlying goal in building a
regression model, ranking performance is the correct evaluation metric [102]. Fi-
nally, ranking metrics are very interpretable [102].
In discovering attributes of neighbourhoods, we usually care about the rela-
tive value of an attribute rather than its absolute value. For instance, it might be
sufficient to know whether an area has a lower rate of crime in comparison with
other areas. In this case, knowing the exact number of reported crimes in the
area is not necessary. Therefore, we measure the performance of our prediction
models using Pearson correlation coefficient.
3.4 Dataset
In this section, we explain how we select neighbourhoods of interest and describe
the procedure in which we obtain text from both QA platform of Yahoo! Answers
and Twitter for each neighbourhood. This is followed by the description of de-
mographic attributes taken from census records and methods for unifying the
unit of analysis across all the datasets.
3.4.1 Neighbourhoods
The names of the neighbourhoods for a city are taken from the GeoNames
gazetteer.8 Each location entity in the gazetteer is defined by its name, category
and geolocation. Geolocation includes a latitude and a longitude. Therefore, a
8http://www.geonames.org/
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neighbourhood is defined by a point on earth and not a geographical shape with
boundaries.
We then take all the entities in the gazetteer for a city that have a category
relevant to an area.9 This approach provides us with 589 location entity names
for the Greater London metropolitan area.
3.4.2 Yahoo! Answers Data
We collect questions and answers (QAs) from Yahoo! Answers using its public
API.10 For each neighbourhood, a query consists of the name of the neighbour-
hood together with keywords “London” and “area”. This is to prevent obtaining
irrelevant QAs for ambiguous entity names such as Victoria. No time limit has
been imposed on the period in which these QAs have been logged. Each QA con-
sists of a title and a content which is an elaboration on the title. This is followed
by a variant number of answers. In total, we collect 12,947 QAs across all London
neighbourhoods. The obtained QAs span over a period of around five years.
In a QA thread, it is common for users to discuss characteristics of several
neighbourhoods. This means that the same QA can be assigned to more than one
neighbourhood. Some examples of such QA threads can be seen in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Examples of QA threads where more than one area is discussed.
Q: What area of london should i live in?
A: Cool areas to live in at the moment are: / Clapham / Balham / Battersea
/ Hoxton / Camden
Q: Where can i find a jewish shop in london?
A: The main Jewish Communities in London are Stamford Hill and
Golders Green, plus Hendon and Edgeware. All have many Kosher and Ju-
daica stores on their high streets.
Figure 3.9 shows the histogram of the number of QAs for each neighbour-
hood. As the figure shows, the majority of areas have less than 100 QAs and out
of those areas, some have less than 10. There are a few number of areas with
over 100 QAs. Well-known and popular London neighbourhoods such as Cam-
den Town and Chelsea are amongst the areas with a high number of QAs.
9PPL (populated place), PPLX (section of a populated place) and AREA
10https://developer.yahoo.com/answers/
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Number of QAs Per Area - london
Figure 3.9: Histogram of the number of QAs per areas of London.
Pre-processing and Filtering We split each document of all the relevant QAs for
a neighbourhood into sentences. We then remove neighbourhoods that contain
less than 4011 sentences as we consider them to be under-represented. At the
end, we are left with 363 areas. Figure 3.10 shows the histogram of the number of
sentences per each remaining neighbourhood. As the figure shows, most neigh-
bourhoods have less than 1000 sentences. In extreme cases, there are neighbour-
hoods that have up to 4000 sentences.















Number of Sentences Per Area - london
Figure 3.10: Histogram of the number of sentences per areas of London.
11This number was selected heuristically by observing the data
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We then remove URLs and stop words from all the documents. All the tokens
in all documents are lowercased and then lemmatised. Lemmatisation is a spe-
cial case of text normalisation. Lemmatisation removes inflectional endings of a
word and return the base of a word. For example, a lemmatiser will transform the
word “dogs” to “dog” and “children” to “child”. To keep the most frequent words,
we remove any token that has appeared less than 5 times in total across the whole
corpus and also in less than 5 unique QAs. This leaves us with 8k distinct tokens.
3.4.3 Twitter Data
To collect data from Twitter, we use the geographical bounding box of London,
defined by the northwest and southeast points of the Greater London. We then
use this bounding box and collect all the tweets that are geotagged and are cre-
ated within this box. We do this using Twitter streaming API.12 We collect Twitter
data for 6 months between July 2015 and December 2015. At the end, we have
around 2,000,000 tweets. In a heuristic approach, to filter out the tweets that
are spam or advertisement, in each day, we remove the tweets of users that have
tweeted more than once in the same hour. We assume people usually do not log
more than one tweet per hour.13
To assign tweets to different neighbourhoods, for each tweet, we calculate
the distance between the location that it was blogged from and the centre points
of all the neighbourhoods in our dataset. Note that the centre point for each
neighbourhood is provided in the gazetteer as discussed in Section 3.4.1. We
then assign the tweet to the closest neighbourhood that is not further than 1 km
from the tweet’s geolocation. At the end of this process, we have a collection of
tweets per each neighbourhood. We combine all the tweets of a neighbourhood
to create a single document. Figure 3.11 shows the number of tweets per each
neighbourhood. As we can see, the majority of neighbourhoods have less than
1000 tweets. The West End and Oxford Circus are amongst areas with the highest
number of tweets.
12https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
13This assumption is made by observing our data.
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Number of Tweets per Area - London
Figure 3.11: Histogram of the number of tweets per areas of London.
Pre-processing and Filtering We remove all the target words (words starting
with the symbol @ are called target words) from all the documents. The pre-
processing of each document is then similar to the QA documents. At the end,
we have 17k distinct frequent tokens across all the Twitter corpus. As we can see,
the number of distinct tokens in Twitter data is much higher than the number
of distinct tokens in Yahoo! Answers data (8k). This can be because in Twitter,
unlike in Yahoo! Answers, people create and use many compound words (e.g.
sundayroast, poshwashlondon) or informal abbreviations (e.g. imo, tbh).
3.4.4 Population Demographics Data
Population demographics data is taken from the UK census provided by the Of-
fice for National Statistics.14 The last UK census was carried out in 2011. Census
data collection is repeated every 10 years. In the UK, census data is provided for
specific geographical units that are created solely for the purpose of census data
collection. The smallest unit that census data is aggregated for, is called LSOA
14http://www.ons.gov.uk/
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(Lower Super Output Layer).15 An LSOA is defined by its ID and a geographical
shape which has a centroid point.16 Greater London is divided into 4,835 LSOAs.
LSOAs are not necessarily equal in their geographical size, but they have been
designed to have a population of around 1,500.
3.4.5 Unification of Geographical Units
Attributes in census data are collected for geographical shapes (with boundaries)
called LSOAs as explained earlier. Our units of analysis for text are neighbour-
hoods which have coordinates representing their centre points and not bound-
aries. To unify our units of data across text and demographic attributes, we align
the units by keeping the gazetteer units. For this, we map the values of attributes
from LSOAs to neighbourhoods using the following heuristic approach.
By observing the QA data, we have noticed that often, when people talk
about a neighbourhood, e.g. Camden Town, they refer to the area close to its
centre point. In other words, the information provided for neighbourhoods in
QA discussions are very local to this point. To keep this locality, for each at-
tribute, we assign only the values of the nearby LSOAs to the respective neigh-
bourhood. For this, we calculate the distance between each neighbourhood and
all the LSOAs within London. The distance is calculated between the coordinates
of a neighbourhood and the coordinates of the centroid point of each LSOA. For
each neighbourhood, we select the m closest LSOAs that are not further than k
kilometres away. The value of each attribute for a neighbourhood is then calcu-
lated by averaging the values of that attribute over the selected LSOAs. We apply
this mapping to all the selected demographic attributes. The values for m and k
are selected heuristically to be m = 10 and k = 1.17
To provide a view of the geographical mismatch between LSOAs and neigh-
bourhoods, we show the map of London which is divided into LSOAs in Fig-
15http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/
beginner-s-guide/census/super-output-areas--soas-/index.html
16Centroid is the centre of mass of a geometric object of uniform density
17We also experimented with other heuristic methods. For instance, instead of mapping the
demographic attributes into neighbourhoods, we mapped the text features into LSOAs and other
geographical units used for aggregation of census data. However the results of these unifications
when used in correlation analysis or predictions were poor.
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ure 3.12. LSOAs are geographical shapes with centroid points. Centroid points of
LSOAs are marked with darks dots and neighbourhoods are marked with green
circles.
Figure 3.12: Figure shows the division of London by LSOAs. It also shows the neighbour-
hoods of London. Centroid points of LSOAs are marked with dark dots and
neighbourhoods are marked with green circles.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experimental set up.
3.5.1 Scope
In this chapter, we mainly focus on attributes of neighbourhoods of London.
London is a big cosmopolitan city and a popular destination for people from
other countries or cities, to visit or to immigrate to. Therefore there are many dis-
cussion threads on characteristics of its neighbourhoods on Yahoo! Answers. For
comparison purposes and for studying the limitations of using Yahoo! Answers
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data, we briefly discuss the availability of data for neighbourhoods of other cities
in Section 3.7.
3.5.2 Demographic Attributes
There are many attributes across several categories in the census data. We will
carry most of our experiments on a selected set of diverse attributes that are
taken from religion, ethnicity, price and deprivation categories. These attributes
are: percent population of Jewish, percent population of Muslim, percent popu-
lation of Hindu, percent population of Buddhist, percent population of Black eth-
nicity, percent population of White ethnicity, percent population of Asian ethnic-
ity, Price (average house prices) and IMD. IMD is the index of multiple depriva-
tions created by the UK government to measure deprivation in local authorities.
It covers multiple aspects of deprivation such as income, employment, educa-
tion, crime, living environment and health deprivation. The higher the value of
IMD, the more deprived an area is. Later, we report results on a wide range of 62
demographic attributes that are available in our dataset.
3.5.3 Evaluation Setup
We evaluate the performance of each regression task using 10 folds cross-
validation. In each fold, we use 75% of the data for training and the remaining
25% for validation. At the end, we report the average performance over all the
folds together with the standard deviation.
Training and validation sets are sampled using stratified sampling [103] for
each attribute. Stratified sampling is used when sub-populations within an over-
all population vary. In these cases, it is advantageous to sample each subpopula-
tion independently. Each subpopulation is called a stratum. A stratified sample
is made up of different strata of the population, for example, samples from areas
with a low or a high rate of crime. The sample size for each stratum is propor-
tional to the size of the stratum.
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3.5.4 Implementation
Linear regression models with elastic net is implemented using the scikit-learn18
library in Python. Gaussian process regression was implemented using the GPy
library [104]. Moreover, to calculate the distance between two locations on earth
using the Haversine method, we use the jcoord library in Java.
3.6 Results
In this section, we discuss our findings on correlation analysis and prediction
results.
3.6.1 Correlation
To investigate the hypothesis that we raised in this chapter and to study whether
discussions on the QA platform of Yahoo! Answers about neighbourhoods reflect
the true demographic attributes of these neighbourhoods, in this section, we
study whether meaningful correlations exists between the term frequency fea-
tures of Yahoo! Answers discussions and the values of the demographic attributes
for neighbourhoods. We compare these correlations with the correlated terms
from Twitter.
Yahoo! Answers vs. Twitter We first quantitatively compare whether significant
correlations exist between the demographic attributes and term features of Ya-
hoo! Answers and Twitter. We then present examples of the correlated terms from
both sources with a few demographic attributes for a qualitative observation.
NUMBER OF CORRELATED TERMS The number of significantly correlated
terms from both Yahoo! Answers and the Twitter with the selected demographic
attributes are shown in Table 3.2. Note that the number of unique frequent words
in Twitter(17k) is almost twice as in Yahoo! Answers (8k). The column “#signifi-
cant” shows the total number of terms with a significant correlation19 to the at-
tribute presented in the first column. The next columns show the counts of terms
that have significant correlations with Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) in the
18http://scikit-learn.org/
19p-value < 0.001 and adjusted using Bonferroni correction
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given ranges. The last column shows the number of terms that are negatively
and significantly correlated with the attribute. The source that has the highest
number of correlated terms with each attribute is highlighted in bold.
Table 3.2: The number of significantly correlated terms (p-value < 0.001 and adjusted
using Bonferroni correction) from both Yahoo! Answers and Twitter. “Y! A” is
used in place of Yahoo! Answers due to the space limit. To see examples of the
correlated terms, refer to Table 3.3 and 3.4.
Attribute Source #significant #> 0.4 #0.3−0.4 #0.2−0.3 #ρ < 0
IMD
Y! A 115 1 48 66 0
Twitter 17 0 10 7 0
Price
Y! A 50 2 36 12 0
Twitter 1120 312 533 275 0
Jewish%
Y! A 48 7 31 10 0
Twitter 6 0 5 1 0
Muslim%
Y! A 87 0 59 28 0
Twitter 13 1 8 4 0
Hindu%
Y! A 8 2 3 3 0
Twitter 5 0 3 2 0
Buddhist%
Y! A 1 0 1 0 0
Twitter 934 18 728 188 0
Black%
Y! A 114 4 59 51 0
Twitter 2 0 2 0 0
White%
Y! A 8 0 0 0 8
Twitter 0 0 0 0 0
Asian%
Y! A 6 0 3 3 0
Twitter 1 0 1 0 0
As the table shows, the number of highly correlated terms in Yahoo! Answers
are much higher than in Twitter for the majority of the attributes. This is espe-
cially the case for attributes Jewish%, Muslim% and Black%.
On one hand, Twitter has a high number of significantly correlated terms
with attributes Price (1120) and Buddhist% (934). On the other hand, there is
only 1 term from Twitter that is significantly correlated with the attribute Asian%.
This number is 2 for Black% and 6 for Jewish%.
SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS To observe whether the correlated terms from Ya-
hoo! Answers and Twitter are semantically related to the respective attributes, we
present some of the top correlated terms with some of the attributes for both of
these sources.
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Yahoo! Answers Table 3.3 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) of some
of the top correlated terms with a few selected demographic attributes. The se-
lected attributes are those that Yahoo! Answers has many correlated terms with.
As we can see from the table, many of the top correlated terms are semantically
related to the respective attribute with strikingly high correlations. For example,
“poverty”, “notorious” and “rundown” are related to areas of higher deprivation.
Similarly the terms “matzo” (Jewish bread), “jewish” and “jew” are relevant to the
attribute Jewish.
Even though, finding ethical biases is not the objective of this thesis, this cor-
relation analysis provides us with some insights into such biases in the society.20
For example, the terms that are highly correlated with the percent population of
Black ethnicity may reflect the stereotypes that are present in people’s percep-
tion. Examples of such stereotypes are the terms “gang”, “violent” and “drug”.
Table 3.3: Significantly correlated (p-value < 0.001) terms with the highest correlation
coefficients for the selected demographic attributes using the normalised tf-
idf features of Yahoo! Answers data.
Black% Jewish% (High) Price IMD
Term ρ Term ρ Term ρ Term ρ
violent 0.44 matzo 0.45 townhouse 0.4 hurt 0.4
gang 0.43 harmony 0.45 fortune 0.39 poverty 0.36
drug 0.42 jewish 0.41 qatar 0.39 drug 0.36
rob 0.4 jew 0.41 diplomat 0.39 boy 0.36
danger 0.39 unfairly 0.42 exclusive 0.37 cockney 0.35
knife 0.39 flyover 0.41 hectic 0.36 victim 0.35
integration 0.38 ark 0.38 refine 0.36 mug 0.34
black 0.38 staw 0.38 desirable 0.35 trouble 0.34
boy 0.38 arab 0.39 celeb 0.34 notorious 0.34
evenly 0.38 freehold 0.37 cosmopolitan 0.33 rundown 0.33
dangerous 0.37 kosher 0.32 aristocratic 0.33 redevelop 0.33
stab 0.37 traditional 0.35 fashionable 0.32 slum 0.32
Twitter Table 3.4 shows the top correlated terms with the attributes for which
Twitter has a high number of correlated terms. For many of the top correlated
terms with the attribute Price, semantic relevance is apparent and the corre-
lations are very high (ρ > 0.5). For example, the terms “luxury”, “classy”, and
20Finding discriminative and hateful messages in users’s tweets has been the subject of studies
in NLP and ethics [105].
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“stylish” seem related to aspects of expensive areas. “Tea”, “teatime”, “delight”
and “truffle” seem related to the social activities of the upper class. Many of the
top correlated terms with IMD that are presented in the table are very specific to
London. For example, areas of East London are known to be more deprived. The
terms “east”, “eastend” and “eastlondon” refer to this fact. Also, “cockney” is a
dialect traditionally spoken by the working class, and thus less advantaged Lon-
doners. The relevance of terms seems less salient for the attribute Buddhist%,
even though there is a high number of correlated terms from Twitter with this at-
tribute. Some of the terms that can be considered related to aspects of the Bud-
dhist religion are “think”, “learn” and “mind”.
Table 3.4: Significantly correlated (p-value < 0.001) terms with the highest correlation
coefficients for selected demographic attributes using the normalised tf-idf
features of Twitter data.
Buddhist% (High) Price IMD
Term ρ Term ρ Term ρ
think 0.44 luxury 0.66 east 0.39
en 0.42 tea 0.64 eastlondon 0.36
long 0.42 teatime 0.61 eastend 0.36
learn 0.40 delight 0.60 yeah 0.33
presentation 0.40 truffle 0.60 studio 0.33
mind 0.40 car 0.60 shit 0.32
para 0.40 classy 0.59 craftbeer 0.30
todo 0.40 stylish 0.59 ass 0.30
thing 0.40 gorgeous 0.59 music 0.30
heart 0.40 lamborghini 0.59 neighbour 0.29
remember 0.39 interiordesign 0.58 tune 0.28
beautiful 0.39 couture 0.56 progress 0.28
Interestingly, terms extracted from Yahoo! Answers and Twitter seem to of-
fer two different kinds of insights. On one hand, terms extracted from Yahoo!
Answers are more encyclopedic as they tend to offer definitions or aspects re-
lated to each attribute. For example, terms “matzo”, “harmony”, and “kosher” are
related to the cultural aspects of the Jewish religion and the terms “jew” or “jew-
ish” are linguistically associated with its name. On the other hand, Twitter terms
can offer geographically related information (e.g. “east”, “eastend” for IMD) or
knowledge about related socio-cultural aspects (e.g., “tea”, “truffle” for Price).
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Overall, correlation results suggest that there is a wealth of terms, both in
Yahoo! Answers and Twitter, which can be used to predict the attributes from the
population demographics.
3.6.2 Prediction
To investigate the hypothesis that we raised in this chapter and to show that
the discussions on QA platform of Yahoo! Answers about neighbourhoods reflect
their attributes, in this section, we look at how well their attributes can be pre-
dicted using the terms used in these discussions. If demographic attributes can
be predicted with high correlation coefficients using Yahoo! Answers data, we
conclude that the discussions on this platform are reflective of the attributes of
the neighbourhoods. To do this, we first find the best way to represent the text
from Yahoo! Answers. To find the most suitable representation, we look at the
prediction results of different representations proposed earlier in Section 3.3.3.
We then observe whether we can achieve better prediction results using spatial
regression methods. Finally, we compare the prediction performances using Ya-
hoo! Answers and Twitter data for a wide range of attributes.
3.6.2.1 Representations
In this section, we look at the performances of different representations of Ya-
hoo! Answers text. Table 3.5 shows the prediction results of the set of selected at-
tributes using different representations of Yahoo! Answers data. The results using
normalised tf-idf of word n-grams (uni-grams and bi-grams) and the normalised
tf-idf of context window are lower compared to other representations and there-
fore are omitted from the table due to the space limit. Results are averaged over
10 folds and standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. All correlations are
statistically significant with a p-value < 0.01. Results having a ∗ superscript have
at least 2 folds with a p-value > 0.01.
As we can see from the table, the performances of representations that are
based on the text obtained from the context around the location names are in
general higher than the representations that are based on the text from the en-
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Table 3.5: Prediction results in terms of ρ using different feature representations of Ya-
hoo! Answers data. Results are averaged over 10 folds and standard deviations
are shown in parenthesis. All correlations are statistically significant with a p-
value< 0.01. Results having a ∗ superscript have at least 2 folds with a p-value
> 0.01.
Normalised tf-idf Binary Context PMI Context Binary
Muslim % 0.51(0.07) 0.54 (0.15) 0.59 (0.11) 0.58 (0.08)
Jewish % 0.42(0.08) 0.46 (0.08) 0.52 (0.09) 0.56 (0.07)
Hindu % 0.32(0.10)∗ 0.36 (0.14)∗ 0.39 (0.17)∗ 0.45 (0.11)∗
Buddhist % 0.24(0.10)∗ 0.32 (0.12)∗ 0.31 (0.16)∗ 0.35 (0.08)∗
Black % 0.60(0.07) 0.61 (0.08) 0.59 (0.10) 0.72 (0.08)
Asian % 0.40(0.07) 0.44 (0.14) 0.49 (0.12) 0.46 (0.11)
White % 0.58(0.06) 0.63 (0.06) 0.59 (0.19) 0.61 (0.11)
IMD 0.69(0.03) 0.65 (0.05) 0.74 (0.03) 0.75 (0.06)
Price 0.69(0.05) 0.63 (0.07) 0.55 (0.13) 0.73 (0.07)
Average 0.48(0.07) 0.50 (0.09) 0.52 (0.12) 0.57 (0.09)
tire QAs. This can be because QA discussions can often contain noise or they
can include information about other neighbourhoods. The context around the
name of a neighbourhood seems to be more representative of the attributes of
the neighbourhood.
Further, we can see that the binary representations of both the entire QAs
and the context achieve higher performances compared to the normalised tf-
idf of the entire QAs and the context PMI representations, respectively. This
means that only the presence (and not the frequency) of specific terms in the
discussions for a neighbourhood or in the context of a neighbourhood is suffi-
cient for predicting the attributes of the neighbourhood. The best performance
is achieved using the context binary representation with an average Pearson cor-
relation coefficient of 0.57.
3.6.2.2 Spatial Prediction
Attributes of neighbourhoods present spatial properties. This means that neigh-
bourhoods that are geographically very close to each other share similar charac-
teristics. This similarity decreases rapidly (often non-linearly) as the distance be-
tween neighbourhoods increases. This results in neighbourhoods forming clus-
ters of high and low values with regards to different characteristics. This is illus-
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trated in Figure 3.13 where maps show the distribution of different attributes over
neighbourhoods of London. Darker colours indicate higher values for each at-
tribute. The clustering effect is especially evident for the attribute Jewish% where
there is mainly one region with areas of high concentration of people with the
Jewish religion. Distinct clusters are also present for percent population of Asian
origins. IMD and average house Price, however, have many clusters of high and
low values that are spread across London.
(a) Jewish % Population (b) Asian % Population
(c) Average House Price (d) IMD
Figure 3.13: Maps of selected demographic attributes over LSOAs of London. Darker re-
gions indicate higher values for an attribute.
In this section, we investigate whether we can predict attributes of neigh-
bourhoods using text from Yahoo! Answers with a higher performance using spa-
tial prediction methods. Here, we show the results of spatial predictions for the
selected attributes using different spatial regression models introduced in Sec-
tion 3.3.5.2. Results are presented in Table 3.6. In this table, Lin + Lin is a lin-
ear regression model applied on a combination of text features and coordinates
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information. Lin+RBF is the regression model that uses non-linear radial basis
functions over the coordinates information and linear basis functions over the
text features. GP Lin+RBF is a GP regression model applied on a combination of
coordinates information (RBF) and the text features (Lin). GP RBF applies a GP
regression model with an RBF kernel on the coordinates information only with-
out using any text features. W and C indicate whether text (words) or coordinates
information (latitude/longitude) are used as features for each model. Results are
averaged over 10 folds and standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. All cor-
relations are statistically significant with a p-value < 0.01. Results having a ∗ su-
perscript have at least 2 folds with a p-value> 0.01. An upward arrow indicates an
increase of performance in comparison with the results obtained using a linear
regression model and text features presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.6: Prediction results on a selected set of attributes using spatial regression and
Yahoo! Answers data. W and C indicate whether text features (context-binary
representation) or coordinates are used as features. All correlations are statis-
tically significant with a p-value < 0.01. Results having a ∗ superscript have at
least 2 folds with a p-value > 0.01. An upward arrow indicates an increase of
performance in comparison with the results obtained using a linear regression
model and text features presented in Table 3.5.
Lin + Lin Lin+RBF GP Lin+RBF GP RBF
(W+C) (W+C) (W+C) (C)
Muslim % 0.58 (0.08) 0.80 (0.06) ↑ 0.82 (0.06) ↑ 0.71 (0.24) ↑
Jewish % 0.56 (0.07) 0.67 (0.07) ↑ 0.67 (0.06) ↑ 0.70 (0.12) ↑
Hindu % 0.45 (0.11)∗ 0.67 (0.08) ↑∗ 0.82 (0.04) ↑∗ 0.54 (0.24) ↑∗
Buddhist % 0.35 (0.08)∗ 0.57 (0.05) ↑∗ 0.69 (0.07) ↑∗ 0.60 (0.12) ↑∗
Black % 0.72 (0.08) 0.82 (0.03) ↑ 0.85 (0.05) ↑ 0.82 (0.05) ↑
Asian % 0.46 (0.11) 0.73 (0.09) ↑ 0.73 (0.15) ↑ 0.67 (0.29) ↑
White % 0.61 (0.11) 0.80 (0.06) ↑ 0.79 (0.11) ↑ 0.23 (0.21) ↑
Price 0.73 (0.07) 0.84 (0.02) ↑ 0.70 (0.08) 0.49 (0.34)
IMD 0.75 (0.06) 0.85 (0.03) ↑ 0.86 (0.04) ↑ 0.81 (0.08) ↑
Average 0.57 (0.09) 0.76 (0.05) ↑ 0.78 (0.07) ↑ 0.62 (0.18) ↑
Results in Table 3.6 show that adding coordinates information to a linear
model (Lin + Lin) does not improve the prediction performance of any of the se-
lected attributes. Using a GP regression model and coordinates only (GP RBF)
results in a higher performance by 5% than using text features only in a linear
regression model. This is particularly evident for the attribute percent popula-
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tion of Jewish%. This is because there is only one cluster of neighbourhoods with
high values for this attribute. This means that by knowing only whether a neigh-
bourhood is geographically very close to this cluster, we can infer if it has a high
population of Jewish%. Predictions using coordinates information only and a
GP regression model (GP RBF), however, result in very high standard deviations.
This means that the geographical locations of the neighbourhoods selected for
the training can have a high effect on the performance of this model.21
The highest spatial prediction results are achieved when both text and coor-
dinates information are used with a non-linear model. Using RBF basis functions
on coordinates information and linear basis functions on text features (Lin+RBF)
results in 19% increase in performance compared to a linear non-spatial model.
The best results are obtained when a GP regression model (GP Lin+RBF) is used
over a combination of text and the coordinates information with 21% increase
on average. It is interesting to note that the performance of the Lin+RBF model is
comparable to the performance of the GP Lin+RBF model (only 2% lower) while
being highly interpretable. For instance, we observe that for the percent pop-
ulation of Jewish%, the distance to the areas of Mill Hill, Hendon and some of
the other well-known Jewish areas of London are amongst the features with the
highest coefficients.
Incorporating the non-linear spatial information is particularly helpful in
predicting attributes such as Hindu%, Asian% and Jewish%. Improvements are
less pronounced when predicting the attribute Price. Spatial prediction mod-
els improve the prediction results for attributes that present higher clustering
effects. Clustering effect for attributes Asian% and Jewish% is evident in Fig-
ure 3.13.
3.6.2.3 Yahoo! Answers vs. Twitter
To provide comparisons, in this section, we present the results of predictions us-
ing Twitter data and Yahoo! Answers over a wider range of attributes. To com-
21Note that we choose the training set using stratified sampling with respect to an attribute,
disregarding the geographical locations of the areas.
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pare the strength of text features of Yahoo! Answers discussions with the Twitter
microblogs, we compare their performances using the linear regression models
that utilise text features only. We use the best representation of Yahoo! Answers
text for this task22 which is the context-binary representation. To provide a fair
comparison, we also examined different representations of Twitter data for the
prediction tasks. Binary representation of Twitter data results in the highest pre-
diction performance and therefore will be used in this section.
Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show prediction results in terms of Pearson correlation
coefficients over a wide range of 62 attributes. Results having a∗ superscript have
at least 2 folds with a p-value> 0.01. Results are averaged over the entire 10 folds.
Attributes are divided into categories such as Religion, Ethnicity, Employment,
Education, etc.
Overall, the results show that Yahoo! Answers performs slightly better than
Twitter with an average 4% increase over all the attributes. The Wilxocon signed
rank test shows that their results are significantly different from each other (p-
value < 0.01).
Results further indicate that text features based on Yahoo! Answers perform
strongly in predicting some of the attributes that are related to religion (Jewish%,
“Muslim%”) and ethnicity (Black%). Yahoo! Answers can predict the attributes
IMD and Price with strikingly high correlation coefficients (ρ > 0.7).
Twitter can predict most of the religion related attributes well with the ex-
ception of the Jewish%. Twitter is poor in predicting ethnicity related attributes
such as Black% and White%. This is consistent with the correlation results that
we have seen in Table 3.2 where Twitter, unlike Yahoo! Answers, does not have
many significantly correlated terms with attributes White% (0), Black% (2) and
Jewish% (6). Twitter, however, performs stronger than Yahoo! Answers when pre-
dicting the attributes in the categories of Age Group, Residential Status, and Car
Ownership.
22Over the selected attributes
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Table 3.7: Prediction results on a wide range of attributes in terms of ρ using context-
binary representation for Yahoo! Answers and binary representation for Twit-
ter. Results are averaged over 10 folds and standard deviations are shown in
parenthesis. All correlations are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). Re-
sults having a ∗ superscript have at least 2 folds with a p-value > 0.01.
Attribute Yahoo! Answers Twitter
Price & Deprivation 0.74 (0.07) 0.66 (0.09)
Mean Price 0.73 (0.07) 0.68 (0.09)
IMD 0.75 (0.06) 0.63 (0.09)
Religion 0.49 (0.08) 0.41 (0.1)
Jewish % 0.56 (0.07) 0.15 (0.16)∗
Muslim % 0.58 (0.08) 0.52 (0.09)
Hindu % 0.45 (0.11)∗ 0.50 (0.09)
Buddhist % 0.35 (0.08)∗ 0.49 (0.08)∗
Ethnicity 0.59 (0.1) 0.43 (0.09)
White % 0.61 (0.11) 0.40 (0.08)
Asian % 0.46 (0.11) 0.27 (0.10)
Black % 0.72 (0.08) 0.52 (0.11)
Mixed % 0.55 (0.13) 0.54 (0.06)
Residential Status 0.58 (0.1) 0.63 (0.07)
Owned Outright % 0.72 (0.09) 0.60 (0.09)
Owned With A Mortgage Or Loan % 0.69 (0.10) 0.75 (0.09)
Social Rented % 0.61 (0.10) 0.53 (0.07)
Private Rented % 0.63 (0.07) 0.59 (0.04)
At Least One Usual Resident % 0.35 (0.16) 0.58 (0.08)
No Usual Residents % 0.38 (0.12) 0.54 (0.06)
Whole House Or Bungalow Detached % 0.54 (0.11) 0.71 (0.07)
Whole House Or Bungalow Semi Detached % 0.68 (0.11) 0.71 (0.05)
Flat Maisonette Or Apartment Percent 0.72 (0.05) 0.74 (0.08)
Sale 0.51 (0.13) 0.52 (0.09)
Employment 0.62 (0.08) 0.50 (0.08)
No Adults In Employment-Dependent Children 0.66 (0.08) 0.53 (0.05)
All Lone Parent With Dependent Children 0.62 (0.08) 0.45 (0.10)
Lone Parents Not In Employment 0.60 (0.08) 0.48 (0.07)
Lone Parent Not In Employment % 0.62 (0.05) 0.53 (0.08)
Economically Active Total 0.53 (0.08) 0.55 (0.11)
Economically Inactive Total 0.59 (0.11) 0.55 (0.07)
Economically Active Employee 0.41 (0.09) 0.48 (0.08)
Economically Active Self Employed 0.72 (0.04) 0.49 (0.05)
Economically Active Unemployed 0.76 (0.04) 0.56 (0.07)
Economically Active Full Time Student 0.53 (0.15) 0.44 (0.11)
Employment Rate 0.66 (0.08) 0.48 (0.07)
Unemployment Rate 0.71 (0.06) 0.46 (0.07)
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Table 3.8: cont.
Attribute Yahoo! Answers Twitter
Education 0.60 (0.08) 0.62 (0.07)
No Qualifications % 0.72 (0.03) 0.61 (0.06)
Highest Level Qualification 1 % 0.74 (0.06) 0.76 (0.05)
Highest Level Qualification 2 % 0.69 (0.08) 0.78 (0.04)
Highest Level Qualification Apprenticeship % 0.57 (0.08) 0.73 (0.05)
Highest Level Qualification-3 % 0.21 (0.13)∗ 0.26 (0.13)∗
Highest Level Qualification Level 4+% 0.72 (0.06) 0.74 (0.04)
Highest Level Of Qualification Other % 0.59 (0.12) 0.45 (0.13)
Schoolchildren/Full Time Students 18+% 0.59 (0.09) 0.63 (0.06)
Age Group 0.61(0.09) 0.63(0.05)
0-15 % 0.56 (0.10) 0.59 (0.05)
16-29 % 0.69 (0.07) 0.70 (0.07)
30-44 % 0.60 (0.07) 0.62 (0.04)
45-64 % 0.47 (0.08) 0.64 (0.05)
65+ % 0.69 (0.08) 0.64 (0.06)
Working Age % 0.66 (0.10) 0.60 (0.05)
Health 0.55 (0.08) 0.42 (0.09)
Day To Day Activities Limited A Lot % 0.54 (0.10) 0.29 (0.14)
Day To Day Activities Limited A Little % 0.47 (0.08) 0.52 (0.09)
Day To Day Activities Not Limited % 0.50 (0.11) 0.41 (0.05)
Very Good Or Good Health % 0.64 (0.07) 0.43 (0.10)
Fair Health % 0.63 (0.04) 0.60 (0.09)
Bad Or Very Bad Health % 0.53 (0.09) 0.31 (0.09)
Car Ownership 0.65 (0.05) 0.77 (0.05)
No Cars Or Vans In Household % 0.77 (0.04) 0.83 (0.07)
1 Car Or Van In Household % 0.69 (0.03) 0.68 (0.05)
2 Cars Or Vans In Household % 0.77 (0.03) 0.80 (0.02)
3 Cars Or Vans In Household % 0.67 (0.06) 0.81 (0.04)
4 Or More Cars Or Vans In Household % 0.54 (0.09) 0.73 (0.07)
Cars Per Household 0.50 (0.09) 0.80 (0.04)
Household Composition 0.62 (0.09) 0.57 (0.08)
Couple With Dependent Children % 0.60 (0.07) 0.73 (0.06)
Couple Without Dependent Children % 0.66 (0.09) 0.58 (0.08)
Lone Parent Household % 0.56 (0.09) 0.38 (0.10)
One Person Household % 0.63 (0.10) 0.70 (0.06)
At Least One Aged 16 + English Main Language % 0.64 (0.08) 0.55 (0.08)
No Aged 16 +Have English Main Language % 0.63 (0.12) 0.52 (0.11)
Average 0.62 (0.08) 0.58 (0.07)
We also looked at the terms with the highest coefficients in the regression
models for each attribute and source. We observe that similar to the correlated
terms, the terms with the highest coefficients in Yahoo! Answers tend to be re-
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lated to the definition or the concept of the respective attribute. Examples are
the term “caribbean” for the attribute Black% and “asian” for the attribute Mus-
lim%.
Moreover, in Yahoo! Answers, sometimes the name of the attribute is
amongst the terms with the highest coefficients, e.g. the term “asian” for the
attribute Asian%, and the term“jewish” for the attribute Jewish%. This is some-
thing that is not usually observed in Twitter. Terms from Twitter that have the
highest regression coefficients can be related to the areas or geographical re-
gions of London (e.g. “mileend” for the attribute Muslim%,23 “southlondon” for
the attribute Black%24 and “eastlondon” for IMD). Also, many terms related to
the activities of people are amongst the terms with high coefficients in Twitter.
Examples are: “golf” for the attribute Age Group 45-64 and “personaltrainer” for
the attribute (high) Price.
It is interesting to observe the coefficients of the regression models when
predicting the attributes that are related to car ownership using Twitter data.
Note that these attributes can be predicted with strikingly high correlation co-
efficients of up to 0.83. Terms “cocktail”, “gig”, “pub”, “cinema”, “beer” and “wine”
are amongst the terms with the highest negative coefficients for attributes related
to car ownership. This can indicate that it is less likely for people to own cars in
areas that are good for going out which often tend to be central.
3.7 Limitations
Here, we look at some of the limitations of using Yahoo! Answers and Twitter data
for predicting attributes of neighbourhoods.
3.7.1 Yahoo! Answers
The success of a prediction model depends heavily on the availability of data
for training. London is a big cosmopolitan city and many discussions can be
found on Yahoo! Answers regarding its neighbourhoods. In this section, we look
23Mile End is an area of London with a high population of Muslims.
24Neighbourhoods with a black majority tend to be located in the southern part of London.
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at the coverage of Yahoo! Answers QAs for neighbourhoods of two other cities
and compare it with the coverage for neighbourhoods of London.
Availability of Data
So far, we have seen that there are many discussions on Yahoo! Answers platform
for many neighbourhoods of London. The availability of data makes it possible
to discover patterns in text and to predict demographic attributes using text fea-
tures based on these discussions.
Here, we look at the availability of discussions on Yahoo! Answers platform
for neighbourhoods of the two selected cities of Manchester and Birmingham.
We provide comparisons with the data from Twitter. Yahoo! Answers and Twitter
data for neighbourhoods of both cities are collected using the same methods that
we employed for the neighbourhoods of London (discussed in Section 3.4).
Table 3.9 shows the number of areas with at least one QA discussion on Ya-
hoo! Answers for cities of Manchester, Birmingham and London. The number in
parenthesis next to the name of the city indicates the number of neighbourhoods
taken from the gazetteer for each city. The table also shows the maximum, the
minimum and the median number of QAs for each neighbourhood in different
cities. We can see that while 89% of London neighbourhoods are discussed on Ya-
hoo! Answers, these percentages are 25% and 27% for Birmingham and Manch-
ester, respectively.




Max #QA Min #QA
Median
#QA
Birmingham (321) 83 (25%) 51 0 0
Manchester (302) 82 (27%) 134 0 0
London (589) 527 (89%) 186 0 3
Table 3.10 shows the number of areas that have at least one tweet associated
with them in our dataset (collected over 6 months), the minimum, maximum and
the median number of tweets per areas of each city.
As tables 3.9 and 3.10 show, a larger number of areas are covered in Twitter
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data25 compared with the data from Yahoo! Answers. Attributes of over 70% of
areas in Manchester and Birmingham cannot be predicted using Yahoo! Answers
data due to the lack of coverage. Moreover, the number of areas that have asso-
ciated QAs may not be enough to develop a regression model that can generalise
well to the unseen neighbourhoods that have been discussed on Yahoo! Answers.
Manchester and Birmingham are amongst the most populated and cosmopoli-
tan cities of the UK. The coverage of Yahoo! Answers discussions can be lower for
smaller and less known cities.










Birmingham (321) 259 (80%) 4341 1 21
Manchester (302) 296 (98%) 6506 2 51.5
London (589) 587 (99%) 44510 1 456
3.7.2 Twitter
People use Twitter to express their spontaneous feelings and opinions about their
lives and the events that are happening in the world. Therefore, depending on
the time that Twitter data is obtained, different topics and trends can be dom-
inant which subsequently can affect the correlation and regression results. For
instance, when analysing the number of correlated terms from Twitter and de-
mographic attributes, we observe a high number of correlated terms with the
attribute Price and the percent population of Buddhist.
The high number of significantly correlated terms from twitter with the at-
tribute Price is due to the fact that there are many terms that are related to how
expensive an area is. Some of these terms can be found in Table 3.4. However,
the high number of correlated terms with the attribute Buddhist can not be quite
justified. We found many French stop words such as “en” and “le” to be amongst
the top correlated terms with the attribute Buddhist. It is possible that a French
25Note that we have only collected Twitter data for a period of 6 months. The coverage from
Twitter may improve further by collecting tweets for a longer period of time.
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event was organised in an area with a high population of Buddhists and the re-
lated tweets have affected our correlation results. The same issue is observed
when studying the correlated terms from Twitter with the attribute IMD. The
term “londontattoconvention” appears to be strongly correlated with high de-
privation. The reason behind this high correlation is that a tattoo convention is
held annually around September in London area of Hackney which is known to
be a deprived area. These examples show that when Twitter data is obtained us-
ing its streaming API, the data can get influenced by such temporal events, some
of which can be one-off cases. Community question answering platforms such
as Yahoo! Answers are less prone to such issues and biases.
3.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we investigated the hypothesis that the discussions on QA plat-
forms about neighbourhoods reflect their demographic attributes. For this, we
studied the relation between the text taken from the discussions on QA platform
of Yahoo! Answers about the neighbourhoods of London and the demographic
attributes reflected in the UK census data. This included studying the correla-
tions between the text features from Yahoo! Answers discussions and a diverse
set of demographic attributes. Moreover, we studied how well these attributes
can be predicted using such text features. We compared our results to the perfor-
mances achieved using the text features of the microblogs of Twitter; a platform
that has been used in studying deprivations of neighbourhoods in the past.
Here, we can answer the questions that we raised at the beginning of this
chapter.
Q1: Are there strong and significant correlations between the language used in
Yahoo! Answers discussions and the demographic attributes of neighbourhoods?
A1: Our correlation analysis results indicate that for a diverse set of selected
attributes, there is a high number of text features from QA discussions that
have strong and significant correlations with each attribute. This is specifically
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evident for the deprivation score, IMD and many of the ethnicity related at-
tributes. For the majority of the selected attributes, a higher number of signif-
icantly correlated terms exists in Yahoo! Answers discussions in comparison
with Twitter. Even though, for some attributes especially Price, there are higher
numbers of correlated terms from Twitter.
Q2: How well can features based on text from Yahoo! Answers discussions pre-
dict demographic attributes of neighbourhoods?
A2: In this chapter, we have shown that predictions using Yahoo! Answers data
can achieve on average a correlation coefficient of 0.62 over a wide range of at-
tributes taken from census data. This is 4% higher than what can be achieved
using Twitter data. While Yahoo! Answers text features on average can achieve
higher performances on categories of Price, IMD, Health, Religion and Ethnic-
ity, Twitter can perform better on categories of Car Ownership, Education and
Age Group. We further show that we can improve the prediction performances
of many demographic attributes by using spatial prediction models.
Q3: What are the limitations of using Yahoo! Answers data in predicting demo-
graphic attributes of neighbourhoods?
A3: One of the main limitations of using the discussions of a QA platform such
as Yahoo! Answers for predicting attributes of neighbourhoods is the coverage
of these discussions for different neighbourhoods. For example, less known
or less central areas are not discussed as much as central and popular areas
within London. In our experiments, we only use 363 out of 589 London areas
because the remaining 226 areas are under-represented (i.e. have less than
40 sentences). The same problem exists for the neighbourhoods of cities that
are less cosmopolitan. In this chapter, we looked at the availability of data
for neighbourhoods of two other major cities in the UK. As we have seen, the
amount of data that is available for neighbourhoods of the cities of Manchester
and Birmingham is very limited compared to the amount of the data that is
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available for the neighbourhoods of London. While the coverage of Twitter
data is also lower for neighbourhoods of Manchester and Birmingham, the
limitation is less pronounced.
In summary, by observing the results of our experiments in this chapter, we
conclude that the discussions on QA platform of Yahoo! Answers about neigh-
bourhoods are reflective of the attributes of those neighbourhoods. Not only we
can find many correlated terms from these discussions with many attributes of
neighbourhoods, these attributes can be predicted on average with a Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.62. The hypothesis raised in this chapter holds specif-
ically for the city of London which is a big cosmopolitan city. This can be true for





In the previous chapter, we showed that there are strong and meaningful cor-
relations between the language used in Yahoo! Answers discussions and many of
the demographic attributes of the population of neighbourhoods. Moreover, fea-
tures based on these discussions can be used to predict a wide range of attributes
with a high accuracy.
In this chapter, we investigate whether we can also predict the perceived
characteristics of neighbourhoods using the text from Yahoo! Answers discus-
sions. We refer to these characteristics as aspects. The values for the perceived
characteristics, unlike the demographic attributes, are not available in census
records. Moreover, the values for these aspects cannot be obtained by a popu-
lation count or measured through objective statistics. Finally, these aspects are
subject to personal opinions. Take the aspect Trendy as an example. Different
people can describe trendiness of an area in different ways. The value of this as-
pect for a neighbourhood cannot be measured with a number. However, often a
consensus can be found on whether an area is perceived to be trendy or not.
Predicting perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods is important since
these characteristics are not available in census records or other statistics. The
importance of identifying aspects of areas for settlers and travellers is recognised
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by big travel and neighbourhood expert sites such as AirBnB1 and Spareroom,2
where their experts provide information on a set of aspects for a limited number
of areas in some cities including London. This information is in the form of as-
pect labels for areas. For instance, on Spareroom, Camden Town is labeled with
Nightlife, Multicultural and Well-connected but not with Quiet.
The coverage of the provided aspects and areas through sites such as AirBnB
and Spareroom is limited. It is expensive to rely on experts to provide informa-
tion on aspects of new areas and new cities or information on new aspects for
areas. This is because one needs to have a good understanding of a city and its
neighbourhoods to provide such information. Alternatively, the values of these
aspects for different neighbourhoods can be inferred from people’s discussions
about neighbourhoods on QA platforms such as Yahoo! Answers. In this chapter,
therefore, we investigate whether discussions on QA platforms about neighbour-
hoods reflect the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods, similar to the de-
mographic attributes. We explore the following hypothesis that we introduced in
Chapter 1:
Hypothesis 2 The language used in QA discussions about neighbourhoods re-
flects their perceived characteristics.
To investigate whether this hypothesis holds, in the next section, we raise
appropriate research questions.
4.1 Research Questions
To study whether QA discussions reflect the perceived characteristics of neigh-
bourhoods, we focus on the two following perspectives. First, we aim to study
whether there are meaningful and strong correlations between the terms used
in QA discussions and the presence of aspects in neighbourhoods. Second, we
1https://www.airbnb.co.uk/
2https://www.spareroom.co.uk
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investigate whether aspects of interest can be predicted using the frequency fea-
tures of the terms used in such discussions with a high accuracy.
In the absence of official statistics for the values of the aspects of neighbour-
hoods, we use the labels provided by experts on Spareroom. The values provided
for these aspects are not numeric. Each aspect is treated as a label. This means
that if an area is labeled with an aspect, the area is known for having that aspect.
The area lacks an aspect if it is not labeled with that aspect. Therefore, the values
for these aspects are binary.
We expect the task of predicting aspects of neighbourhoods to be more chal-
lenging than predicting the demographic attributes. This is because both the val-
ues for these aspects and the opinions expressed about these aspects are subjec-
tive. Moreover, the labels collected from expert sites are partial. In other words,
aspect labels are not necessarily provided for all areas or all aspects of interest.
Obtaining aspect labels to train a prediction model is a costly task which requires
expert knowledge. Therefore, it is important to make predictions for new aspects
in a cost-effective and yet an accurate manner. This chapter is driven by the fol-
lowing questions.
Q1: Are there significant correlations between text features from Yahoo! An-
swers discussions and the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods?
Q2: How well can the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods be pre-
dicted using text features from Yahoo! Answers discussions?
Q3: Can we predict aspects of neighbourhoods in a cost-effective way using
the discussions on Yahoo! Answers?
Q4: What are the limitations of using the discussions from Yahoo! Answers in
predicting perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods?
To provide baselines for correlations and predictions, we also apply our
methods to the data from Twitter.
In the following, we define our approach. This includes the scope of the
problem, the entities of the system and the methods we use for correlation and
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prediction. We then describe the technical background to the models used in this
chapter. The reader can skip this section if familiar with document classification
models such as MaxEnt or Generalised Expectation for feature labeling. We then
provide a description of our dataset and the experimental setup. Finally, the re-
sults of our experiments are presented, after which we discuss our findings and
answer the above questions.
4.2 Technical Background
Predicting perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods using text from Yahoo!
Answers discussions can be framed as a document classification task. In this
setting, each neighbourhood is an instance which is presented as a document
(i.e. the collection of discussions on Yahoo! Answers) and each aspect is a binary
label.
For a given aspect, labeled instances (i.e. neighbourhoods) can be used as
supervisions to train a classifier. The classifier can then make predictions for the
aspects of unlabeled neighbourhoods. To train a classifier without any labeled
instances, we rely on methods that can make use of alternative cost-effective
sources of supervision. In this section, we look at models for document classi-
fication in cases where labeled instances for an aspect are available and in cases
where these labels are missing.
4.2.1 Classification
Let’s assume we have a few data points {x(1), . . . , x(N )} and a set of corresponding
output values {y (1), . . . , y (N )}. Here, output values are categorical variables. In a
binary classification task, there are two categories: one and zero, i.e. y (i ) ∈ {0,1}.
The task of binary classification for a new input point is to determine whether
the value of its output value is zero or one. Hence, binary classification can be
seen as a function f : X → {0,1}. In the simplest case of classification, x(i ) is a
continuos value, i.e. X ∈R.
Document Classification
Document classification is the task of assigning a document to one or more
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classes or categories. In this case, x is the numerical representation of a docu-
ment and therefore X ∈ RD . There are two general categories of classifiers for a
document classification task: generative and discriminative. A generative model,
such as Naive Bayes, defines the prior on the probability of classes p(y) and the
likelihood of data p(x|y). Bayes rule is then used to calculate the probability
p(y |x) as follows:
p(y |x)= p(x|y)p(y) (4.1)
A discriminative classifier, on the other hand, directly determines the condi-
tional probability p(y |x) by discriminating amongst the different possible values
of the class y , instead of computing the likelihood. Logistic regression is a dis-
criminative classifier and is described in the following section.
4.2.2 Logistic Regression
A logistic regression classifier, which is also referred to as maximum entropy
(MaxEnt) within the language processing community, specifies the probability of
a binary output y ∈ {0,1} to be 1 given the vector representation x of a document
of dimension D as follows:
p(y = 1|x)= 1
1+exp−(θ0+θ1x[1]+...+θD x[D]) (4.2)
which can be written in matrix form as follows, where θ = {θ0,θ1, . . . ,θD } is the set
of all the model parameters:
p(y = 1|x)= 1
1+exp−xT θ (4.3)
Parameters of the model, θ, are calculated by minimising the negative log
likelihood of the data. Therefore to estimate the parameters θ, the following ob-
jective function, i.e. the negative log likelihood, is minimised. N is the number
of data points in the training set. The input vector for a data point is identified by
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y (i ) log(p(y (i ) = 1|x(i )))+ (1− y (i )) log(1−p(y (i ) = 1|x(i )))] (4.4)
4.2.3 Classification without Labeled Instances
Models that we have described so far are applicable when a few number of la-
beled instances are available for supervision. In predicting perceived character-
istics of neighbourhoods, it is important to do so even if no labaled instances are
available for an aspect of interest. In this section, we describe a model which is
based on Generalised Expectation Criterion which requires no labaled instances
for training.
Generalised Expectation Criterion for Feature Labeling
A generalised expectation (GE) criterion [106] is a term in a parameter estimation
objective function that expresses some preferences about the values of a model
expectations.
In machine learning, models need sufficient amount of data (labeled in-
stances) for training; when not available, we can resort to human knowledge.
This knowledge can be captured through labelling instances by experts which
can be costly for some tasks. Ideally, we can inject cost-effective domain knowl-
edge into a prediction model.
GE makes it easy for a human to directly express domain knowledge that
can be used as cost-effective supervision. Therefore, training does not need to
depend on the labeled instances only. For example, a human can make a state-
ment such as the following: “For an area to be good for nightlife, I expect words
such as nightclub, dance, bar, music, and gig to be mentioned when people discuss
the characteristics of the area”.
The common approach for incorporating domain knowledge, without GE, is
through selecting the structure of the model and choosing the features. Although
model selection and feature selection are very important, they are very technical
concepts which do not provide the most suitable way for a human with domain
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knowledge and a machine learning expert to communicate.
Supervision for GE can come from different sources. As the example above
shows, for a document classification task, the domain knowledge can be ex-
pressed in terms of a list of words that are in affinity with a label. For in-
stance, terms “nightclub”, “dance”, “bar”, and “music” are in affinity with the la-
bel Nightlife. These terms are referred to as labeled features [106] and can be
provided by annotators without the need for specific domain expertise.3 The do-
main knowledge can be incorporated into the model by specifying the probabil-
ity that a document can be labeled with Nightlife if one of these terms (i.e. labeled
features) appear in the document.
Below, we explain the GE criteria and how it can be used within a discrim-
inative model such as MaxEnt. In this setting, we consider that no labeled in-
stances are available and therefore U refers to a set of available unlabeled in-
stances (i.e. a set of unlabeled documents representing neighbourhoods). Here,
the only source of supervision is the labeled features. Let us assume that x is
a vector of input term features and y is a binary class label. The probability of
the label y to be one is calculated by the probability pθ(y = 1|x) using a MaxEnt
model provided in Equation 4.3.
To estimate the parameters of the MaxEnt model, θ, we take the following
approach. Assume that fw (x) is a function of an input vector x that indicates
whether the word w is present in the document represented by x. Moreover, p˜ is
the empirical distribution of the unlabeled data U and pˆ is the reference distri-
bution defined by human experts. The probability p˜(y | fw (x)) is then computed
as below:
p˜(y = 1| fw (x))= EU [E [pθ(y |x)]] (4.5)
The parameters θ of the model pθ are estimated such that the empirical distri-
bution p˜(y | fw (x)) is close to the reference distribution pˆ(y | fw (x)) for a labeled
feature w when the term w is present in x. Here, KL divergence is used for the
3In the domain of neighbourhoods, labeling areas with aspect labels need knowledge of the
city and its areas. However, providing a list of terms that are related to an aspect, i.e. labeled
features, only need familiarity with the language.
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distance measure between the two distributions. A GE term for one labeled fea-
ture can then be defined as follows. Note that one GE term is defined for each
labeled feature in the objective function.
∑
y∈{0,1}
pˆ(y | fw (x)= 1)log pˆ(y | fw (x)= 1)
p˜(y | fw (x)= 1)
(4.6)
In the following, we give an example of how the above model works. Assume
that the classification task is to label each document with 0 or 1 with respect to
the aspect Nightlife, given a set of labeled features including the term “dance”.
Table 4.1 shows five documents which are represented by input vectors x1 . . .x5.
The values in the column fdance(x) indicate whether each input vector contains
the term “dance” or not. The column pθ(y = 1|x) shows the predicted probabil-
ity of the label Nightlife to be one given the input vector and using the model
presented in Equation 4.3.
Table 4.1: Values of the labeled feature “dance” for the label Nightlife and the probabili-
ties of the predicted class under the model.
“dance”






We can now calculate the empirical label distribution on the set of unlabeled
instances that contain the labeled feature “dance” as below:




Let’s assume that the reference distribution pˆ(y | fdance(x)= 1)= 0.70. The param-
eters θ of the model should now be updated such that these two distributions are
closer to each other. This model will assign larger weights to the labeled features
and also to the terms that often co-occur with these terms.
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4.3 Approach
In this section, we explain the scope and the domain entities of our models. We
further describe the methods that we implement to answer the questions raised
in this chapter. These methods are based on the models explained in Section 4.2.
4.3.1 Domain Entities and Concepts
Some of the entities that are used in this chapter are already introduced in Chap-
ter 3. These entities are locations and documents. Here, we introduce the follow-
ing entities and concepts:
Aspect: An aspect refers to a perceived characteristic of a neighbourhood. The
value of an aspect for a neighbourhood is binary which indicates the presence
or the lack of the aspect for that neighbourhood. Examples of such aspects are
Nightlife, Quiet, Posh and Multicultural.
Labeled Feature: A labeld feature is a term that is in affinity with an aspect. For
every aspect, we collect a list of labeled features from a group of annotators (ex-
plained further in section 4.4.2). We represent the list of labeled features for an
aspect as:
F = {w1, w2, . . . , wK }
where wk is a term in the vocabulary and K is the number of labeled features for
a given aspect.
4.3.2 Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis in a prediction task is a neighbourhood. This is the same
as in the previous chapter. A neighbourhood, as we have defined, is a location
entity which is known by its name and its coordinates. Aspect labels are also
provided for neighbourhoods through their names (e.g. Camden Town: Nightlife,
Finchley: Quiet). Since the unit of analysis is the same for the aspect labels and
the text documents, the need for unifying the units is eliminated.
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4.3.3 Correlation Analysis
To investigate whether discussions on QA platform of Yahoo! Answers reflect the
perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods, we first study whether significant
and meaningful correlations exists between the language used in these discus-
sions and a set of selected perceived characteristics. Correlations are calculated
using the point-biserial correlation coefficient, r [107].4 The point-biserial corre-
lation is used to measure the relationship between a binary variable and a contin-
uous variable. Like other correlation coefficients, the point-biserial correlation
coefficient varies between −1 and +1 with 0 implying no correlation. Each cor-
relation coefficient has also an associated p-value. Similar to Chapter 3, we use
the correlation coefficient between each term in the vocabulary and each of the
selected aspects. We then correct the p-values for multiple tests using Bonferroni
correction [98].
4.3.4 Prediction
As mentioned in the previous sections, we formulate the task of predicting an as-
pect of a neighbourhoods as a classification task. We use the text features of Ya-
hoo! Answers discussions or the Twitter data as input vectors. This can be viewed
as a document classification task. In a supervised learning setting, we need a
reasonable amount of supervision to train a classifier. The supervision usually
comes in the form of labels for entities. Here, the labels are aspects for the neigh-
bourhoods.
To predict labels for the aspects where no labeled instances are available, we
employ methods that incorporate cost-effective domain knowledge. The domain
knowledge about an aspect is defined using a list of terms that are in affinity with
the aspect. The terms are referred to as labeled features.
Therefore, to predict the aspects for neighbourhoods, we look at the follow-
ing two general approaches: learning from labeled instances and learning from
labeled features. Learning from both labeled instances and features is briefly dis-
4We use r to represent the correlation coefficients obtained using point-biserial correlation,
as opposed to ρ which we have used in the previous chapter for Pearson correlation.
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cussed in the Appendix A.3.
4.3.4.1 Learning from Labeled Instances
Learning a prediction model for aspects of locations using few labeled instances
can be framed as a document classification task, where we learn a classifier that
maps documents (locations) to classes (zero and one) for each given aspect. We
choose this classifier to be a logistic regression. To void over-fitting due to the
large number of parameters (|θ| = |V |), we use L2 regularisation. Therefore, the
objective function in Equation 4.4 is updated using the following equation. The






y (i ) log(p(y (i ) = 1|x(i )))+ (1− y (i )) log(1−p(y (i ) = 1|x(i )))]+λ||θ||2
(4.7)
Spatial Prediction
Aspects of neighbourhoods show spatial properties: neighbourhoods that are
closer to each other are more likely to be similar in the aspects they have. We
assume this relation to be non-linear. This means that the similarity diminishes
rapidly as the distance between neighbourhoods grow. We address this prop-
erty using the non-linear RBF basis functions described in the previous chapter
(Equation 3.8). Unlike in a GP prediction model, the parameters of a MaxEnt
model when using the values of RBF basis functions as features are highly inter-
pretable. We have seen in the previous chapter that by using RBF basis functions,
we can achieve comparable performances to a GP prediction model. Therefore,
in this chapter, we use RBF basis functions for spatial prediction. To incorporate
RBF basis functions into the logistic regression, we calculate the value of RBF
function between every two neighbourhoods in our dataset. The features repre-
senting a neighbourhood will then include the text features and the RBF values
between the neighbourhood and all the M neighbourhoods in our dataset, i.e.
x′ ∈ R|V |+|M |. We then use this representation in the logistic regression model.
The parameters of this model are estimated by minimising the loss function in
Equation 4.7 where for each instance, we replace the representation x with x′.
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4.3.4.2 Learning from Labeled Features
We leverage the domain knowledge into our prediction models by using labeled
features instead of labeled instances. To make predictions using labeled features
only, we use the following two methods: the frequency score method and the GE
model for feature labeling.
Frequency Score
To provide a baseline for the GE model, we propose a frequency-based approach
for the classification task. For a given aspect, the frequency score of a document
is the sum of the number of times each of the labeled features have appeared in
the document. Since the lengths of the documents for different neighbourhoods
vary largely, we normalise the frequency scores by the lengths of the documents.
The frequency score of a document d with respect to an aspect is then cal-





Finally, p(y = 1|x) for a document is calculated by normalising its frequency
score (across the documents). This is so that the value is between 0 and 1 and
represents probability.
Generalised Expectation (GE) for Feature Labeling
GE for feature labeling has achieved great results in document classification
tasks [106]. The GE model is described in detail in Section 4.2.3. Unlike the fre-
quency score method which calculates the probability using only the provided la-
beled features, a discriminative model with GE criteria can recognise other terms
in the vocabulary that are related to the aspect. These terms are those that often
co-occur with the labeled features. The parameters of the discriminative model
in Equation 4.4 is learned by minimising the following objective function. The
objective function is composed of a GE term (Equation 4.6) for each labeled fea-
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ture w ∈ F (F is the set of all labeled features for an aspect) and the L2 regular-
isation term as stated in the below equation. The regularisation term is added
because the model is under-parameterized otherwise. This is because the num-
ber of labeled features is usually much smaller than the number of parameters in
θ which is the size of the vocabulary.
L= ∑
w∈F
KL(pˆ(y | fw (x)= 1), p˜(y | fw (x)= 1))+λ||θ||2 (4.9)
4.3.4.3 Evaluation Metric
Similar to the previous chapter, we use a ranking metric for the evaluation of the
classification tasks. However, since we are evaluating the classification results (as
opposed to regression), we use AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) and not corre-
lation. This is a very natural decision as AUC is mostly used as the evaluation
metric for binary classification tasks. The interpretability of AUC makes it ap-
pealing as a classification evaluation metric for ranking: given a random positive
observation and a negative observation, the AUC calculates the proportion of the
times that the model guesses their value (true/false) correctly. This means that
a random system performs with an AUC equal to 0.5 and a perfect system will
have an AUC equal to 1. Moreover, similar to predicting demographic attributes
of neighbourhoods, in discovering aspects of neighbourhoods, we care about the
relative value of an aspect rather than its absolute value. For instance, instead of
predicting whether an area is safe or not, it might be sufficient to know whether
an area is safer than other areas. Therefore, we report the performance of our
prediction models using AUC as opposed to F1 or Accuracy.
4.4 Dataset
We use the documents from Yahoo! Answers and Twitter as explained in the pre-
vious chapter. In this section, we describe the procedure of collecting aspect la-
bels and labeled features.
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4.4.1 Aspects and Labeled Instances
Spareroom is a platform for searching and advertising room vacancies in the city
of London. Apart from its room renting services, it provides aspects for some
of the neighbourhoods of London through its location wizard.5 Aspects were
extracted manually from the website. Altogether, there are 42 aspects and 130
neighbourhoods. Each neighbourhood can have one or more aspects and each
aspect can belong to one or more neighbourhoods. Table 4.2 shows these as-
pects and the number of areas that are labeled for every aspect. As we can see,
the number of labeled areas for each aspect varies from 1 to 45.
Table 4.2: Aspects provided by Spareroom and the number of areas that are labeled for
each aspect.
Aspect #Area Aspect #Area
Quiet 45 Underrated 11
Well-connected 43 Posh 10
Multicultural 39 Bars 8
Central 35 Cosy 8
Chilled 34 Modern 8
Safe 33 Picturesque 7
Eating out 29 Bohemian 6
Up and coming 27 Pubs 4
Cosmopolitan 23 Alternative 4
Shopping 23 Fun 4
Friendly 21 Commuterbelt 3
Lively 20 Young 3
Villagey 20 Urban 3
Fashionable 20 Historic 3
Leafy 19 Happening 3
Family friendly 18 Undiscovered 3
Market(s) 17 Suburban 3
Waterside 14 Gay 1
Cultured 14 Hilly 1
Nightlife 13 Quirky 1
Unpretentious 13 Studenty 1
As we can see from the table, some aspects cover very few areas. This can be
because there are not many areas that have a specific characteristic (e.g. Posh). It
can also be the case that some aspects are partially labeled. For instance, London
probably has more than 4 areas that are known to be good for having Pubs or
5http://www.spareroom.co.uk/flatshare/where_to_live_wizard.pl
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more than 1 Hilly area. The labeling of areas are therefore not perfect and we
anticipate noise in the labels. This is unlike the demographics data that is the
precise estimation of the population demographics for all the neighbourhoods
of interest.
4.4.2 Labeled Features
To collect labeled features, we ask 10 participants to describe each given aspect
using a list of words. Participants are graduate and undergraduate students that
volunteered for the task. There are no limits on the number of labeled features
that a participant can provide for an aspect. We then take the union of all the
provided terms by all the participants for each aspect as the set of its labeled
features.
4.5 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experimental set up.
4.5.1 Scope
Similar to the previous chapter, we focus on neighbourhoods of London. To in-
vestigate whether our methods can generalise beyond London, we also explore
predicting aspects of areas of other cities across the world in Appendix A.4.
4.5.2 Aspects
We choose 8 aspects from Table 4.2 to carry our analysis on. We choose aspects
that either have a high number of areas (Quiet, Well Connected, Multicultural) or
a medium number of areas (Eating Out, Shopping) or very few areas (Cultured,
Nightlife, and Posh). For each aspect, we take the provided areas as positive in-
stances and all the other areas as negative instances. Note that in our experi-
ments, we only consider areas that are covered in Spareroom dataset and not all
the areas of London.
4.5.3 Labeled Features
We ask the participants in the feature labeling task to provide labeled features for
the set of the 8 selected aspects. Table 4.3 shows the number of unique labeled
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features for each aspect.
Table 4.3: The selected aspects and the number of unique labeled features provided by











When applying the GE model for predicting aspects using labeled features, we
need to define a reference distribution of label values for each labeled feature.
We choose the best distribution for all the labeled features using cross validation.
This distribution assigns probabilities 0.7 and 0.3 for labels to be 1 and 0, respec-
tively (e.g. pˆ(y = 1| fdance(x)) = 0.7 and pˆ(y = 0| fdance(x)) = 0.3 where y refers to
the label for aspect Nightlife).
4.5.5 Evaluation Setup
In this section, we explain the evaluation set up of our experiments.
Labeled Instances When training a model using labeled instances, we take 80%
of the labeled instances for training and take the remaining 20% for validation.6
This is done by randomly selecting the positive and the negative instances. We
create up to 10 random folds. For each aspect, we report the mean and the stan-
dard deviation over these folds.
Labeled Features Since in learning from labeled features we do not need any la-
beled instances, we can report the prediction performances on the entire dataset.
6Note that unlike the previous chapter, we take 80% of the data for training, as opposed to
75%. This is because the number of available data samples is very small. To give our classification
models a higher chance of learning patterns from the data, we increase the size of the training set
to 80%.
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However, for comparison purposes, we calculate the evaluation metric, AUC, on
the test sets that are defined in the previous paragraph.
4.5.6 Implementation
To make predictions using the GE model, we use Mallet.7 The numerical method
L-BFGS is used in this implementation to estimate the parameters of the model.
For logistic regression, we use the Python library of scikit-learn.8
4.6 Results
In this section, we look at the results of our experiments. These experiments are
designed to answer the questions that have been raised at the beginning of this
chapter.
4.6.1 Correlation
In this section, we look at the correlations between the aspect labels and the term
frequency features of Yahoo! Answers and Twitter data using their normalised tf-
idf representations.
Number of Correlated Terms
Table 4.4 shows the number of significantly (p-value < 0.01) correlated terms
from Yahoo! Answers and Twitter with each selected aspect. The number of sig-
nificantly correlated terms from Yahoo! Answers is not very high for many as-
pects. There is only one correlated term from Yahoo! Answers with each Quiet
and Shopping aspects. Yahoo! Answers has the highest number of correlated
terms with the aspect Posh (i.e. 47). Twitter has no significantly correlated terms
with aspects Quiet, Eating Out and Multicultural. But Twitter has many corre-
lated terms with aspects Cultured (2143), Posh (121) and Nightlife (99). It is in-
teresting to note that the correlation coefficients for all the correlated terms are
very high (r > 0.4).
Semantic Relatedness
To qualitatively assess the correlations, we present some of the top correlated
7http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
8http://scikit-learn.org/
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Table 4.4: The number of significantly correlated terms (p-value < 0.01) from both Ya-
hoo! Answers and Twitter with the selected aspects. “Y! A” is used in place of
Yahoo! Answers due to the space limit. Examples of top correlated terms from
both Yahoo! Answers and Twitter are provided in Table 4.5 and 4.6.
Attribute Source #significant #> 0.4 #0−0.4 #r < 0
Quiet
Y! A 1 1 0 0
Twitter 0 0 0 0
Well Connected
Y! A 8 8 0 0
Twitter 10 10 0 0
Multicultural
Y! A 2 2 0 0
Twitter 0 0 0 0
Eating Out
Y! A 4 4 0 0
Twitter 0 0 0 0
Shopping
Y! A 1 1 0 0
Twitter 3 3 0 0
Cultured
Y! A 3 3 0 0
Twitter 2143 2143 0 0
Nightlife
Y! A 5 5 0 0
Twitter 99 99 0 0
Posh
Y! A 47 47 0 0
Twitter 121 121 0 0
terms with two aspects that have a high number of correlated terms with both Ya-
hoo! Answers and Twitter. These aspects are Well Connected and Posh. For Twit-
ter, we also show the correlated terms with the aspect Cultured since the number
of correlated of terms is very high.
Table 4.5 shows some of the highest correlated terms from Yahoo! Answers.
Note that there are only 8 correlated terms from Yahoo! Answers with the aspect
Well Connected, many of which seem to be semantically related to this aspect.
Examples are the terms “taxi”, “tube” and “line”. Terms that are correlated with
the aspect Posh also seem very relevant to this aspect, e.g. terms “wealthiest”,
“wealthy” and “exclusive”. The names of some of the posh areas of London9 (e.g.
“kinghtsbridge” and “chelsea”) are also amongst the top correlated terms with
the aspect Posh.
Table 4.6 shows some of the top correlated terms from Twitter with as-
pects Posh, Well Connected, and Cultured. Some of the top correlated terms that
seem semantically relevant to the aspect Well Connected in this table are “rail”
9Note that names of areas are also included in the vocabulary.
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Table 4.5: Top correlated terms from Yahoo! Answers with the selected aspects.
Posh Well Connected
Term r Term r
conscious 0.70 door 0.46
patisserie 0.53 miss 0.45
knightsbridge 0.53 taxi 0.45
chelsea 0.53 bar 0.44
wealthiest 0.51 tube 0.43
merit 0.50 walk 0.42
exclusive 0.49 easily 0.42
eloquent 0.49 line 0.41
wealthy 0.48 – 0.40
congestion 0.48 – 0.39
and “transport”. For the aspect Posh, some of the related terms are “christian-
dior”, “chanelbag”, “poshwashlondon” and “elegance”. Twitter has has the high-
est number of correlated terms with the aspect Cultured. Looking at the areas
that are labeled with this aspect, we observe that Cultured refers to areas that
are known for having theatres, art galleries and exhibitions. This is reflected in
the correlated terms such as “arty”, “breathtaking”, “mindblowing” and perhaps
“onceinlondon”.10
Table 4.6: Top correlated terms from Twitter with the selected aspects.
Posh Well Connected Cultured
Term r Term r Term r
elegance 0.56 medical 0.47 mindblowing 0.69
theroyalpark 0.55 upper 0.46 onceinlondon 0.68
accidentalselfie 0.53 rail 0.45 arty 0.66
spotoftea 0.53 candidate 0.45 breathtaking 0.65
stylebymagazine 0.53 heathrowairport 0.45 michelle 0.65
christiandior 0.53 escalator 0.44 instagrame 0.63
saintlaurent 0.53 overcome 0.44 coffeesnob 0.63
chanelbag 0.51 rebuild 0.44 viewfromthetop 0.63
poshwashlondon 0.49 asset 0.43 viewpoint 0.62
irreplacable 0.48 transport 0.48 visitlondonofficial 0.62
As we have seen in the previous chapter, terms from Yahoo! Answers and
Twitter offer different types of information about each aspect. Terms from Ya-
hoo! Answers sometimes offer definitions for aspects. This is the case for the
10People may use this term (onceinlondon) when visiting London and what it culturally offers.
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aspect Posh and the terms “wealthy” and “exclusive”. The names of areas in Ya-
hoo! Answers data also seem to be strongly related to some aspects. For instance,
the aspect Posh comes to mind when one thinks of the area “Chelsea”. Twitter
terms are often related to activities or lifestyle of people. For example, the terms
“chanelbag” and “christiandior” (related to aspect Posh) are the names of expen-
sive clothing and accessorise brands which are associated with shopping. More-
over, Twitter terms are often compound words, something that cannot be seen
in Yahoo! Answers. Examples of such terms are “poshwashlondon” for the aspect
Posh and “mindblowing” and “viewfromthetop” for the aspect Cultured.
4.6.2 Prediction
In this section, we investigate how well we can predict aspects of neighbourhoods
using Yahoo! Answers and Twitter data.
4.6.2.1 Learning from Labeled Instances
Here, we look at the performances of the classification tasks for the selected as-
pects when a number of labeled instances are available for training.
Representation
To obtain the best classification results, we experimented with different repre-
sentations of text for both Yahoo! Answers and Twitter11. The best performing
representation for Yahoo! Answers data is the PMI over the context window. This
is similar to what we observed in the previous chapter where the representations
over the context window of the location performed better in prediction tasks
compared to the representations defined over the entire QA document for the lo-
cation. However, here, the number of times that a term co-occurs with a location
name matters in knowing whether a location has an aspect. The best performing
representation for the Twitter data is the binary representation.
Yahoo! Answers vs. Twitter
Prediction results for the selected aspects are shown in Table 4.7. These results
are based on the best performing representations for Yahoo! Answers and Twitter
11These representations are explained in Chapter 3.
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data. The results of the best performing source have been highlighted in bold.
For each aspect, two of the words with the highest model coefficients that are
common amongst all the folds are displayed. As we can see, predictions using
text features of Yahoo! Answers can reach an average AUC of 74%, an increase of
4% over the performance of text features of Twitter. Yahoo! Answers can outper-
form Twitter on most of the selected aspects. The only aspects in which we can
reach higher performances using Twitter data are Posh and Shopping. Yahoo! An-
swers and Twitter perform the same when predicting the aspect Well Connected.
Similar to the correlated terms, the terms with the highest coefficients provide
some insight into the type of data that is available on two platforms of Yahoo!
Answers and Twitter.
Table 4.7: Aspect prediction results in terms of AUC using Twitter and Yahoo! Answers
data. Classifiers for aspects are trained using labeled instances. These results
are based on the best performing representations of Yahoo! Answers (context
PMI) and Twitter (binary) for these tasks. Two of the words with the highest
coefficients that are common amongst most of the folds are displayed for each
aspect.
Yahoo! Answers Twitter
Aspect AUC Terms AUC Terms
Quiet 0.65 (0.11) south, suburb 0.63 (0.12) dear,school
Well Connected 0.80 (0.12) line,central 0.80 (0.17) commence,latergram
Multicultural 0.81 (0.08) music,market 0.65 (0.12) lol,vibes
Eating Out 0.65 (0.15) bite,place 0.62 (0.15) sundayroast,tooth
Shopping 0.70 (0.15) people,pay 0.71 (0.22) airport,productive
Cultured 0.80 (0.11) restaurant,bite 0.65 (0.31) drinkwater,arty
Nightlife 0.86 (0.10) tourist,expensive 0.81 (0.10) margarita,timetoeat
Posh 0.69 (0.27) bite,money 0.84 (0.09) hairdresser,elegant
Average 0.74 (0.16) 0.70 (0.19)
Spatial Prediction
We assume that similar to the demographic attributes, aspects of neighbour-
hoods entail spatial smoothness. This means that areas that are closer to each
other are more likely to have similar aspects. Table 4.8 shows the results of the
spatial predictions. For comparison, we also perform the classification tasks us-
ing RBF values on coordinates information without text features (last column).
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Table 4.8: Results of spatial prediction of aspects in terms of AUC using Twitter and Ya-
hoo! Answers data when classifiers are trained using labeled instances. Up-
ward arrows indicate an increase over the performance of each Yahoo! An-
swers and Twitter when spatial information is not incorporated into the fea-
tures (Table 4.7).
Aspect Yahoo! Answers Twitter Coordinates
Quiet 0.68 (0.10) 0.59 (0.10) 0.48 (0.11)
Well Connected 0.85 (0.09) ↑ 0.88 (0.12) ↑ 0.83 (0.14)
Multicultural 0.79 (0.09) 0.65 (0.14) 0.69 (0.16)
Eating Out 0.66 (0.14) 0.65 (0.14) 0.59 (0.17)
Shopping 0.69 (0.15) 0.75 (0.15) 0.66 (0.11)
Cultured 0.86 (0.13) ↑ 0.67 (0.34) 0.78 (0.29)
Nightlife 0.93 (0.03) ↑ 0.90 (0.05) ↑ 0.87 (0.04)
Posh 0.86 (0.23) ↑ 0.98 (0.04) ↑ 0.98 (0.03)
Average 0.77 (0.15) ↑ 0.74 (0.20) ↑ 0.71 (0.21)
As the results show, using coordinates information on its own can result in
an overall AUC of 71%. Adding distance information to text features improves the
average performances of Yahoo! Answers and Twitter by 3% each.
The main improvements using the coordinates information and Yahoo! An-
swers text features are for the aspects Posh (17%), Nightlife (9%), Cultured (6%)
and Well Connected (6%). Similar improvements can also be observed for Twit-
ter. The main reason for this is that these aspects manifest spatial clustering as
shown in Figure 4.1. The points on the map indicate neighbourhoods (or more
precisely their centre points) that have been annotated positively for the given
spect. For aspects Posh, Nightlife, Well Connected and Cultured, most of the pos-
itively annotated neighbourhoods are close to each other, forming one or more
clusters. On the other hand, Figure 4.2 shows those aspects that do not present
spatial clustering. As expected, spatial prediction does not improve the perfor-
mance of the predictions on these aspects (e.g. Eating Out and Shopping).
Interestingly, the aspect Posh can be predicted using the coordinates infor-
mation only with an AUC of 98%. This is because there is only one cluster of posh
neighbourhoods as we can see from Figure 4.1. According to the coefficients of
the prediction model, distances to Baker Street and Portobello Road are amongst
the highest determinants of whether a neighbourhood is posh.
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(a) Posh (b) Nightlife
(c) Well Connected (d) Cultured
Figure 4.1: Aspects that present geographical clustering. The points on map indicate
the centre points of neighbourhoods that have been annotated positively for
each given aspect.
Cost Analysis
Labeling areas with their corresponding aspects is an expensive task. Ideally, we
would like to make predictions for aspects of neighbourhoods in a cost-effective
manner using very few labeled instances. Figure 4.3 shows the learning curves of
the prediction performances in terms of AUC as the number of labeled instances
increases using Yahoo! Answers data (these figures for Twitter data can be found
in Appendix A, Figure 7.1). Red lines represent the performance plus and mi-
nus the standard deviation. Note that the scale of the horizontal axis represents
the total number of available (positive) instances for the aspect. One negative
instance is sampled per each positive instance. 12
As we can see, the aspect Well Connected can reach an AUC of over 70% using
very few labeled instances. However, aspects such as Multicultural and Shopping
can reach an AUC of 60% (higher than the AUC of a random system, i.e. 50%)
when we have around 10 positive and 10 negative instances. This means that
12This is because supposedly we do not know in advance the total number of positive and neg-
ative instances for an aspect in order to sample proportionally to the size of the positive and
negative instances.
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(a) Quiet (b) Eating Out
(c) Shopping (d) Multicultural
Figure 4.2: Aspects that do not present clustering in geographical space. The points on
map indicate the centre points of neighbourhoods that have been annotated
positively for each given aspect.
for these aspects, we need to label around 20 neighbourhoods to achieve a rea-
sonable accuracy. Obtaining labels for around 20 areas can still be a costly task, if
predictions are made for areas of a city where no knowledge about any of its areas
is available. Therefore, in the next section, we look at the results of the prediction
models that do not depend on labeled instances for training.
4.6.2.2 Learning From Labeled Features
In this section, we investigate predicting aspects using labeled features as super-
vision.13 Table 4.9 shows the performances of frequency score method and the
GE model using Yahoo! Answers and Twitter data.
Frequency Score vs. GE
As we can see from Table 4.9, the GE model improves the overall prediction per-
formance of Twitter data by 3%. A GE model assigns high weights to labeled fea-
tures as well as the terms that co-occur often with the labeled features. The as-
pect Posh gains the highest performance boost (19%) when using the GE model
13Note that in this section, we report the performance on the test set only. We further present
the performances of our experiments over the entire dataset in Appendix A (Section A.2.1).
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Figure 4.3: Learning curves of performances in terms of AUC for selected aspects using
Yahoo! Answers text features when we train a model using labeled instances.
Red lines represents the standard deviation of the performance (± std)
on Twitter data compared to the frequency score. Terms “art”, “fashion” and
“theatre” are amongst the terms that are assigned high weights in the MaxEnt
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Table 4.9: Prediction performances using labeled features applied on data from Yahoo!
Answers and Twitter using the frequency score method and the GE model.
The AUC is reported on the test set. Upward arrows indicate whether the GE
model improves upon the performance of the frequency score method for the
given aspect and the source.
Aspect Yahoo! Answers Twitter Yahoo! Answers Twitter
Frequency Frequency GE GE
Quiet 0.39 (0.12) 0.31 (0.08) 0.43 (0.12) ↑ 0.28 (0.07)
Well Connected 0.63 (0.14) 0.89 (0.09) 0.71 (0.08) ↑ 0.89 (0.08)
Multicultural 0.57 (0.10) 0.42 (0.10) 0.53 (0.10) 0.41 (0.11)
Eating Out 0.64 (0.17) 0.68 (0.12) 0.60 (0.08) 0.71 (0.13) ↑
Shopping 0.71 (0.10) 0.74 (0.14) 0.51 (0.14) 0.73 (0.13)
Cultured 0.41 (0.34) 0.87 (0.14) 0.45 (0.33) ↑ 0.89 (0.10) ↑
Nightlife 0.67 (0.15) 0.79 (0.09) 0.65 (0.21) 0.82 (0.07) ↑
Posh 0.60 (0.09) 0.66 (0.14) 0.67 (0.15) ↑ 0.85 (0.12) ↑
Average 0.58 (0.15) 0.67 (0.11) 0.57 (0.15) 0.70 (0.10) ↑
model optimised through the GE objective function.
The GE model outperforms the frequency method on aspects such as Well
Connected and Posh using Yahoo! Answers data. However, the performance of
the GE model on Yahoo! Answers data drops for the aspect Shopping, compared
to the frequency score method. This is not as we expected. To explain the drop
in the performance, we look at the coefficients of the MaxEnt model. We observe
that the terms “area”, “live”, “place”, and “london” are amongst the terms that
are assigned high coefficients. These terms are very common and have perhaps
appeared in the contexts of many neighbourhoods. Relying on these terms for
identifying the areas that are good for Shopping can result in a poor performance
as we have observed. Note that many of these terms are not amongst the labeled
features for the aspect Shopping. However, a GE model assigns high weights to
the terms that have co-occurred often with the labeled features.
Yahoo! Answers vs. Twitter
As we can see from Table 4.9, Twitter on average reaches an AUC higher than
Yahoo! Answers by 9% when predicting aspects using labeled features. We hy-
pothesise that the reason that GE does not perform well on Yahoo! Answers data
is that often labeled features co-occur with common words (words such as “peo-
ple” and “area”), as we have seen for the aspect Shopping. Giving high weights
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to these common words through a GE objective function can result in assigning
many neighbourhoods a high probability for the aspect which can lead to poor
results. In Twitter, on the other hand, people often eliminate the common words
and mainly mention the keywords.14 Hash tagging is a common example of a
scenario where people use only keywords without connecting the words. An ex-
ample of such a tweet is “A night out in soho #dance #cocktail #music #fun”. An-
other reason that GE can perform well on Twitter data is that in Twitter, people
use many compound terms such as “sundayroast” or “poshwashlondon” that can
be highly indicative of specific aspects. Such terms are hard to guess for annota-
tors when they are providing a list of labeled features. However, these compound
terms can co-occur with the labeled features. GE is therefore a suitable method
for applying on Twitter data to identify the importance of these terms and con-
sequently improving the classification results.
An interesting point to note is that the aspect Quiet is not predicted well us-
ing Yahoo! Answers or Twitter data. This aspect, however, can be predicted with
an AUC higher than 70% using metadata such as the number of tweets or the
number of users in a location (Table 7.3 in Appendix A.1). This is even higher
than the performance achieved when this aspect is predicted using labeled in-
stances and Yahoo! Answers text features. The reason for this can be because
quiet areas are amongst the areas that are not known by many people to be dis-
cussed extensively on Yahoo! Answers. As for Twitter, it can be the case that users
do not tweet their activities or observations when in quiet areas as much as when
they are in busy areas. This can suggest that the language alone cannot be used
to predict all the aspects of neighbourhoods. We show examples of two areas
in Table 4.10 which are labeled negative (red) and positive (blue) for the aspect
Quiet, respectively. For each of these two areas, we show examples of tweets that
contain the term “quiet” which is a labeled feature for the aspect Quiet.
14The reason for this can be the strict length limit imposed on each tweet.
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Table 4.10: Examples of neighbourhoods that contain the term “quiet” in their tweets
and that are labeled negative and positive for the aspect Quiet respectively.
The word “quiet” is a labeled feature for the aspect Quiet.
The West End, Quiet quiet#110
The quiet before the party!
Loooondon baby Perfect #snack at the beautifully quiet fernandezwells today.
The streets are so quiet and the autumn chill is kept
sketchlondon Gallery restaurant & bar | Definitely love this place | Quiet Sunday
Went to a quiet little ramen place for lunch!
Blackheath, Quiet, quiet #0
As we can see from the table, there are no tweets in our dataset for the area
of Blackheath that contain the term “quiet”. However, Blackheath is labeled as a
quiet area in our dataset. On the other hand, there are 110 tweets containing the
term “quiet” for The West End which is not considered to be a quiet area.
Cost Analysis
To further highlight the differences between the frequency score method and the
GE model, in this section, we look at their performances as the number of labeled
features increases. Figures for Yahoo! Answers results are shown in Appendix A
(Section A.1). Figure 4.4 shows the learning curves obtained by applying the fre-
quency method on Twitter data while Figure 4.5 shows the results obtained using
GE. The figures show some of the selected aspects, especially those that are pre-
dicted well using the Twitter data.
From the figures, we see that unlike the frequency score, GE reaches the
optimum performance right away. This is because while the frequency score
method only considers the occurrences of the labeled features in a document,
a GE model assigns high weights to labeled features as well as the terms that co-
occur with the labeled features in many documents.
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we first created a dataset for some of the perceived character-
istics of neighbourhoods of London. For a selected set of aspects, we investi-
gated whether there are significant and meaningful correlations with the terms
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Figure 4.4: Learning curves of the classification performance in terms of AUC for the se-
lected aspects using Twitter data and the frequency score method.
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Figure 4.5: Learning curves of the classification performance in terms of AUC for the se-
lected aspects using Twitter data and the GE model.
from Yahoo! Answers. We also investigated how well these aspects can be pre-
dicted using text features of Yahoo! Answers discussions. Since obtaining labels
for aspects of neighbourhoods is an expensive task, we investigated whether we
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can make accurate predictions using cost-effective sources of supervision. For
this, we used labeled features which can be obtained through less costly domain
knowledge. We can now answer the questions that we raised at the beginning of
this chapter.
Q1: Are there significant correlations between text features from Yahoo! Answers
discussions and the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods?
A1: For many of the selected aspects, there are few terms in Yahoo! Answers
discussions that have significant and strong correlations. The number of cor-
related terms can vary from one or two for aspects Quiet and Multicultural to
8 for the aspect Well Connected and 47 for the aspect Posh. These numbers
are generally much lower in comparison with the number of correlated terms
with the demographic attributes studied in the previous chapter. While Twit-
ter has no significantly correlated terms with aspects Quiet, Multicultural and
Eating Out, it has a high number of significantly correlated terms with aspects
Cultured (2143), Posh (121) and Nightlife (99).
Q2: How well can the perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods be predicted
using text features from Yahoo! Answers discussions?
A2: In the presence of a few labeled instances for aspects of interest, text fea-
tures from Yahoo! Answers discussions about neighbourhoods can predict the
aspects of neighbourhoods with an average AUC of 74%, a 4% increase over the
text features from Twitter data. We showed that the prediction performances
can be further improved by incorporating the non-linear spatial information
of neighbourhoods. This is especially apparent for aspects such as Posh and
Nightlife which present spatial clustering effects.
Q3: Can we predict aspects of neighbourhoods in a cost-effective way using the
discussions on Yahoo! Answers?
A3: In this chapter, we experimented with appropriate methods for predicting
aspects of neighbourhoods using labeled features instead of labeled instances.
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Labeling features, unlike labeling instances, does not require costly expert
knowledge. Results show that while the average prediction accuracy using the
Yahoo! Answers data can only exceeds a random system, the average accuracy
can reach an AUC of 70% using the Twitter data.
Q4: What are the limitations of using the discussions from Yahoo! Answers in
predicting perceived characteristics of neighbourhoods?
A4: In the previous chapter, we discussed the limitations of Yahoo! Answers
data in providing coverage for all the neighbourhoods of all the cities. The
same limitations exist when predicting aspects of neighbourhoods. Addition-
ally, obtaining the supervision signal (labeling neighbourhoods with aspects)
is costly. Even though the prediction performance using Yahoo! Answers data
and costly labeled instances can reach an average AUC of 74%, the prediction
performance can only reach an average AUC of 58% using the cost-effective
labeled features.
In summary, the results of our experiments show that the discussions on
Yahoo! Answers QA platform about neighbourhoods reflect many characteristics
of neighbourhoods. Yahoo! Answers data can outperform Twitter in predicting
many of these aspects using costly supervision. However, Twitter is superior to
Yahoo! Answers in predicting such aspects using the cost-effective supervision.
This suggests that Yahoo! Answers and Twitter can be complementary to each
other in predicting aspects of neighbourhoods in cases where partially labeled
instances are available and also in cases where no labeled instances are avail-
able. Overall, we conclude that the hypothesis that was raised at the beginning








Fine-grained Opinion Mining from
Social Media Data
In the previous chapters, we showed that many characteristics of neighbour-
hoods can be predicted using the text features based on QA discussions. How-
ever, predicting an overall value for an attribute (objective characteristic) or an
aspect (perceived characteristic) is not sufficient for providing users with a full
picture of people’s opinions about a neighbourhood. Therefore, in this chapter
and the next chapter, we investigate extracting fine-grained opinion information
for each neighbourhood. To provide a fine-grained summary, a very popular ap-
proach in opinion mining is to extract sentiments expressed towards different
aspects of a given entity in a small unit of text such as a sentence. This is also
referred to as fine-grained opinion mining or aspect-based sentiment analysis in
literature [80, 54].
Currently, no datasets exist for fine-grained opinion mining in the domain
of neighbourhoods. Existing work on fine-grained opinion mining has so far only
utilised text from review data. Fine-grained opinion mining from generic social
media text such as QA discussions has not been investigated. Discussions on QA
platforms are not written with writing reviews in mind. Such text is noisier and
less constrained in comparison with review-specific text. Therefore, extracting
fine-grained opinion information from such text can present further challenges.
In this chapter, we investigate challenges involved in using text from a QA plat-
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form such as Yahoo! Answers for the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis for
the domain of neighbourhoods. For this, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 Discussions on QA platforms about neighbourhoods can be used
for extracting fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods.
To investigate the above hypothesis, we raise related research questions in
the following section.
5.1 Research Questions
In this part of thesis, we aim to use the text from QA discussions to extract fine-
grained opinion information about neighbourhoods. For this, we look at the ex-
isting tasks in this field; the type of data they can process and their expected out-
puts. Existing tasks are based on datasets that utilise text from review-specific
platforms. Hence, they may not be suitable for the less constrained text from QA
discussions. Therefore, we investigate whether the above hypothesis holds by
aiming to answer the following questions:
Q1: What are the shortcomings of the existing tasks for fine-grained opinion
mining from QA discussions and how these shortcomings can be addressed?
Q2: What are the challenges in creating a dataset for fine-grained opinion min-
ing from QA discussions?
In the following, we look at the existing approaches in the field of opinion
mining for extracting the fine-grained information from opinionated text. We
discuss their shortcomings for processing the text from QA discussions. To ad-
dress these shortcomings, we propose a new task by combining the two existing
tasks in this field. We also provide a formal definition of the task and propose
suitable evaluation metrics. We then describe the steps taken to create a human-
annotated dataset from QA discussions for the proposed task. Finally, we provide
a description of the annotated dataset and compare it to an existing benchmark
dataset for the task of fine-grained opinion mining.
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5.2 Task
In this section, we examine the suitability of the existing tasks in the field of sen-
timent analysis for fine-grained opinion mining from QA data. We mainly look at
two tasks that are the most relevant in terms of the granularity level for extracting
opinion information.
5.2.1 Existing Tasks
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) relates to the task of extracting fine-
grained opinion information by identifying the polarity towards different aspects
of an entity in the same unit of text, often a sentence. Take the below example
(name of the area is underlined, aspect related terms are in bold):
“St Johns Wood is a very nice area, it’s conveniently located but house prices can
be ridiculously high”
In ABSA task, the above sentence can be processed to extract the following
information: a Positive sentiment in general (“a very nice area”), a Positive sen-
timent for the aspect location (“it’s conveniently located”) and a Negative sen-
timent for the aspect price (“house prices can be ridiculously high”). This task
is the closest task in the field of sentiment analysis in terms of the level of the
granularity of information we desire to extract from QA discussions for neigh-
bourhoods. However, the existing datasets for this task are mostly based on the
text from dedicated review platforms such as Yelp where it is assumed that only
one entity is discussed in one review snippet and therefore in each sentence. In
QA discussions, on the other hand, often more than one neighbourhood is dis-
cussed in the same sentence. Handling more than one entity is not considered in
the ABSA task.
In targeted (a.k.a. target-dependent) sentiment analysis task [1, 2], we clas-
sify opinion sentiments towards a specific target entity, instead of the entire sen-
tence. In this task, we extract only the overall sentiment for the entity. Current
datasets for this task are based on Twitter data. Even though the task definition
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does not put a limit on the number of entities that can be present in a tweet, ex-
isting corpora only contain annotations for a single target entity per each tweet.
For example, in the sentence below, targeted sentiment analysis can identify a
Negative sentiment towards Stockwell, despite other positive emotions being
expressed in the sentence.
“I love visiting my friends, even though they live in gloomy Stockwell”
5.2.2 Targeted Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
The settings of both tasks of aspect-based and targeted sentiment analysis are
limiting. There exist many scenarios in QA discussions in which sentiments to-
wards different aspects of several neighbourhoods are expressed in the same unit
of text. In such cases, identifying only the overall sentiment for an entity or iden-
tifying aspects and their related sentiment, irrelevant of the target entity is not
sufficient. In particular, it is necessary to identify aspects that are discussed for
each neighbourhood (target entity) together with their relevant sentiments. The
following, is an example where sentiments towards different aspects of several
neighbourhoods are expressed in one sentence (names of the areas is under-
lined, aspect related terms are in bold).
“Other places to look at in South London are Streatham which has a good range
of shops and restaurants, maybe a bit far out of central London but you get more
for your money) and Brixton which has good transport links is trendy but can be
a bit edgy.”
The example above does not perfectly fit into the existing tasks in the field
of sentiment analysis but resembles a big proportion of the sentences present
in QA discussions. To make comparison to the existing aspect-based sentiment
analysis task, take the following example from the restaurant dataset used by
SemEval shared ABSA [54] task. “The design of the space is good but the service
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is horrid!”. ABSA task can process the sentence and identify that a Positive senti-
ment towards the ambiance aspect is expressed. Moreover, a Negative sentiment
is expressed towards the service aspect. In this example, it is assumed that both of
these opinions are expressed about a single restaurant which is not mentioned
explicitly. However, take the following synthetic example that ABSA is not ad-
dressing:
“The design of the space is good in Boqueria but the service is horrid, on the
other hand, the staff in Gremio are very friendly and the food is always delicious.”
In the above example, more than one restaurant is discussed and restaurants
for which opinions are expressed, are explicitly mentioned. We call these “target
entities”. In the current ABSA task, we can only recognise that positive and nega-
tive opinions towards the aspect service are expressed. But we do not identify the
target entity for each of these opinions (i.e. Germio and Boqueria respectively).
To cater for such scenarios, we introduce a new task that subsumes the exist-
ing sub-fields of targeted and aspect-based sentiment analysis and makes fewer
assumptions about the number of entities and aspects discussed in a sentence.
We call this task targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis. Targeted aspect-based
sentiment analysis allows extracting the target entities in an opinion as well as
the aspects it expresses and the relevant sentiments.
5.2.3 Formal Definition
We formally define the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis as fol-
lows: given a sentence, we provide a list of labels as tuples {(`t , at , pt )}Tt=0, where
pt is the polarity expressed for the aspect at of location entity `t . Each sentence
can have zero to T number of labels associated with it.
Within the existing aspect-based sentiment analysis task, to identify the cor-
rect sentiment for a given aspect, three sub-tasks are defined [68]: classifying
the aspect, detecting the opinion target expression and classifying the sentiment.
Detecting the opinion target expression is an optional intermediary task for iden-
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tifying the relevant sentiment expressed for an aspect.
In this thesis, we by-pass this intermediary sub-task of identifying the aspect
target expression and we focus on identifying the sentiment of an aspect with
regard to a location.
To jointly identify an aspect and its related sentiment for a location, we in-
troduce a new polarity class called “None”. None indicates that a sentence does
not contain an opinion for the aspect at of location `t . Note that this is differ-
ent than the sentiment class Neutral.1 Therefore the overall task can be defined
as a multi-class classification task for each (`t , at ) pair. Multi-class refers to the
sentiment classes such as Positive and Negative, plus None. To simplify the task,
we make the assumption that no sentence has conflicting information about the
same location and aspect pair.
Table 5.1 shows an example of an input sentence and its output labels. Note
Table 5.1: Example of an input sentence and the output labels.
Sentence Labels
Camden Town is good for going out but I










that we create a tuple for each aspect that exists in the dataset. For those aspects
where no opinion is expressed in the sentence, we add a tuple using the senti-
ment class None.
1A neutral opinion discusses an aspect with a neutral polarity. For instance, in the sentence “I
went to a restaurant in Camden Town”, a Neutral sentiment is expressed for the aspect dining of
Camden Town. However, the sentence “I went to Camden Town last night” will have a sentiment
label None with respect to the aspect dining.
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5.2.4 Evaluation Metric
Similar to the aspect-based sentiment analysis task, we propose to evaluate the
output of the targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis task using F1 measure for
aspect identification, and accuracy for sentiment detection [54]. F1 score is often
calculated with a threshold that is optimised on the validation set.
We also propose AUC (area under the ROC curve) metric for both aspect and
sentiment classification tasks. This is because AUC does not rely on a threshold
and captures the quality of the ranking of output scores.
5.3 Dataset
For the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis for the domain of neigh-
bourhoods, we use the existing data that we collected for neighbourhoods of
London from the QA platform of Yahoo! Answers. In this section, we describe the
properties of this data, annotation guidelines and procedure, and the statistics of
the annotated dataset.
5.3.1 Preprocessing
A unit of analysis for the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis is a
sentence. This is also the case in many of the existing fine-grained opinion min-
ing tasks and datasets. Sentences are separated using the sentence tokeniser of
the NLTK library2 in python. Due to the fact that we are dealing with social me-
dia data where not all the sentences are delimited by punctuation, it is possible
to end up with many long sentences.
Table 5.2 shows the statistics of the number of unique QAs, the total number
of sentences and sentences that contain the names of one or more locations.
Table 5.2: Statistics of the QA dataset
Number of unique QAs 4146
Number of sentences 93330
Number of sentences with location mentions 19975
2http://www.nltk.org/
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Location Mentions
As we can see in Table 5.2, approximately 80% of the sentences do not contain
a location name. Unlike the review data in which one can perhaps assume that
all the sentences in a review express opinions for the same selected entity, in QA
discussions, such an assumption cannot be made. Take as an example the be-
low text snippet that contains a sentence that does not have a location mention
(highlighted in bold):
“... Balham has become a bit more up-market in recent years, and it’s not
too bad as a place. I’d certainly prefer it to Streatham and Brixton. I would be a
bit wary of wandering around there late at night, but it’s no worse than many
areas ...”
In the above example, the first sentence expresses opinions for the area of Bal-
ham. The second sentence talks about Streatham and Brixton with a reference to
Balham. The last sentence discusses Balham but does not have an explicit men-
tion of its name. Coreference resolution is needed to determine which location
“there” refers to. Current coreference (co-ref) resolution systems are far from
perfect even for high-quality newswire data. These systems are even less suc-
cessful for the noisy and often ungrammatical social media data. We applied the
Stanford co-ref system3 to our dataset but results were not satisfactory. Therefore
in our dataset, we only keep sentences that have at least one location mention.
Number of Location Mentions
In QA discussions, often more than one location is discussed in the same
sentence. Apart from neighbourhoods that we obtained from the GeoNames
gazetteer,4 we also consider geographical regions such as North London, South
London, South West London, etc. as location mentions since there are many sen-
tences that discuss these geographical regions. Figure 5.1 shows the histogram of
the number of location mentions per sentence. The top figure shows the his-
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dcoref.shtml
4This is explained in Chapter 3
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togram of the number of sentences that contain 10 or fewer location mentions.
Note that sentences that have no location mentions are not included in this his-
togram. The figure at the bottom shows the number of sentences that mention
over 10 location names. There are almost 12,000 sentences that contain the name
of only one location and there are over 4,000 sentences that contain the names
of two locations. Moreover, there are many sentences that contain more than 10
location names. The maximum number of location names mentioned in a sen-
tence is 28. To simplify the problem, we only consider sentences that contain the
names of one or two locations for annotations.
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Histogram of the Number of Location Mentions Per Sentence
Figure 5.1: Histogram of the number of location mentions per sentence.
Sentence Length
Figure 5.2 shows the histograms of the length of sentences in our dataset in terms
of the number of tokens. Separate histograms for short sentences (number of to-
kens less than or equal to 100) and long sentences (number of tokens more than
100) are provided. As the figure shows, even though the majority of sentences
have a length of 100 or fewer tokens, there are many sentences that contain more
than 100 tokens. We expect longer sentences to be harder to process when ex-
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tracting opinion information.

















Histogram of the Length of the Sentences
Figure 5.2: Histogram of the length of sentences in our dataset in terms of the number of
tokens..
5.3.2 Annotation
In this section, we explain the elements of annotation that should be identified
by annotators. Annotation guidelines are provided in Appendix B.5
Aspect Category
Similar to the existing annotation guidelines for the task of aspect-based sen-
timent analysis [68], a pre-defined list of aspects is provided for annotators to
choose from. These aspects are general, live, safety, price, quiet, dining, nightlife,
transit-location, touristy, shopping, green-nature and multicultural. The aspect
general refers to an overall positive or negative opinion about a location. It is
mainly used when a sentiment is expressed for a location but it cannot be related
to a specific aspect. Examples of sentences expressing a general aspect are: “I
love Camden Town”, “Avoid Camden Town”, “I don’t recommend Camden Town”
5More explanations and examples can be found here: http://
annotate-neighborhood.com/guidelines/start.html
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or “Camden Town is such an amazing area”. Adding an additional aspect of misc
was considered. However, in the initial round of annotations, we realised that
it had a negative effect on the decisiveness of annotators which could lead to a
lower overall agreement.
Annotators were required to highlight a term in the sentence that is indica-
tive of the aspect. We call this term aspect term expression. In the sentence
“House prices are very high in Hampstead but you can find cheaper options in
Kentish Town”, aspect term expressions are “prices” and “cheaper” that are re-
lated to the aspect price. The aspect term expression for the aspect general is
always “null”.6
Aspect term expressions do not have to be predicted as part of the task out-
put. This information, however, can be used for aspect or sentiment detection
using lexicon-based methods. Aspect term expressions can also be used to infer
statistics about the variations of the lexicon for each aspect.
Sentiment
For each selected aspect in a sentence, annotators were required to select a sen-
timent. Most work in this area considers three sentiment categories of Positive,
Negative, and Neutral. In the initial round of annotations, we considered all the
three sentiment categories. However, the sentiment Neutral was never chosen
by any of the annotators. For the remaining of the annotation process we only
provided the two sentiment categories of Positive and Negative. In the sentence
“House prices are very high in Hampstead but you can find cheaper options in
Kentish Town”, there is a Negative sentiment expressed for the aspect price of
Hampstead but a Positive one for the aspect price of Kentish Town.
Target Entity
A target entity is a location name. Location names are by default highlighted in
a sentence to be identified easily by annotators (we append stars to the begin-
ning and the end of each location name e.g. **camden town**). This is because
some of the annotators are not familiar with the names of London neighbour-
6This is similar to the annotation guidelines for ABSA datasets.
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hoods. Up to two target entities can be present in a sentence. Opinions can be
expressed towards none, one, or both of the target entities present in the sen-
tence. In the sentence “House prices are very high in Hampstead but you can find
cheaper options in Kentish Town”, opinions are expressed towards two target lo-
cation entities: Hampstead and Kentish Town.
Out of scope
We define the two following special labels for filtering out sentences that do not
comply with our schema or sentences that annotators find difficult to annotate.
Sentences marked with any of these labels are removed from the dataset.7
1. Irrelevant: When the identified name does not refer to a location entity.
For example, in the sentence “Notting Hill (1999) stars Julia Roberts and
Hugh Grant use the characteristic features of the area as a backdrop to the
action”, Notting Hill refers to a movie and not the London area.
2. Uncertain: Annotators can label a sentence as “uncertain” when they find
it hard to make a decision with regards to choosing a label for an annota-
tion element. This happened mainly in the following cases: either when
two contradicting sentiments are expressed for the same location and as-
pect (e.g. “Like any other area, Camden Town has good and bad parts”) or
when the opinion is expressed for an area without an explicit mention of
the name of the area in the sentence (e.g. “It’s a very trendy area and not
too far from King’s Cross”).
5.3.3 Procedure
We use BRAT [108], a popular annotation tool for fine-grained opinion mining
datasets [54, 109] and datasets for many other NLP tasks [110, 111]. Figure 5.3
shows examples of two annotated sentences in BRAT. Target locations have been
highlighted for each opinion. Aspects and their relevant sentiments are con-
nected to the target location by an edge. An aspect is identified using an aspect
7In an application, these sentences together with the sentences included in the dataset can be
used to train a classifier to identify out of the scope sentences automatically.
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term expression. For instance, in the top example, the term “restaurants” is the
term indicating the aspect dining.
Figure 5.3: Examples of annotated sentences in BRAT.
Annotators
Three annotators were initially selected from a group of undergraduate volun-
teers. for the task. None of the annotators are experts in linguistics. Annotators
started by reading the guidelines8 and the examples.9 Each annotator was re-
quired to annotate a small subset of the data. After each round of annotation,
agreements between annotators were calculated and disagreements were dis-
cussed. This procedure continued until they reached a reasonable agreement
over a small subset of randomly selected sentences. Afterward, all annotators
annotated a randomly selected subset of the sentences which comprised 10% of
the whole dataset. The pairwise agreement was calculated between each pair of
annotators on that subset. The annotator with the highest inter-annotator agree-
ment was selected to annotate all the remaining sentences in the dataset. This
approach to annotation has been taken in the past [112, 113], especially when
the annotation task is expensive. Note that even though using the best annotator
for carrying the annotation of the entire dataset is cost-effective, the quality of
the annotated dataset can suffer as a result of relying on a single annotator. We
advise the readers to use three annotators for their entire set if their resources
allow.
8Guidelines are provided in Appendix B
9Examples are provided at http://annotate-neighborhood.com/guidelines/
start.html
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Agreement Measure
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) [114] is often used for measuring the pairwise
agreement between each two annotators for the task of aspect-based sentiment
analysis [115, 5] and other tasks [113].
5.3.4 SentiHood
In this section, we describe SentiHood,10 the dataset that was annotated for the
task of fine-grained opinion mining for neighbourhoods based on the text from
QA discussions. SentiHood currently consists of annotated sentences that con-
tain one or two location entity mentions. SentiHood contains 5,215 sentences
with 3,862 of sentences containing a single location and 1,353 sentences con-
taining multiple (two) locations. Skipping the sentences that have more than two
location mentions, annotators labeled approximately 10,000 sentences as uncer-
tain or irrelevant, with the majority of them being labelled uncertain. Location
entity names are masked by location1 and location2 in the dataset, so the task
does not involve recognising and segmenting the location entity names.
Agreements
The Kappa coefficient is calculated over aspect-sentiment pairs per each loca-
tion. The pairwise inter-annotator agreements in terms of κ are 0.73, 0.78 and
0.70, which is deemed of sufficient quality [76] for this task. It is worth mention-
ing that the agreements on different aspect categories varied, with some aspects
having a higher agreement rate. Aspect general was amongst the hardest aspects
to annotate. This was because annotators found the highest variations in how
people express a general opinion for a neighbourhood.
Disagreements
The main disagreements between annotators occurred in detecting the aspects
rather than detecting the sentiments or the target locations. For instance, some
annotators associated the expression “residential area” with a Positive sentiment
for the aspect quiet or live. Others, however, did not agree that “residential” im-
10SentiHood data can be obtained at http://annotate-neighborhood.com/
download/download.html
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plies quietness or desirable for living. In the case of a disagreement, the vote of
the majority was considered as the correct annotation which was consequently
adopted for the rest of the annotations.
Some ambiguity was also observed with respect to detecting whether an
opinion exists for a particular target location in the sentence. This occurred
mainly when a location is mentioned to describe a geographical relation with
another location. For instance, the sentence “Angel, in Islington, has many great
restaurants for eating out” expresses a Positive sentiment for the aspect dining
of Angel which is within the borough of Islington. Some annotators suggested
that the sentence also implies the same opinion for Islington. Another exam-
ple is the sentence “Stockwell, which is very close to Oval, is not a safe area”. In
this sentence, a Negative sentiment is expressed explicitly for the safety aspect of
Stockwell. Some annotators argued that the fact that Oval is close to Stockwell
might imply that it is also unsafe. However, at the end, all annotators agreed that
in such cases no implicit assumptions should be made. Therefore, only explicit
opinions were annotated.
5.3.4.1 Dataset Properties
In this section, we describe the properties of SentiHood and compare it with a
well-known benchmark dataset for the task of fine-grained opinion mining. We
refer to this dataset as SemEval dataset because it is created for the SemEval
shared task of aspect-based sentiment analysis [38, 54] for the domain of restau-
rants. We make the comparisons to show that SentiHood is comparable to a
benchmark dataset in terms of the size of the dataset, the number of annotated
sentences per aspect and the distribution of sentiments per aspect. This makes
SentiHood a plausible dataset to be used by the researchers in the opinion min-
ing community.
In SentiHood, an opinion is a tuple consisting of a location, an aspect, and
a sentiment. In SemEval, an opinion is a pair consisting of an aspect and a sen-
timent. Unlike in SentiHood, in the SemEval dataset, target entities are not an-
notated for an opinion. This is because all opinions in a review snippet are ex-
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pressed for a single entity (i.e. a restaurant) and therefore the target entity is im-
plicit. Moreover, aspect categories are hierarchical in the SemEval dataset. The
combination of high-level aspects and low-level ones can be treated as one level
aspects. High-level aspects are restaurant, service, food, drinks, ambience and lo-
cation. Example of subcategories are: general, quality, prices, style_options and
miscellaneous. Therefore the categories to be predicted can be considered as
restaurant#general, food#price, drinks#quality, etc. Finally, there are three sen-
timent classes in the SemEval dataset: Positive, Negative, and Neutral. In Senti-
Hood, we only consider Positive and Negative sentiments.
Statistics
SENTIHOOD: Table 5.3 shows some statistics for the sentences in the SentiHood
dataset. This includes the total number of sentences, single location sentences
(Single) and multi-location sentences (Multi). Moreover, for multi-location sen-
tences, it shows the number of sentences that contain opinions about two loca-
tions which are in agreement in terms of the aspect and the sentiment. We call
this category of sentences “Multi-Agree”. For example in the sentence “House
prices are very high in location1 and location2”, a Negative sentiment is expressed
for the aspect price of both location1 and location2. Table 5.3 also shows the
number of sentences that contain opinions on both locations with disagreeing
sentiments which we call “Multi-Disagree”. An example of such a sentence is
“location1 is a very expensive area, for more affordable prices try location2” where
Negative and Positive sentiments are expressed for the aspect price of location1
and location2, respectively. We expect classifying aspects with their correct sen-
timents in a sentence with disagreeing opinions to be harder in comparison with
other categories of sentences.
Notice that since each sentence can contain one or more opinions, the total
number of opinions in the each dataset is higher than the number of sentences.
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5,215 12 3,862 1,353 1,762 508 5,920





Sentiments # Multi #Opinions
2,000 13 2,000 365 32 - 2,797
Table 5.4: SemEval dataset statistics.
SEMEVAL: Table 5.4 shows the number of sentences and aspect categories
in the SemEval dataset. It further shows the number of times more than one
opinion exists in the same sentence for the same aspect. The sentiment of both
opinions can be the same (Agreeing) or different (Disagreeing). An example of
a sentence with the same sentiment expressed for the same aspect more than
once is “The anti-pasta was excellent, especially the calamari, as were the filling
pasta mains”. In this sentence, two positive opinions are expressed for the aspect
food#quality.
SENTIHOOD VS. SEMEVAL: As the tables 5.3 and 5.4 show, SentiHood dataset
contains a higher number of sentences than the SemEval dataset. Moreover, the
number of opinions in SentiHood is 5,920 which is also higher than the number
of opinions annotated in the SemEval dataset. Additionally, the number of agree-
ing and disagreeing opinions per sentence is much higher in SentiHood in com-
parison with the SemEval dataset. Overall, SentiHood provides a higher number
of examples for a model to be trained on, on its different aspects and category of
sentences.
Distribution of Opinions
In this section, we look at the distribution of the number of opinions in a sen-
tence which is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The major difference between these two
datasets is that unlike SemEval, SentiHood includes sentences that do not con-
tain any opinions. We have included these sentences in SentiHood to provide
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more examples of sentences that do not contain an opinion with respect to each
of the aspects. The majority of the sentences in SentiHood contain one or two
opinions. In SemEval, the majority of the sentences include one opinion. More-
over, SentiHood contains sentences that have up to 10 opinions.11 The maximum
number of opinions per sentence in SemEval is 8.
















SentiHood - Number of Opinions per Sentence 




















SemEval - Number of Opinions per Sentence 
Figure 5.4: The number of opinions per sentence for SentiHood and SemEval datasets.
Number of Aspects and Distribution of Sentiments
Figure 5.5 shows the number of opinions that are labeled with each aspect for
both datasets of SentiHood and SemEval. Moreover, the figure shows the dis-
11An example of a sentence with a high number of opinions in SentiHood is “location1 and
location2 are both very safe, leafy London boroughs with a wide range of good restaurants, bars
and clubs as well as excellent transport links to the centre”
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tribution of the sentiment classes for each aspect in both datasets. As the fig-
ure shows, the Positive sentiment is dominant for most of the aspects in both
datasets. There are very few opinions that are labeled with the sentiment Neutral
in the SemEval dataset, with many aspects not having any opinions with a Neu-
tral sentiment (e.g. service#general, restaurant#prices, and restaurant#general).
Overall, the number of labeled opinions for each aspect and the distribution of
the sentiment classes per aspect in SentiHood dataset is comparable (even higher
in number) to the benchmark dataset of SemEval.
Aspect Expressions
An aspect expression is a term or a span of text that is an indicator of the pres-
ence of an aspect. For instance, in the sentence “location1 has great transport
links to the centre of London”, “transport” is the term indicating the aspect transit-
location. Figure 5.6 shows the number of unique aspect expressions per each as-
pect in the SentiHood dataset. As we can see, the aspect transit-location has the
highest number of aspect expressions. Aspect general has zero number of expres-
sions because the aspect expression is always “null” for this aspect.12 We expect
that an aspect with a higher number of expressions (more lexical variation) to be
more difficult to classify as a model needs to learn all the variations.
To provide examples of aspect expressions in SentiHood and their varia-
tions, we illustrate the word clouds of aspect expressions for the aspects transit-
location and dining in Figure 5.7. These two aspects represent aspects with a high
and a low number of distinct expressions. The larger words in the word clouds
indicate the words that appear more often as aspect expressions in the corpus for
each corresponding aspect.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we first proposed a new task in the field of sentiment analysis
which we call targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis. This task subsumes the
existing sub-fields of targeted and aspect-based sentiment analysis and makes
12This is the same as the annotation procedure for the general aspect in the SemEval dataset.






























































































































































































Figure 5.5: The number of labeled aspect categories and their sentiment distributions
for SentiHood and SemEval datasets.
fewer assumptions about the number of entities and aspects discussed in a sen-
tence. Not only this task is very relevant in practice in handling text from more

























































SentiHood - Number of Unique Expressions Per Aspect
Figure 5.6: Number of unique expressions for each aspect in the SentiHood dataset.
Expressions for Aspect Transit-location Expressions for Aspect Dining
Figure 5.7: Word clouds for aspect expressions of two aspects with a high and a low num-
ber of distinct expressions.
We then described SentiHood; a benchmark dataset that is human-
annotated for the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis in the do-
main of urban neighbourhoods using text from QA discussions. SentiHood is the
first dataset that is created for extracting fine-grained opinion information from
generic social media data and for the domain of neighbourhoods.
We can now answer the questions which we raised at the beginning of this
chapter:
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Q1: What are the shortcomings of the existing tasks for fine-grained opinion
mining from QA discussions and how these shortcomings can be addressed?
A1: The current task of aspect-based sentiment analysis aims to extract fine-
grained opinion information from opinionated text, often generated on review
platforms. In aspect-based sentiment analysis task, we extract sentiments to-
wards different aspects of a single entity in a unit of text which is often a sen-
tence. Out of 19,975 sentences in QA discussions that contain location names,
around 8,000 sentences discuss more than one neighbourhoods. To process
this type of data, we introduce a new task that subsumes the two existing tasks
in the field of sentiment analysis. Targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis al-
lows for extracting sentiments towards aspects of more than one entity.
Q2: What are the challenges in creating a dataset for fine-grained opinion min-
ing from QA discussions?
A2: The text from QA discussions is noisy and is not written with writing a re-
view in mind. There are many sentences that describe side stories which do
not contain opinions about neighbourhoods. Moreover, unlike review data,
there are no implicit or explicit constraint on a text snippet to be about a sin-
gle entity. Therefore, it is common for people to discuss multiple entities in the
same unit of text. This means that the sentences that do not contain an en-
tity name cannot be associated with a location entity by default. Co-reference
resolution is needed to identify the reference entities in such cases. But the
performance of the current coreference resolution systems are not optimal.
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Therefore, we only annotate sentences that contain the name of at least one
neighbourhood. From 93,330 sentences in our QA discussions, only 19,975
contain names of neighbourhoods. Moreover, due to the complexity and noise
in sentences from QA discussions, 7,000 sentences were marked difficult to
annotate. This shows that even though a dataset can be created with a rea-
sonable inter-annotator agreement rate, there are many sentences that are not
used due to the complexity and ambiguity of the text.
In summary, we show that by extending the existing tasks in the field of
sentiment analysis, we can process the text from QA discussions to extract fine-
grained opinion information. We further show that QA data can be used for cre-
ating a dataset for this task. Therefore, we can conclude that the hypothesis that
we raised in the beginning of this chapter holds. To further demonstrate that we
can extract fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods from QA data






In the previous chapter, we introduced the task of targeted aspect-based sen-
timent analysis. We also created SentiHood, an annotated dataset for this task
based on the text from QA discussions for neighbourhoods. In this chapter, we
aim to address this task based on SentiHood. Targeted aspect-based sentiment
analysis task can be formulated as a classification task where the objective is to
identify the correct sentiment class that is expressed for each aspect of each lo-
cation entity in a sentence. What defines the success of a classification model is
the suitability of the representations of sentences that are fed into the classifier.
Here, we mainly focus on two general classes of representations which we refer
to as the bag of n-grams and the sequential representations.
A bag of n-grams representation of a sentence is based on the isolated parts
of the sentence. These representations are not usually capable of embedding
the entire sequence of words in a sentence. A bag of n-grams representation is
usually defined using a set of different semantic (e.g. n-grams, membership of
words in the lexicon classes, etc.) and syntactic features (i.e. part-of-speech tags
and syntactic relations between words, etc.). These representations, so far, have
resulted in great performances [70, 116] in fine-grained opinion mining tasks. Se-
quential representations, on the other hand, are learned using sequential models
such as recurrent neural networks. These representations have been successful
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in many NLP tasks [87, 88] in the past. Sequential representations, in theory,
can capture the full sequential nature of a sentence. This is important because
the meaning of a sentence often can only be fully captured by considering the
order of all its words. However, models such as neural networks often need a
large number of training samples to learn good representations. In this chapter,
we examine the suitability of these two classes of representations for addressing
the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis applied on the SentiHood
dataset. We raise the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4 Sequential representations can perform better than bag of n-
grams in extracting opinion information in a targeted aspect-based sentiment
analysis task.
To investigate this hypothesis, we raise related research questions in the next
section.
6.1 Research Questions
We expect a suitable representation to embed all the necessary information
needed to classify the correct sentiments expressed towards different aspects of
location entities in a sentence. As we have seen in the previous chapter, Sen-
tiHood contains different categories of sentences. These categories include sen-
tences with a single location entity and categories with multiple location entities.
Sentences with multiple location entities can be further divided into sentences
where for a given aspect, the sentiments expressed towards different location en-
tities are the same or different. A good representation should be able to address
all categories of sentences.
Sequential representations obtained using models such as recurrent neu-
ral networks often need a large number of training samples in order to achieve
a good performance. To fully investigate the capabilities of different classes of
representations, we explore generating more samples. Instead of relying on ex-
pensive human annotation, we look at data augmentation. Using data augmen-
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tation, we can generate training samples with more lexical and syntactic varia-
tions. This can lead to models that can generalise better on unseen data.
Therefore, this chapter is driven by the following questions:
Q1: Are sequential representations superior to the traditional bag of n-grams
representations for addressing the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment
analysis on SentiHood dataset?
Q2: Which type of sentences are more suitable to be addressed using sequen-
tial representations compared to the bag of n-grams representations?
Q3: Can generating more training examples through data augmentation im-
prove the performances of representations, especially the sequential represen-
tations?
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We first give a brief descrip-
tion of the technical background. The reader can skip this section if already fa-
miliar with part-of-speech tagging, word embeddings, neural networks, recur-
rent neural networks and long short term memory networks (LSTMs). We then
define the model for the prediction task. Afterwards, we propose an extensive list
of representations based on bag of n-grams and sequential representations. This
is followed by experiments and discussion of the results. Further, we investigate
the performances of different classes of representations using a synthetic eval-
uation set which contains different types of sentences. Finally, we look at data
augmentation and study the effect it has on the performances of our representa-
tions.
6.2 Technical Background
In this section, we provide a technical background to the methods we use in this
chapter. We first describe part-of-speech tagging that can be used in the repre-
sentation of a sentence. We then provide a description of word embeddings. For
sequential representations of a sentence, we look at the architecture of recurrent
neural networks, first explaining what a simple one-layer neural network entails.
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This is followed by a description of LSTMs and bidirectional LSTMs.
6.2.1 Part-of-Speech Information
Pat-of-speech (POS) tags provide information about syntactic functions of words
in a sentence. POS information can be used alone or in combination with word
n-grams to represent a sentence in vector space. Each word in a sentence is as-
signed a part-of-speech (POS) category based on its syntactic role. Words that
have similar syntactic roles in a sentence are assigned the same POS category. In
the English language, the main POS categories are nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs. Figure 6.1 shows the POS categories for each word in the sentence “Lo-
cation1 is very nice” where NNP indicates the category of proper noun, VBZ verb
(3rd person singular present), RB adverb and JJ adjective.
Location1 (NNP)  is (VBZ)  very (RB)   nice (JJ)
Figure 6.1: POS categories of words in a sentence.
6.2.2 Word Embeddings
Traditionally, in natural language processing systems, words are represented as
one-hot vectors and are treated as discrete stand-alone symbols. These encod-
ings do not provide any information regarding the relationships between differ-
ent words. This means that a model cannot use what it has learned about a word,
e.g. “cat” when it is faced with another similar word, e.g. “dog” (the fact that they
are both animals, pets, etc.). An example of a one-hot representation of words
“cat” and “dog” is illustrated in Figure 6.2.
Representing a word as a one-hot vector causes data sparsity which conse-
quently means that we might require more data to train a statistical model suc-
cessfully. We can overcome this issue by using dense vector representations. Vec-
tor space models (VSMs) represent words in a continuous vector space. Words
that are semantically similar are closer to each other in this space. This is illus-
trated in Figure 6.3.
These VSM approaches are usually inspired by the Distributional Hypoth-

































Figure 6.3: Word embeddings in a 3 dimensional space. Words that are semantically sim-
ilar are closer to each other in this space.
esis. This hypothesis states that the words that appear in the same context are
semantically similar.1 Approaches based on this principle can be divided into
two general categories: count-based methods such as Point-wise Mutual Infor-
mation (PMI) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and predictive methods such
as neural language models.
Count-based methods create a vector of the count statistics of co-
occurrences of a word with other words in a large text corpus. These vectors
are then projected into lower dimension dense vectors. Predictive models, on
the other hand, aim to predict a word given its neighbouring words. In this set-
ting, low dimensional dense embedding vectors are parameters of the predictive
model.
1Reflects the idea of John Rupert Firth that quoted “You shall know a word by the company it
keeps”
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Word2vec [117] is a predictive model that learns word embeddings from text
using a neural network. Embeddings obtained by this model have been used suc-
cessfully in many recent NLP tasks especially as inputs to many neural models.
These embeddings can then be used as they are or they can be tuned further for
the downstream task.
6.2.3 Neural Networks
A one-layer neural network consist of an input vector x of dimension d , a hidden
layer h of dimension k and an output o. Vector x can be a sparse representation
of a sentence s. The hidden layer is calculated as below where θ =W (W ∈Rk×d )
is the set of the parameters of the model:
h= g (W x) (6.1)
Here, g is a non-linear function, often a sigmoid that is computed element-
wise. The output can be identical to the hidden layer h or a linear or non-linear
projection of the hidden layer. A one-layer neural network is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: The architecture of a one-layer neural network.
We can take h as a dense lower-dimensional representation, e, of the sen-
tence s. Numerical optimisation methods such as stochastic gradient descent
can be used to find the optimal parameters of the model, θ, based on a loss func-
tion such as cross entropy. These methods rely on the gradient of the loss func-
tion to be available. Backpropagation [118] is used to calculate the gradient of
the loss function with respect to all the parameters in the network.
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6.2.4 Recurrent Neural Networks
A recurrent neural network or an RNN is a special type of a neural network
with a feed-back connection which allows sequences of arbitrary lengths to
be processed. This makes RNNs powerful for learning representations of se-
quences [119] such as a sentence. The architecture of an RNN is shown in Fig-
ure 6.5. Let us assume that the sentence s is a sequence of words, {w1 . . . wn} and
{x1, . . . ,xn} is a sequence of vectors corresponding to the embeddings of the words
in s where xi ∈ Rd . An output representation for step t , ht , is obtained using an
input embedding at step t , xt , and the representation of the previous step, ht−1,
as shown in Equation 6.2. In this equation, g is often a non-linear function such
as sigmoid.
ht = g (Wxhxt +Whhht−1) (6.2)
Parameters of the RNN model are θ = {h0,Wxh ,Whh} where h0 ∈ Rk , Wxh ∈ Rk×d
and Whh ∈ Rk×k . The embedding in the last step, hn , can be taken as the repre-
sentation, e, of the sentence s. In Figure 6.5, we see an abstract view of an RNN
on the left, where it has a feed-back connection. On the right, we unroll the net-















Figure 6.5: An RRN architecture.
Training an RNN is similar to training a traditional neural network. Back-
propagation is used to compute the gradient of the loss function with respect
to all the parameters, θ, in the network. The gradient at each output not only
depends on the current time step, but also on the previous time steps. This is
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referred to as Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) [120]. It is difficult to learn
long-range dependencies (dependencies between steps that are far apart) in a
sequence with a standard RNN that is trained using BPTT. This is because of a
problem called vanishing or exploding gradient.
6.2.5 Long-Short Term Memory Networks
Long-short term memory networks (LSTMs) [85] are variations of RNNs that are
specifically designed to deal with the issue of vanishing (exploding) gradient. A
long-short term memory (LSTM) network contains a memory cell. The memory
cell can store information for a long period of time. This makes an LSTM capable
of capturing the long-range dependencies in a sequence. An LSTM also has three
types of gates. These gates control the flow of information into and out of the
memory cell: input gate — i, output gate — o and forget gate —f. These gates
provide a mechanism for optionally letting information through to the memory
or clearing the information from the memory. Figure 6.6 [121] shows an LSTM
cell at time t . Given an input vector xt at the time step t , the previous hidden
vector ht−1 and the cell state mt−1, an LSTM with a hidden size of dimension k
computes the next hidden vector ht and the cell state mt as follows.
it =σ(W1xt +W2ht−1) (6.3) ft =σ(W3xt +W4ht−1) (6.4)
ot =σ(W5xt +W6ht−1) (6.5) cˆt = tanh(W7xt +W8ht−1) (6.6)
mt =mt−1¯ ft + it ¯ cˆt (6.7) ht =mt ¯ot (6.8)
The operator ¯ denotes element-wise multiplication. Parameters of the
model are θ = {W1, . . . ,W8,h0} where W1,W3,W5,W7 ∈ Rk×d and W2,W4,W6,W8 ∈
Rk×k . Further, we have it , ft ,ot , cˆt ,mt ∈Rk. We can take hn as the representation,
e, of the sentence s.
6.2.6 Bidirectional LSTMs
At each time step, a single-direction LSTM can only use the contextual informa-
tion of the previous time steps. Bidirectional LSTMs can generate richer repre-
sentations by incorporating both the previous and the future context at each time
step. They process a sequence in two directions, forward and backward, and gen-
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Figure 6.6: Long short term memory cell.
erate two sequences of LSTM hidden vectors. The backward LSTM processes the
sequence in the reverse order. The hidden state at each time step, ht , is the con-










ht are the embeddings of the forward and the backward LSTMs at
time step t , respectively.
6.3 Model
We treat the task of identifying the sentiment expressed for an aspect with re-
spect to a location in a sentence as a three-way classification task. We define a
classification task for each aspect separately. We use a MaxEnt model (softmax)
to calculate the probability of a sentiment class for the aspect given the represen-
tation of the sentence specific to the location, e`, as follows:
p(y` = c|e`, wc ,bc )=
exp(wc ·e`+bc )∑
c ′∈C exp(wc ′ ·e`+bc ′)
(6.10)
Here, the dot operator indicates the inner product of two vectors, C is the set of all
the sentiment classes (Positive, Negative and None) and yl is the sentiment label
of the given aspect for the location ` in the sentence s. θ = {wc ,bc } is the set of pa-
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rameters representing the weights and the bias specific to each sentiment class
c. Note that a sentence can contain more than one location. The embedding of
the sentence with regards to different locations can be different. The vector e`
denotes the representation of the sentence s for the location `. The represen-
tation of a sentence with respect to a location should embed all the necessary
information to make a prediction for the sentiment of the given aspect towards
that location.
6.3.1 Training
To train the above model, for a given aspect, we minimise the negative likelihood
of data in the training set. Let’s assume that N is the number of sentences in the
training set, L is the number of locations in a sentence, C is the set of all senti-
ment classes and e(i )
`
refers to the representation of the sentence i in the dataset
with respect to the location `. Further, I (y (i )
`
= c) indicates whether the true la-
bel yl for the given aspect is the sentiment class c. An L2 term is added to the
loss function for regularisation purposes and λ is a hyperparameter which can
be tuned using cross validation. The loss function over all the training instances
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, wc ,bc )+λ||θ||2 (6.11)
6.4 Representations
In an aspect-based sentiment analysis task, a representation should contain the
information for identifying an aspect and its relevant sentiment. In the targeted
aspect-based sentiment analysis task, the information regarding the target entity,
here a location, should also be present. In other words, the representation of a
sentence needs to reflect the context in which a location is discussed in order to
identify the correct information specific to that location. A human asked to do
this task will selectively focus on the relevant parts of the sentence, and acquire
information where it is needed to build up an internal representation towards a
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location in their mind. Figure 6.7 shows some examples of sentences with mul-
tiple target locations where the relevant context for each location is highlighted
with matching colour to the location.2
Figure 6.7: Examples of sentences with multiple locations. The context of each location
is marked with the same colour as the location name.
As the figure illustrates, two locations sometimes share the same context
(the top sentence). They can also have separate contexts with each relevant con-
text appearing before or after the location mention (sentence 2 and 3). Note that
in the last sentence, no opinion is expressed towards location2. Location2 does
not have any context of its own, but it appears in the middle of the context of
location1.
For a model to identify the correct sentiment for an aspect of a specific loca-
tion, it should be presented with a representation that focuses on the appropriate
context. Representations that we propose in this section, aim at capturing the in-
formation from the relevant context to each location.
6.4.1 Bag of N-grams Representations
In this thesis, we focus on generic features for the bag of n-grams representations
that do not require extensive engineering efforts. This includes both the sparse
bag of n-grams representations and the bag of dense representations based on
word embeddings. Dense representations can be beneficial since they can cap-
2There are more variations of the structure of the context of locations in the dataset.
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ture similarities between words even if they have not been observed in the train-
ing set. Each representation is then fed into a multi-class logistic regression
model to calculate the probabilities of each sentiment class for the given aspect
with respect to a location. In the following, we propose variations of sparse and
dense representations. We will demonstrate in figures how each representation
is defined over a sentence. We take the following sentence as an example for
this demonstrations: “I heard that location1 is expensive, I recommend location2
which is nicer.”
Masked Target Entity For each location, we define a binary bag of n-grams rep-
resentation over the entire sentence but mask the target location using a special
token. This can help to differentiate between the representations of two locations
that are present in the same sentence. We experiment with word uni-grams, word
bi-grams and POS information. For a uni-gram representation, we have e` ∈R|V |.
Figure 6.8 shows how the representation is defined for each of the two locations,
showing only a few uni-grams and bi-grams. As we can see, masking the target
location entity makes the representations of the sentence distinct for two loca-
tions.





















Figure 6.8: Masked target entity representations of two locations using word uni-grams
and bi-grams.
Left-Right Contexts We create a binary bag of n-grams representation separately
for each of the right and the left context around each location mention. We then
concatenate these two representations to obtain one representation. A model
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using this representation can give higher weights to specific terms on the left or
the right context of each location. Defining a separate representation of the left
and the right contexts of a target entity has been used in the past in targeted
sentiment analysis task [2]. Here, we have e` ∈ R2×|V | for a word uni-gram rep-
resentation of the left and the right contexts. Figure 6.9 illustrates the left-right
context representations of the sentence for two locations.























Figure 6.9: Left-right context representations of two locations using word uni-grams.
Context Window To capture the context of each location, a bag of n-grams is de-
fined over the window around the mention of each location. This representation
assumes that words that are in closer proximity to the location mention are more
relevant to the location. We experiment with windows of various sizes. Here, we
have e` ∈ R|V | for a uni-gram representation of the context window. Figure 6.10
shows the representations defined over the context window of each location with
a window of size 2 (on either side).
I have heard that location1 is expensive, I recommend location2 which is nicer











Figure 6.10: Context window representation of two locations using word uni-grams.
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Distance-Bucketed Distance buckets are created to represent words that occur
in a distance window to the location name. A feature is then the combination of
an n-gram and a bucket index, e.g. “good_1” or “dodgy_2” where 1 and 2 indicate
the bucket index. A bucket contains words that are at a distance range to the lo-
cation name, irrelevant of whether they appear on the right side or the left side of
the location name. Each bucket is represented using the bag of its word n-grams.
The representation of all the buckets are combined to obtain a single represen-
tation of the sentence for a specific location. A model using this representation
can learn that the closer a specific term is to the location, the more relevant it
is when identifying the relevant aspect and sentiment for the location. We ex-
periment with different bucket sizes. The buckets that are close to the location
name can be small. Bucket sizes can increase as their distance to the location
name increase. Here, we have e` ∈ Rb×|V | for a word uni-gram representation
of distance-bucketed, where b is the number of buckets. Figure 6.11 shows an
illustration of the distance-bucketed representation for location1 only.
I have heard that location1 is expensive, I recommend location2 which is nicer

















Figure 6.11: Distance-bucketed representation for location1 using word uni-grams.
Sum of Embeddings The sum of embeddings representation creates a dense en-
coding of a sentence. For this, we first look up the word2vec embeddings of all
the words in the sentence. We then sum these vector embeddings to create a rep-
resentation for the entire sentence. This is similar to the bag of word uni-grams
representation. However, here, dense embeddings of words are used instead of
their one-hot vectors. Note that this method will result in the same representa-
tion for multiple locations in the same sentence. Therefore, we expect this repre-
sentation to do poorly in sentences where two location entities are present. Here,
we have e` ∈ Rd where d is the dimension of the word embeddings. We can for-
malise this representation as below where vec(w j ) is the embedding vector of the
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word at index j in the sentence and the sum operator is the element-wise sum of
vectors.
e` = sum{vec(w1) . . . vec(w j ) . . . vec(wn)} (6.12)
This representation is illustrated in Figure 6.14. Vectors of embeddings are in grey
to show that they are dense embeddings.
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Figure 6.12: Sum of embeddings representation of the sentence for location1.
Sum of Left-Right Embeddings We first calculate the sum of embeddings of the
left and the right contexts separately around the target location. The left and the
right embeddings are then concatenated to obtain a single representation for the
target location. This method is similar to the left-right context representation
of word uni-grams. However, we use dense embeddings of the words instead of
their one hot vectors. Note that this method will result in multiple locations in
the same sentence having different embeddings. Here, we have e` ∈ R2×d where
d is the dimension of the word embeddings. This representation is illustrated
inFigure 6.13.
I have heard that location1 is expensive, I recommend location2 which is nicer
…
. + ….+ ….+ ….+…. ….= ….+… ….=+ …
…. ….
left right
Figure 6.13: Sum of left-right embeddings representation of the sentence for location1.
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Pooling of Left-Right Embeddings In previous work, pooling of the dense em-
bedding representations over the left and the right contexts has been used for
automatic feature detection in the targeted sentiment analysis task [2]. Inspired
by this approach, we obtain max, min, average and standard deviation pooling
over all the word embeddings for the left and the right context separately. We
then combine the pooled embeddings of the left and the right context to obtain
a single representation. Here, we have e` ∈R8×d where d is the dimension of the
word embeddings.
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Figure 6.14: Pooling of left-right embeddings representation of the sentence for loca-
tion1.
6.4.2 Sequential Representations
Inspired by the recent successes of applications of sequential learning in NLP
tasks [86, 87, 88] and by the use of sequentially learned representations in clas-
sification tasks [122], we use generic variants of LSTM networks to learn the rep-
resentations for each target location in a sentence. These representations are
obtained using the three models explained in this section. As discussed in Sec-
tion 6.3, to identify the sentiment class of a given aspect for each location in a
sentence, the representations are then fed into a softmax layer to calculate the
probabilities of each sentiment class. In a sequential representation setting, this
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softmax layer is built at the top of the LSTM model where its parameters are
learned jointly with the parameters of the LSTM model.
Unidirectional LSTM - Final (uniLSTM-Final) We use the final representation of
a forward LSTM network as the representation of the sentence with respect to
the location `, i.e. e` = hn ∈ Rk where n is the length of the sentence and k is
the dimension of the hidden representations in the LSTM model. To obtain a
different representation for each location, we mask the target location.
Bidirectional LSTM - Final (biLSTM-Final) Here, e` is the output representation
of a bidirectional LSTM. Here, e` ∈ R2×k where k is the dimension of the hidden
representations in the LSTM model.
Bidirectional LSTM - Index (biLSTM-Index) The sentence representation for a
location is the output of the time step j , e` = h j , in a bidirectional LSTM where
j is the index of the target location in the sentence. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.15 where the index of location1 is 0 and the index of location2 is 4. Here,



































Figure 6.15: Bidirectional LSTM outputs a representation for each token in the sentence.
The output at the index of each location is then fed into a softmax layer
to identify the sentiment class for the corresponding aspect. In this figure,
LSTM is trained to identify the sentiment of the aspect price. The model
should predict Positive for location1 and Negative for location2.
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6.5 Experiments
In this section, we describe our experimental set up.
Aspects
In order to investigate the results of our experiments in great details, we select
the four most frequent aspects from the dataset which are price, safety, transit-
location, and general. The same approach can be applied to the remaining of the
aspects. The prediction of each aspect was treated as a separate task.
Instances
The SentiHood dataset consists of sentences that contain one or two location en-
tities. To simplify the set up of our experiments, we make instances that contain
one or two locations homogeneous using the following approach. For each sen-
tence that contains two location names, we create two separate instances. Each
instance contains labels for only one of the locations, the target location. This
means that for each aspect, given an instance, a model only needs to identify
the relevant sentiment. Note that the aspect is implicit since a task is defined
for each aspect separately. The sentiments reflect the opinion that is expressed
for the target location only (for the implicit aspect). We mask the target location
with the token “target_loc” and replace the other location name with the token
“location1”.
Evaluation
We report the classification results on two basis, aspect detection and sentiment
identification as discussed in the last chapter (Section 5.2.4). The presence of an
opinion for an aspect of the target location is identified correctly if the predicted
sentiment class is not None. We report both F1 and AUC for aspect detection.
F1 score is calculated with a threshold that is optimised on the validation set.
The correct sentiment is detected if the predicted sentiment class, i.e. Positive
or Negative, matches the true value of the sentiment for that aspect of the target
location. We report both accuracy and AUC for sentiment identification.
Word Embeddings
Existing work often uses pre-trained word embeddings provided with the
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word2vec tool,3 which is trained on Google News dataset (about 100 billion
words). The language people use on social media, however, can be different
from the language used on the news. This means that the embeddings for some
of the words in our dataset might not be present in the pre-trained embeddings.
To avoid this, we train word embeddings by running the word2vec model on our
corpus. Since the size of the corpora used for training the word embeddings is
much larger than our corpus (which is around 9 million words), we combine
our corpus with an existing social media data corpus. This corpus is provided
with the word2vec tool and contains around 3 billion words.4 Embeddings are
obtained using the continuous bag of words model (where the word is predicted
using its neighbouring words), with the context size set to 5 and the dimension-
ality to 100.
The number of missing words from our dataset in the pre-trained em-
beddings is 768. The missing words include the words with a British spelling
(e.g. “neighbourhood”, “neighbouring”, “favourite”, “centre”, “theatre”, “charac-
terised”, “colour”, etc.), names of areas or places (e.g. “Belgrave” or “Vauxhall”),
terms that are specific to the UK (e.g. “Londoner”, “crossrail”, “Edwardian”),
and other words that are more common in the social media data (e.g. “wanna”,
“dodgyest”). By training the word embeddings on our corpus, we reduce the
number of missing words to 150. These missing words include postcodes (e.g.
sw12) and misspelled words.
Location Embeddings
To represent location entities, i.e. target_loc and location1 in the embedding
space, we extend the dimension of our word2vec embeddings by two, one per
each location entity. Figure 6.16 shows the embeddings of target_loc and loca-
tion1 and the existing words in the corpora.
Splitting the Dataset
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Figure 6.16: Word embeddings are extended by two cells to represent two tokens of “tar-
get_loc” and “location1”.
into train, dev and test set, with each having 70%, 10% and 20% of the data re-
spectively. We then combine both subsets to obtain the final sets for train, dev
and test. To optimise the hyperparameters of the models (e.g. LSTM parameters,
F1 threshold, logistic regression weights), we cross-validate the performance on
the dev set and report the final results on the test set.
Table 6.1 shows the number of sentences from each category (Single, Multi,
Multi-Agree and Multi-Disagree) in each of the train, dev and test sets. Multi-
Agree and Multi-Disagree refer to sentences that have similar or different senti-
ments for the same aspect with regard to two target locations. The total number
of opinions are also displayed. Note that one sentence can have none, one or a
higher number of opinions.
Table 6.1: Statistics for train, dev and test sets.






Train 2977 2202 775 980 294 3401
Dev 747 557 190 260 60 840
Test 1491 1103 388 522 154 1679
Training the LSTM Models
For each aspect in our dataset, we have many instances of sentences with a None
class sentiment. A None class sentiment means that there is no opinion ex-
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pressed towards a location with respect to that aspect in the sentence. To tackle
the problem of having an unbalanced dataset, i.e. many more None class in-
stances than Positive or Negative, we use the re-sampling [123, 124] technique in
the following way. We train LSTM models in batches with every batch having the
same number of sentences sampled randomly from each sentiment class.
To optimise the value of each hyperparameter of an LSTM model, we per-
form a greedy search for the values of parameters in the following way. To start
with, we heuristically assign all parameters a default value. For each parameter,
we then run the model using the values in a specified reasonable range. An op-
timum value for the hyperparameter is the one that results in the minimum loss
on the development (dev) set. After choosing an optimum value for a hyperpa-
rameter, we continue with the next one, setting the value of the previously tuned
hyperparameter to its optimum value. We continue this procedure until the op-
timum value for all the hyperparameters are estimated.5 We adopt this method
instead of a grid search because it is more time-efficient. This allows us to search
through a wider range for each hyperparameter in a timely manner. Hyperpa-
rameters of our LSTM models are the learning rate, the hidden size, the batch
size, and the dropout probability. The lowest loss on the dev set is achieved when
a learning rate of 0.01, hidden units of size 50 and batch sizes of 150 are used.
Adding dropout did not improve the results of any of the models. The Adam [125]
optimiser is used for the optimisation with an initial learning rate of 0.01.
To estimate the parameters of the model, we train the model on the train set
and then evaluate the loss function (Equation 6.11) on both the train and the dev
set after each iteration. We train for the maximum number of iterations which
is 120. We save the best model which has the lowest loss on the dev set across
all the iterations. We then run this model on the test set and report the results.
Tensorflow [126] is used for the implementation of the proposed LSTM models.
Training Logistic Regression
Logistic regression models were based on the implementation from the scikit-
5Note that these values may not be globally optimum as we do not perform a grid search.
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learn6 library in Python. Since we have an unbalanced dataset, we use a weighted
logistic regression. To obtain the best weights, we cross-validate them on the
development set. Weights inversely proportional to the size of each class result
in the best performances.
6.6 Results
Table 6.2 shows the results averaged over the selected aspects in terms of F1 and










LR-Unigram 0.568 0.840 0.913 0.874
LR-N-gram 0.707 0.853 0.918 0.886
LR-N-gram-POS-Uni 0.393 0.875 0.925 0.905
LR-N-gram-Left/Right 0.693 0.847 0.903 0.871
LR-Window [10] 0.344 0.822 0.859 0.860
Distance-Bucketed [2,4,-] 0.412 0.793 0.831 0.815
LR-Embeddings-Sum 0.362 0.791 0.837 0.797
LR-Embeddings-Sum-L/R 0.392 0.782 0.845 0.785
LR-Embeddings-Pooling-L/R 0.341 0.775 0.862 0.810
uniLSTM-Final 0.268 0.378 0.497 0.479
biLSTM-Index 0.694 0.820 0.898 0.840
biLSTM-Final 0.690 0.825 0.898 0.850
Table 6.2: Aspect and sentiment classification results using different types of representa-
tions. Results are shown both in terms of F1 and accuracy and AUCs for aspect
and sentiment classification.
The first six rows in the table, show the results of the sparse bag of n-grams
representations which are trained using a logistic regression model. LR-Unigram
refers to a word uni-gram representation with masked target location. Similarly,
LR-N-gram refers to a combination of word uni-grams and bi-grams with masked
target location. LR-N-gram-POS-Uni includes word uni-grams and bi-grams and
6http://scikit-learn.org/
7Even though, F1 and Accuracy are the common metrics to use for classification tasks, we will
report the results using AUC only in the remainder of this chapter. The main reason for this is
that we can average the performance of a representation over both aspect and sentiment classifi-
cation. It is then more convenient to compare two representations. Moreover, when categorising
sentences into different aspects and sentiments, it is reasonable to show users a ranked list of
sentences that are more probable to describe the desired category and sentiment.
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uni-gram POS features (obtained by concatenating a word with its POS tag, e.g.
nice_JJ) where target location is masked. LR-N-gram-Left/Right refers to a rep-
resentation obtained by concatenating word uni-grams and bi-grams of the left
and the right contexts. LR-Window defines word uni-grams and bi-grams over
the context window around the target location name. We experimented with dif-
ferent context window sizes and report the best performing setting which is 10.
Distance-Bucketed representation is defined using word uni-grams and their dis-
tance from the name of the target location. Different bucket sizes were examined.
They all perform relatively poorly. We report results on bucket distances of size
2, 4 and a bucket containing the remaining words that are further than 4 tokens
from the target location mention.
The next three rows in the table show the results of the dense bag of n-
grams representations which are trained using logistic regression models. The
last three rows show the results of sequential representations obtained by varia-
tions of LSTM models.
Sequential vs. Bag of N-grams Representations
It is interesting to observe that sequential representations obtained using LSTM
models are not superior to some of the bag of n-grams representations. The
performances of the dense representations of bag of n-grams are low in general
in comparison with other representations. A forward only LSTM representation
(uniLSTM-Final) performs very poorly. The performances of the two variations
of biLSTMs are very similar and not significantly different from each other.
One thing to note is that our proposed methods can achieve prediction ac-
curacies on similar levels to the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis on Se-
mEval dataset.8 This indicates that the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment
analysis on SentiHood dataset is a plausible task, despite the extra level of com-
plexity that the identification of target entity introduces.
Context
Results also indicate that the performance is higher when the entire sentence
8Best performing SemEval participants achieve F1 of 0.73 for aspect detection and accuracy of
0.88 for sentiment classification [39].
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is used as the context. The performances of both context-based representations,
i.e. LR-Ngram-L/R and LR-Window are lower than the performances of represen-
tations that are based on the entire sentence. The best performing representation
is the representation that contains word uni-grams, word bi-grams, and POS uni-
grams of the entire sentence (LR-Ngram-POS). Even though, the performance of
this model in detecting the aspect is very low in terms of F1 metric. This shows
that determining a hard threshold for labeling instances with their predictions is
difficult. However, the AUC performance of this representation for both aspect
and sentiment classification is superior to other representations. For the rest of
this chapter, we make comparisons in terms of AUC between the best performing
bag of n-grams representation (LR-Ngram-POS) and one of the best performing
sequential (biLSTM-Index) representations which we refer to as BoNgrams and
SEQ respectively.
Aspects
We show the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations separately on
each aspect in Table 6.3. The performance metric is the average AUC on sen-
timent and aspect detection. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the number
of distinct expressions that are annotated for each aspect in the dataset.9 Even
though, the expressions for aspect general are always “null” in the dataset, there
are many variations of expressing a general aspect for a neighbourhood. It is
interesting to note that the performance drops as the number of distinct expres-
sions increases for an aspect. For instance, the aspect safety can be predicted
more accurately than the aspect transit-location. Aspect general is the lowest
performing aspect. Both representations perform very similarly on the aspect
general with SEQ having a slightly higher performance.
9Please refer to Figure 5.6 in Chapter 5
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Model Safety (31) Price (56) Transit-location (116) General
BoNgrams 0.954 0.944 0.901 0.861
SEQ 0.921 0.910 0.764 0.879
Table 6.3: Performances of the best sequential (SEQ) and bag of n-grams (BoNgrams)
representations on each aspect. AUC scores are averaged over aspect and sen-
timent detection.
Categories
Table 6.4 shows the average AUC using SEQ and BoNgrams representations for
different categories of sentences: Single — sentences that contain one location
entity and Multi — sentences that contain two location entities. Multi-location
sentences are further divided into Multi-Agree and Multi-Disagree. BoNgrams
performs better than SEQ on all the categories. As expected, both representations
perform better on Single and Multi-Agree categories. The most difficult cate-
gory of sentences for this task is Multi-Disagree. Consider the following sentence:
“location1 is nice, trendy and central but very expensive, location2 is cheaper”. In
this sentence, Negative and Positive sentiments are expressed for the aspect price
of location1 and location2, respectively. A word uni-gram or bi-gram feature rep-
resentation may not capture that the word “expensive” is expressed towards lo-
cation1. A sequential representation may, in theory, be able to capture this infor-
mation since it is not based on pre-defined features and it has a high capacity for
embedding information. However, it is surprising that BoNgrams representation
performs better than SEQ representation on average on this category as well.
Model Single Multi Multi-Agree Multi-Disagree
BoNgrams 0.918 0.905 0.940 0.814
SEQ 0.889 0.839 0.851 0.761
Table 6.4: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on different categories
of sentences. AUC scores are averaged over aspect and sentiment, for all the
aspects.
Categories per Aspects
So far, we have seen that the BoNgrams representation outperforms the SEQ rep-
resentation overall, on most aspects and all the categories of sentences. In this
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section, we look at the results in more details. Figure 6.17 illustrates the perfor-
mance of BoNgrams and SEQ representations on each selected aspect divided
into different categories of sentences. Blue bars indicate the performance of
SEQ representation and orange bars indicate the performance of the BoNgrams
representation. As we can see, the largest difference in performance is for the
aspect transit-location where BoNgrams representation performs much better
than SEQ. On the other hand, a better performance is achieved by SEQ represen-
tation for the aspect general on all the categories of sentences. Note that as we
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Figure 6.17: Performances of the best sequential (SEQ) and bag of n-grams (BoNgrams)
representations for each aspect and different categories of sentences.
Sentence Length
Here, we look at the performance of each representation as the length of the sen-
tences, in terms of the number of tokens, increases. This can indicate the ro-
bustness of the model to noise and to handling the longer range dependencies.
Longer sentences are more likely to contain irrelevant information, i.e. noise.
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Capturing long-range dependencies is important in sentences where aspect and
sentiment related terms appear not very close to the target location mention. For
instance, in the sentence “I live in location1, there are some great pubs, affordable
rents, and great access to transport not too far from location2”, “great access to
transport” is expressed for location1 but it is not in a close proximity to it in the
sentence.
Figure 6.18 shows the ratio of the correct predictions for different ranges
of the sentence length using both SEQ and BoNgrams representations. Length
ranges are taken at 5-token intervals. Each range (e.g. [5− 10]) is represented
by a circle with a y-value equal to the ratio of correctly labeled sentences. The
size of each circle indicates the number of sentences with a length in the given
range. The figure shows that there is a downward trend of the ratio of the correct
predictions as the lengths of the sentences increase, for both SEQ and BoNgrams
representations. Even though the slope is sharper at the beginning for SEQ for
sentences of length 10 to 20, the downward trend changes for longer sentences
with a high ratio of correct predictions for the really long sentences. In the case
of BoNgrams, the downward trend continues with some exceptions of the very
long sentences of around 80 tokens. The number of these sentences, however, is
very small.
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Figure 6.18: The ratio of the correct predictions as the length of sentences increases. The
size of each circle indicates the number of sentences in the length range.
Further, Table 6.5 shows the correlation between the length of sentences and
the prediction (correct or incorrect) in terms of point-biserial correlation coeffi-
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cient. This is calculated over the aspect and the sentiment classification for all
the aspects and categories. As we can see, in both representations, there is a
negative correlation between a correct prediction and the length of the sentence.
This means that longer sentences are harder to label. BoNgrams shows a higher
negative correlation meaning that it is worse in making predictions for longer
sentences than SEQ representation.
Table 6.5: Correlations (r < 0.01) between the length of a sentence and the prediction in





In this section, we present examples of sentences that are labeled correctly or in-
correctly using SEQ and BoNgrams representations. The labels are determined
by thresholding the probabilities with the threshold optimised on the develop-
ment set. Table 6.6 shows examples of predictions made using the BoNgrams
(top) and SEQ (bottom) representations.
Examples in the table include both correctly and incorrectly labeled sen-
tences, for both Single and Multi categories. The first sentence “target_loc is not
a nice cheap residential area to live trust me, i was born and raised there” shows
an example of an incorrect prediction for the aspect price. This is because there
is a case of negation that cannot be captured using bi-grams representation (“not
a nice cheap”). The second sentence “I think you’d find it tough to find something
affordable in target_loc” is labeled incorrectly as Positive for the aspect price be-
cause according to the weights of the logistic regression model, a word with the
lemma “afford” and a POS tag of “JJ” is a strong indicator for a Positive sentiment
class. On the other hand, the third sentence “I can’t recommend target_loc for
affordability” is labeled correctly as Negative. This is because a word with the
lemma “afford” and the POS tag of “NN” strongly indicates a Negative sentiment
class.
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Sentence Aspect Predicted Label
target_loc is not a nice cheap residential area
to live trust me, i was born and raised there
Price Positive Negative
I think you’d find it tough to find something
affordable in target_loc
Price Positive Negative
I can’t recommend target_loc for affordability Price Negative Negative
I would hardly consider target_loc too far out,
location1 is not an unsafe area
Safety None None
I would hardly consider location1 too far out,
target_loc is not an unsafe area
Safety Positive Positive
target_loc is a bit of a dump, location1 is
slightly nicer, though both have better and
worse areas
General Negative Negative
location1 is a bit of a dump, target_loc is
slightly nicer, though both have better and
worse areas
General Negative Positive
target_loc is not a nice cheap residential area
to live trust me, i was born and raised there
Price Positive Negative
I think you’d find it tough to find something
affordable in target_loc
Price Negative Negative
I can’t recommend target_loc for affordability Price None Negative
I would hardly consider target_loc too far out
location1 is not an unsafe area
Safety Positive None
I would hardly consider location1 too far out
target_loc is not an unsafe area
Safety Positive Positive
target_loc is a bit of a dump, location1 is
slightly nicer, though both have better and
worse areas
General Negative Negative
location1 is a bit of a dump, target_loc is
slightly nicer, though both have better and
worse areas
General Positive Positive
Table 6.6: Examples of input sentences and their predicted labels using BoNgrams (top)
and SEQ (bottom) representations.
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Let us now consider an example of a multi-location sentence: “I would
hardly consider target_loc too far out, location2 is not an unsafe area”. This sen-
tence does not have any indicative word for the aspect safety of the target_loc and
therefore is correctly labeled as None. The second instance of the sentence is cor-
rectly labeled Positive for safety because the bi-gram feature “target_loc_not” has
a large coefficient for sentiment class Positive when trained on aspect safety.
For comparison, we show the same examples of sentences at the bottom
of the table where predictions are made using the SEQ representation. Unlike
a logistic regression model which is based on sparse features (e.g. BoNgrams),
results of an LSTM model is not easily interpretable.
6.6.1 Synthetic Evaluation Set
So far, our analysis has been based on the prediction results on the test set. To
further analyse the capabilities of BoNgrams and SEQ representations, in this
section, we create a synthetic evaluation dataset. This dataset is divided into
different categories. Each category contains sentences with a type of complexity
that is present to some extent in our real dataset. Since the performances of both
representations is comparable on the aspect general, we create the synthetic set
for this aspect. In the following, we present different categories of synthetic data.
Each of the categories contains between 50 to 120 instances. We will explain each
category and the results of the predictions on that category using both SEQ and
BoNgrams.
6.6.1.1 Single Location - Lexical Variation
Description
This category of synthetic sentences focuses on testing the capability of a repre-
sentation in detecting an aspect and its relevant sentiment when presented with
lexical variations. Only one location is present in the sentences in this category.
Examples of lexical variations are rare or unseen adjectives. Some examples of
the sentences in this category are shown below. We create this set by looking at
the simple and often short examples in the real dataset and replacing some of the
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terms, especially adjectives by their synonyms.
target_loc is a horrendous area. (target_loc,general,Negative)
target_loc is enchanting. (target_loc,general,Positive)
Predictions
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Figure 6.19: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the Lexical Vari-
ation synthetic category on aspect detection, sentiment detection and on
average.
trated in Figure 6.19. The figure shows that the performance of SEQ representa-
tion is superior to BoNgrams representation with its average AUC higher by 20%.
This is what we expect as the dense representations should be able to handle un-
seen terms better than sparse representations. This is because they are based on
word embeddings that are learned from a large corpus.
6.6.1.2 Single Location - Negation
Description
Negation is a simple example of composition in natural language. A representa-
tion should be able to capture negation, even without seeing every possible com-
bination (e.g. not awful) or when the token indicating the sentiment does not
follow the negation token immediately (e.g. not really that bad). This category
was created by observing the sentences in the real dataset that contain negation.
We create samples by using these examples, using different ways of composition
(e.g. “not great”, “not that great”, “not really great”) and using different adjectives
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(e.g. good, nice, ok). In this category, to test only the capabilities of the represen-
tations in capturing the negation, we avoid introducing unseen terms. Similar
to the previous category, only a single location is present in each sentence. Note
that even though all of the terms have appeared in the training set, not all the
combinations of terms and negation tokens have occurred in the training set.
target_loc is not really awful. (target_loc,general,Positive)
target_loc is not that impressive. (target_loc,general,Negative)
Predictions
Figure 6.20 illustrates the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations
in predicting the correct aspects and sentiments on the Negation synthetic cate-
gory. The figure shows that the SEQ representation performs better in predicting
both the aspect and the sentiment. The performance of both representations
drops when classifying the correct sentiment. This is understandable because
sentiment detection requires understanding the negation. One reason for the
poor performance of both of SEQ and BoNgrams representations in sentiment
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Figure 6.20: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the Negation syn-
thetic category.
6.6.1.3 Single Location - Noise
Description
In this category, we still focus on sentences with a single location while intro-
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ducing noise to each sentence. This is done by adding irrelevant text, mainly
between the location name and the words indicating a sentiment for the aspect
general. The irrelevant text fragments have been taken manually from the sen-
tences in the real dataset. Most sentences are taken from the simple and short
sentences in the training set. This category can test the robustness of the model
towards the presence of irrelevant text and noise. It should also be able to detect
whether a representation can capture longer range dependencies. The irrelevant
text fragments are underlined in the examples.
target_loc, where there are many shops,
is horrible.
(target_loc,general,Negative)
target_loc, by London standards, is a great
area.
(target_loc,general,Positive)
target_loc is in south London,
there are bad and good areas everywhere. (target_loc,general,None)
Predictions
Figure 6.21 shows the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on
this synthetic category. Results can suggest that the SEQ representation can be
more robust to noise and more capable of capturing the dependencies between
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Figure 6.21: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the Noise synthetic
category.
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6.6.1.4 Multiple Locations - Agreement (Multi-Agree)
Description
In this category, we create examples that contain two locations. Both locations
agree on the sentiment towards the aspect general. This category therefore, cap-
tures the linguistic phenomena of coordination. The sentences are simple, short
and not containing unseen words or negation. Examples are shown below. For
each sentence, two instances are generated where the name of a location is re-
placed with target_loc.
location1 and location2 are horrible areas.
(location1,general,Negative)
(location2,general,Negative)
You might also like to give places like




Results illustrated in Figure 6.22 show that BoNgrams representation outper-
forms SEQ representation in detecting the presence of the aspect. Note that for
each location, the BoNgrams representation uses features defined over the en-
tire sentence. This means that both representations share many features such
as word uni-grams and some word bi-grams. Both representations can predict
the sentiments for aspect general correctly over all the instances in this category.
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Figure 6.22: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the Multi-Agree
synthetic category.
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6.6.1.5 Multiple Locations - Disagreement (Multi-Disagree)
Description
In this category of sentences, two locations are present in each sentence. The
sentiments that are expressed for the aspect general towards the two locations are
not the same. Many of these sentences are generated by combining two single-
location sentences in different ways. These single location sentences are based
on examples from the real data. For each sentence, two instances are generated
where the name of a location is replaced with target_loc.
location1 is nice, location2 is bad.
(location1,general,Positive)
(location2,general,Negative)
I don’t know location1 very well, but
location2 is a hole.
(location1,general,None)
(location2,general,Negative)
Unlike location1 which is great its neigh-




Figure 6.23 illustrates the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations
on this category of sentences. As the figure indicates, the SEQ representation can
achieve a higher performance than the BoNgrams representation. This means
that perhaps SEQ representation can be better in identifying the boundaries of
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Figure 6.23: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the Multi-Disagree
synthetic category.
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6.7 Data Augmentation
In the previous section, we presented the prediction results based on the test
set. We further analysed the capabilities of the representations by observing their
performances on a synthetic dataset. We have seen that the SEQ representation
is superior to the BoNgrams representation on many of the synthetic categories
defined for the aspect general. The SEQ representation is especially great in deal-
ing with rare or unseen words and in capturing negation. However, overall, the
performance of SEQ representation is lower than BoNgrams on the test set. The
reason for this may be that in the test set, we do not have many rare or unseen
words or many different variations of negation. Moreover, the synthetic dataset is
based only on the aspect general. The SEQ representation can achieve a compa-
rable performance to the BoNgrams representation when predicting the aspect
general on the test as well. It is worth remembering that there is a higher number
of training examples available for the aspect general in the dataset compared to
other aspects. Neural models such as LSTMs often need a larger number of train-
ing samples to achieve good results. This may explain the good performance of
the SEQ representation for the aspect general.
Therefore, in this section, we investigate whether generating more training
examples through augmenting the existing training data can improve the predic-
tion performance of the SEQ representation. Data generation and augmentation
have been used in the past in machine learning [89] and NLP tasks [90] to inject
prior knowledge and to improve the performance of the prediction models. We
propose two general approaches for data augmentation: automatic augmenta-
tion and user-assisted augmentation. In the following, we first explain the two
approaches for data augmentation. At the end, we present the prediction results
that are obtained by training our models on the combination of the real data and
the augmented data.
6.7.1 Automatic Augmentation
In the automatic augmentation approach, the augmentation process is isolated
from the annotation process. The augmentation is applied to the annotated sen-
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tences. New instances can be generated using one of the methods described be-
low. These methods specifically produce more examples of sentences with mul-
tiple location entities. This is because predicting sentiment and aspect classes in
sentences with multiple locations is a more difficult task. Moreover, the number
of sentences with multiple locations in our training set is far less than the number
of sentences with a single location.
Single to Multiple
In this category of augmentation, we take a single-location sentence and add a
second location entity where both locations share the same context and there-
fore sentiment labels. To do this, we choose a single-location sentence randomly
from the training data and replace the token“location1” with “location1 and lo-
cation2” and make the verb plural if necessary. We also assign all the aspect-
sentiment labels of location1 to location2. An example is shown below:
location1 is very expensive (location1,price,Negative)
location1 and location2 are very expensive
(location1,price,Negative)
(location2,price,Negative)
Concatenating Two Single-Location Sentences
In this category of augmentation, we concatenate two existing single-location
sentences. These sentences can contain opinions about similar or different as-
pects, with agreeing or disagreeing sentiments. Each sentence is selected ran-
domly. Below, we provide an example:
House prices are very high in location1 (location1,price,Negative)
I used to live in location1 (location1,price,None)
House prices are very high in location1, I used
to live in location2
(location1,price,Negative)
(location2,price,None)
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Adding Noise
In this category, we add a fragment of text that contains the name of a second
location, where no opinion is expressed for the second location. The added frag-
ment should not affect the opinions that are expressed for the first location. Frag-
ments are randomly selected from a pre-defined list. The list is created by observ-
ing the real data. Examples of these fragments are: “which is close to location2”,
“in the borough of location2”, “near location2”, “neighbouring location2”, “adja-
cent to location2”, “south/west/east of location2”. Below is an example:
location1 is great for going out (location1,nightlife,Positive)





Many of the sentences in our dataset are complex and long. Often only a small
fraction of each sentence suffices in detecting a specific aspect and its relevant
sentiment towards a location. However, to identify the relevant fractions of a
sentence, the interaction with a user is required. The augmentation procedure
can be incorporated into the annotation process or can be carried out separately.
In this approach, we aim to generate lexical and syntactic variations of the
existing sentences. For each sentence, we first generate its parse tree using the
Stanford parser [127].10 For syntactic variations, we manipulate the parse tree
of the sentence to generate a new sentence. The user input is then needed to
confirm whether the new sentence contains the same information with respect
to a specific location and a specific aspect. For lexical variations, we ask the user
to propose adjectives to replace the identified adjectives in a sentence. These
adjectives either keep or reverse the sentiment for a specific aspect of a given
location.
10The implementation is obtained here: http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml
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We divide augmented sentences into several categories. Sentences in each
category are generated by a specific type of manipulation to the parse tree of the
original sentences. Approaches for generating these categories of sentences are
described below.
Removing Fragments
To simplify a given sentence, we propose to drop specific syntactic subtrees of
its parse tree. A candidate sub-tree for dropping can have one of the following
syntactic types: subordinate clause (SBAR) e.g. “although parts of it are quite ex-
pensive”, conjunction e.g. “and expensive”, prepositional phrases (PP) e.g. “as a
general rule”, sentence (S) e.g. “I lived there for 3 months”. For example the sen-
tence “I love target_location, I lived there for 3 months” can be simplified to “I love
target_location” and still preserve its Positive sentiment for the aspect general to-
wards the target_location.
Inserting Fragments
To make the representations and the prediction models more robust to the noise
in the data, we add noise to the sentences through inserting text fragments. This
type of augmentation is automatic and does not need the interaction of a user.
However, it utilises the simplified sentences from the previous category (Remov-
ing Fragments). The inserted fragments should not change the sentiment of a
sentence with respect to a given aspect and a location. In order to do this, we first
create templates from the simplified instances. A template is a sentence where a
dropped subtree is replaced with a placeholder indicating the syntactic category
of the subtree. For example, the sentence “I love target_location, I lived there for
3 months” is converted into “I love target_location, [S]”. The placeholder [S] can
be later replaced by any other sentence in the training set.
All the possible replacements for each subtree category such as S, SBAR, PP,
etc. are collected using the generated parse trees for all the sentences in the train-
ing set. We collect different subtree types for the combination of each aspect and
sentiment classes. For instance, we create a list of all PP subtrees from the sen-
tences that have a Positive sentiment towards the aspect general.
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To generate a new sentence for a given aspect from a template without in-
troducing a conflicting sentiment for target_loc, we only replace its placehold-
ers with the subtrees with the same type and the same sentiment (or None) and
the aspect. For instance, from the above template we can generate the two fol-
lowing sentences using fragments that carry Positive or None sentiments for as-
pect general towards target_location: “I love target_loc, it’s a nice area” or “I love
target_loc, my friend lives there”.
Replacing Adjectives
This category of augmentation is designed for introducing lexical variations into
our training data. For each sentence, we first identify all the adjectives. For each
adjective, we ask the user to provide a list of related adjectives. Each adjective
in the proposed list should be able to replace the identified adjective in the sen-
tence while the sentiment of the sentence towards a specific aspect and the target
location remains unchanged. Similarly, users are required to provide adjectives
that reverse the sentiment for the aspect of the target location. New adjectives
provided by the user is then used to generate new instances with the same or the
opposite sentiments. Replacements are also applied to the simplified instances
and the templates to generate more examples.
Below, we show an example of the procedure of the user-assisted data aug-
mentation for a sentence. As the example shows, we first present the user with
an example. We then ask the user to provide the sentiment class with regard to a
specific location and an aspect. We then propose different augmentations for the
sentence. At each step, user is required to confirm whether the same sentiment
is preserved for the specified aspect and the location. Here, we only show the
procedure for the aspect general and for location1. In reality, for each sentence,
we repeat this process for all the aspects and all the mentioned locations. User
input is highlighted using a different font.
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Algorithm 1 User-assisted data augmentation.
1: procedure AUGMENTATION
2:




6: > Sentiment ? Positive
7:
8: [DropConjunction]
9: Sentence: I say location2 is n’t the best place but, location1 is very nice
10: Location: location1
11: Aspect: general
12: > Sentiment ? Positive
13:
14: [KeepOnlyTree]
15: Sentence: location2 is n’t the best place but, location1 is very nice
16: Location: location1
17: Aspect: general
18: > Sentiment ? Positive
19:
20: [KeepOnlyTree]
21: Sentence: but , location1 is very nice
22: Location: location1
23: Aspect: general
24: > Sentiment ? Positive
25:
26: [DropConjunction]
27: Sentence: I say location2 is n’t the best place but, location1 is expensive
28: Location: location1
29: Aspect: general
30: > Sentiment? None
31:
32: [KeepOnlyTree]




36: > Sentiment? Positive
37:
38: [Drop Conjunction]
39: Sentence: but , location1 is expensive
40: Location: location1
41: Aspect: general
42: > Sentiment ? None
43:
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Algorithm 2 User-Assisted Data Augmentation (cont.)
44: [Keep Only Tree]
45: Sentence: but , location1 is very nice but expensive
46: Location: location1
47: Aspect: general
48: > Sentiment ? Positive
49:
50: [Replace Adjectives]












63: Replace "expensive" to change sentiment to Negative?
64: > []
User-assisted data augmentation was carried on 1000 sentences randomly
selected from the training set. The selected annotator11 of the SentiHood dataset
assisted in the augmentation process.
We use a combination of the training data and the augmented data for train-
ing models based on SEQ and bag of n-grams representations. We do this for each
category of augmented data separately and also on the combined augmented
data. When training a logistic regression using the BoNgrams representation, we
provide the model with all the sentences. When training the bidirectional LSTM
model, at each iteration, we take all the sentences from the training set. We also
sample sentences randomly from each of the selected generation category. The
number of the selected augmented sentences equals to the number of sentences
in the original training set.
11The annotator with the highest inter-annotator agreements
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6.7.2.1 Results
Figure 6.24 shows the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on
the test set when different categories of augmented data is added for training. Sy-
nAuto indicates the syntactic variation introduced through automatic augmen-
tation. SynNoise is the group of user-assisted augmented sentences where frag-
ments are added to a sentence or removed from a sentence. SemAdjectives refers
to the category of augmented sentences that introduce lexical variation through
a list of adjectives. The performance measure is the average AUC over aspect and
sentiment classification. The AUC values are also averaged over all the aspects.
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Figure 6.24: The overall performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on the test
set when different categories of augmented data is added for training. AUC
is averaged over sentiment and aspect classification over all the aspects.
Note that the y-axis starts with 0.5.
The results indicate that the performance of the BoNgrams representation
is superior to the SEQ representation, even after adding more training exam-
ples through data augmentation. The performance of SEQ representations can
slightly improve (1% average AUC) when SynAuto data is added to the training
set. Adding SynAuto data does not improve the overall performance of the BoN-
grams representation. Adding SynNoise data improves the performance of BoN-
grams representation by 1%. This can be because adding this category of aug-
mented data makes the model more robust to the noise and irrelevant informa-
tion in a sentence.
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Figure 6.25 shows the breakdown of the performance of each representation
on different categories of sentences in the test set. The first figure shows the re-
sults over the Single sentences. The last two figures show the performances of
the representations over Multi-Agree and Multi-Disagree sentences. Adding Sy-
nAuto data slightly improves (1.5% and 1.1%) the performance of the SEQ repre-
sentation on both categories of sentences with two locations. Note that SynAuto
only contains sentences with multiple locations. This means that having a higher
number of sentences with two locations in the training set can potentially help a



















Figure 6.25: Performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representations on different categories
of sentences in the test set when different categories of augmented data are
added to the training data. Results are averaged over all aspects and over
aspect and sentiment classifications. Note that the y-axis starts with 0.5.
We have further investigated whether utilising the augmented data has a
positive impact on the prediction performances over the synthetic test cate-
gories. Results and graphs are included in Appendix C.2. As results indicate, the
use of augmented data for training has a positive effect on the performance of
our representations especially SEQ representation on most of the synthetic data
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sets. The improvement for the SEQ representation is especially apparent (5%) on
the Noise synthetic set. Augmented data increases the performance of the BoN-
grams representation by 8% on the Multi-Disagree synthetic test.
The results in this section indicate that the performance of the BoNgrams
representation remains superior to the SEQ representation on the test set in the
presence of extra augmented data for training. This can be attributed to the two
following explanations:
1. The test set does not contain much lexical variations outside of the training
set. Moreover, the majority of sentences that contain two locations have
agreeing sentiments (refer to Table 6.1) which can be captured in a more
straightforward way using the bag of n-grams representation.
2. By simplifying sentences, sometimes, we create examples that are similar
to the existing sentences in the training set. Consider the following sen-
tence: “target_loc is an extremely nice area, very central, but it can be ex-
pensive, unless you are fine with living in a match box!”. By augmenting
this sentence, we generate several examples including “target_loc is an ex-
tremely nice area” and “target_loc is an extremely beautiful area”. These
two sentences are very similar to existing sentences in the training set (e.g.
“target_loc is a nice area”, “target_loc is nice” and “target_loc is beautiful”)
which do not add much variations on expressing Positive sentiments for
the aspect general.
6.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed methods for extracting opinion information in a
targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis task applied on SentiHood dataset.
We mainly focused on comparing the performances of representations that are
learned sequentially or those who are defined on isolated parts of a sentence (bag
of n-grams). These representations are based on generic architecture models or
generic features, both of which do not need extensive task-specific engineering
effort. To embed the necessary information, a representation should be able to
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identify the context of a location in the sentence, as well as the relevant aspect
and sentiment. We hypothesised that representations that are learned sequen-
tially are better in embedding the necessary information that is needed to iden-
tify the aspect and its related sentiment for each location entity in the sentence.
This is because natural language is expressed in a sequential way and sometimes,
to understand the meaning of the sentence, the sequence of all the words in the
sentence matters; something that in theory should be captured better using a
sequential representation.
The results of our experiments show that the best performing proposed bag
of n-grams representation is superior to the best performing proposed sequential
representation when evaluated on the test set. However, the results on a synthetic
set indicate that the sequential representation is better in capturing the mean-
ing of the rare or unseen words and composition phenomena such as negation.
The reason for sequential representations being able to handle the rare or un-
seen words is that they use dense word embeddings that are based on large cor-
pora. The bag of n-grams representation can perform better on sentences where
there is coordination structure (e.g. “Location1 and location2 are safe places to
live”). We assume the reason for this inconsistency between the results on the
test set and the synthetic data set is that our test set does not include many un-
seen words or many variations of negation. Moreover, the majority of the multi-
ple location sentences in our test set contain similar opinions for both locations
(Multi-Agree); something that a bag of n-gram representation can embed in a
more straightforward way.
We further proposed data augmentation to help the models with learning
more lexical and syntactic variations in the data. This can lead to models that
generalise more and perform better on unseen data. Moreover, the success of
models such as recurrent neural networks often heavily depend on the availabil-
ity of a large amount of training data. Data augmentation is a cost-effective way
of generating more examples. The performance of our representations on the
test set using the additional augmented data, however, shows that data augmen-
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tation improves the overall performance of the sequential representation by a
small margin. This improved performance is still lower than the performance
of the bag of n-grams representation. This can be attributed to the type of data
available in the test set, as explained above.
We can now answer all the questions that we have raised in this chapter:
Q1: Are sequential representations superior to the traditional bag of n-grams
representations for addressing the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis on SentiHood dataset?
A1: Prediction results on the test set indicate that a bag of n-grams represen-
tation consisting of word uni-grams, word bi-grams and POS uni-grams can
overall outperforms our proposed sequential representations.
Q2: Which type of sentences are more suitable to be addressed using sequential
representations compared to the bag of n-grams representations?
A2: The results of our experiments on a synthetic dataset show that the se-
quential representations are better in capturing the meaning of rare or unseen
words and composition phenomena such as negation. Moreover, the results
on the test set indicate that the sequential representation (SEQ) can perform
better on longer sentences, compared to the bag of n-grams representation
(BoNgrams).
Q3: Can generating more training examples through data augmentation im-
prove the performances of representations, especially the sequential representa-
tions?
A3: The performance of our representations on the test set using the additional
augmented data shows that data augmentation improves the overall perfor-
mance of the sequential representation SEQ by a small margin, i.e. 1%. This
performance is still lower than the performance of the bag of n-grams repre-
sentation, BoNgrams, when only trained using the training set.
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In summary, the results of our experiments show that the hypothesis that
we raised a the beginning of this chapter does not hold for the SentiHood dataset
and our proposed sequential representations. This is somehow surprising as se-
quential representations and neural based models in general have shown signif-
icant improvements over the models that are based on bag of ngrams and hand-
engineered feature representations in many NLP tasks. But the results of our
intensive evaluations in this chapter indicate that the traditional bag of ngrams
representations are superior to the sequential representations in targeted aspect-
based sentiment analysis task. This can indicate that knowing the sequence of




This thesis was inspired by the need for understanding opinions of public ex-
pressed on social media platforms. We specifically aimed to extract information
from the opinions expressed on community question answering platforms about
neighbourhoods in a city. Community question answering platforms have not
been used in the past for predicting real-world values such as characteristics of
neighbourhoods. Further, extracting fine-grained opinion information has only
been investigated from review-specific platforms. These platforms are not avail-
able for many entities such as neighbourhoods of cities. Therefore, in this thesis,
we studied the strengths and the weaknesses of QA data in predicting characteris-
tics and in extracting fine-grained opinion information for neighbourhoods. We
focused on the QA platform of Yahoo! Answers1 and neighbourhoods of London.
Throughout this thesis, we have shown that the language people use in
Yahoo! Answers discussions reflects many characteristics of neighbourhoods.
Moreover, we have demonstrated that fine-grained opinion information can be
extracted for neighbourhoods using text from QA discussions. In this chapter,
we first critically evaluate the limitations of our work. We then propose the fu-
ture directions that can directly extend the research in this thesis. At the end, we
provide a longer term research vision.
1In the recent years, other QA sites such as Quora (https://www.quora.com/) have also
become very popular. While QA sites share similar characteristics, whether they can all be used
to predict characteristics of neighbourhoods with similar accuracies remain to be investigated.
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7.1 Critical Evaluation
Availability of Yahoo! Answers Data In this thesis, we looked at extracting infor-
mation for neighbourhoods, focusing on the city of London. London is a big
cosmopolitan city and a popular destination for tourists and immigrants. This
means that there are many discussions about its neighbourhoods on the QA plat-
form of Yahoo! Answers. This is not always the case as we have shown for cities
of Manchester and Birmingham.
Twitter Data Collection For this research, we collect Twitter data for a period of
six months. Twitter related analysis and findings in this thesis are based on this
data. Predictions or correlations using Twitter data might improve if the data is
collected for a longer period of time.
Unification of Geographical Units To study the relations between demographic
attributes and discussions on Yahoo! Answers , we were required to unify the ge-
ographical units in which both of these sources are available for. Demograph-
ics data is collected for geographical units with boundaries. Twitter data is geo-
tagged which can be mapped into these geographical boundaries. However, Ya-
hoo! Answers discussions do not include geographical information. We proposed
a heuristics method based on the locality assumption which uses the distance
between neighbourhoods and the units in which census data is aggregated for.
The accuracy of this method could not be validated against the existing work
since no previous research has used non-geotagged data with relation to the de-
mographic attributes of neighbourhoods. We have, however, experimented with
other heuristic methods which resulted in a less consistent outcome.
Time-Independency of Study In this thesis, the data that is collected from Yahoo!
Answers spans over around five years. Twitter data was collected for the second
half of 2015 and and the demographics data is obtained from the last UK census
in 2011. Our analysis does not consider that the nature of data on the platforms
of Twitter or Yahoo! Answers may change in time. Equally neighbourhoods in
cities evolve over time. Changes of characteristics of data and neighbourhoods
over time has not been considered in this thesis.
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Ethical Aspects of Using People’s Opinions for Predictions The work is in this
thesis is based on the assumption that the opinions collected from the commu-
nity question answering platforms such as Yahoo! Answers are unbiased repre-
sentations of the opinions of the people in those communities. Recently, there
has been a rise in fake news and alternative facts targeting social media plat-
forms and in the extreme case influencing the election results [128]. Twitter, for
instance, has a large number of users that are bots. These bots can send spams,
affect the opinion of the public, and contaminate the Twitter stream API [16].
While Twitter has been more prone to be affected by this phenomena in compari-
son to QA platforms, this trend can also affect these platforms in the future. Apart
from the risk of getting influenced by fake or alternative news or bots, opinions
expressed by people can also be uninformed, prejudiced or wrong. Identifying
genuine and unbiased opinions has been out of the scope of this thesis. How-
ever, we encourage readers interested in applying the work introduced in this
thesis to implement strategies for identifying such issues.
7.2 Future Work
We divide the future work of this research into the two following categories.
7.2.1 Opinion Aggregation
Leveraging Non-Textual Features In this thesis, we focused on using language in
predicting aspects and attributes of neighbourhoods. As we observed, aspects
such as Quiet cannot be predicted well using textual features. However, such an
aspect can be predicted using metadata such as the number of tweets or users
in an area. We also suspect that some other aspects can be best predicted using
alternative sources of data. For instance, one can assume that the aspect Eating
Out is correlated with the number of eateries and restaurants in an area.
Using Both Yahoo! Answers and Twitter In this thesis, we showed that Yahoo!
Answers and Twitter are capable of predicting different types of characteristics
which can be complementary to each other. The combination of text features
from Yahoo! Answers and Twitter can be used to achieve more accurate predic-
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tions on a wide range of aspects.
Spatial Prediction with Feature Labeling In predicting attributes and aspects of
neighbourhoods, we explore methods for spatial prediction. We have shown that
spatial prediction improves the accuracy of prediction for many attributes and
aspects significantly. However, we have only done so when learning from la-
beled instances. Incorporating spatial properties of neighbourhoods into learn-
ing from labeled features can be explored.
7.2.2 Opinion Mining
Engineering More Sophisticated Features In this thesis, we have only consid-
ered bag of n-grams representations that are based on generic features that do
not need any task-specific engineering efforts. As we have shown, these features
outperform the sequential representations that are learned using generic LSTM
architectures on the SentiHood test set. Adding more carefully designed features
inspired by the existing work for the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis may
improve the performance of the aspect and the sentiment predictions further.
Engineering More Sophisticated Architectures In this thesis, we have looked at
a single-direction LSTM and two variations of bidirectional LSTM architecture.
Instead of engineering more sophisticated features, we can engineer a more so-
phisticated model. For instance, we can add an attention mechanism that at-
tends to specific parts of the sentence that is more likely to be the context of the
target location.
Multiple Entities In this thesis, we looked at extracting aspect-based sentiment
information from sentences that contain one or two locations. We have also ob-
served that predicting the correct sentiment for the aspects of multi-location sen-
tences is a harder task. Many sentences that appear in Yahoo! Answers discus-
sions contain more than two location entities. The task of identifying the correct
sentiment class for aspects of several locations present in a sentence can be more
challenging.
Twitter While in this thesis, we only looked at extracting fine-grained opinion in-
formation from QA data, it was beyond the scope of this thesis to extract such
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information from Twitter data. Recognising sentences that contain an opinion
on aspects of neighbourhoods is one of the challenges of the process. Applying
targeted-aspect based sentiment analysis to data from Twitter can be an exten-
sion of the work in this thesis.
7.3 Research Vision
Utilising Data from Community Question Answering Platforms Question an-
swering platforms contain discussions from users in the community on a wide
range of topics. These discussions are rich sources of information and opinions.
Currently, the studies that utilise the QA data aim to provide improvements for
QA platforms, such as finding the best answer or responder [9, 8]. QA discussions
have not got much attention for making predictions about real-world phenom-
ena and events. In this thesis, we have shown that such discussions can be used
for predicting characteristics of neighbourhoods. Data from these platforms can
be used by the research community for analysis and prediction in many other
domains; especially domains that do not have a central review platform. An ex-
ample of such a domain is the domain of automobiles. Even though, there are
many sites that offer expert advice and reviews,2 there is not a central platform
for people to express their views and experiences with different cars. Other ex-
amples of domains that do not have their own centralised review platforms are
service provides such as insurance companies and energy providers.
Decision Making for Neighbourhoods This thesis was inspired by the need for
understanding neighbourhoods. To help a user with choosing the right neigh-
bourhood, we proposed approaches for predicting characteristics of neighbour-
hoods from users’ opinions and for fine-grained opinion mining. Even though
knowing about characteristics of neighbourhoods can help with making deci-
sions on suitable neighbourhoods, the burden of the decision making is still on
the user. An intelligent agent can integrate more sources of information to make
personalised recommendations. These sources can include information about
2For example http://www.autoexpress.co.uk/car-reviews
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the places that user has lived and liked in the past, the needs and hobbies of the
user, the presence of amenities (e.g. church, school, gym) in different neighbour-
hoods and more. This information can be used to find other neighbourhoods in
the same city or in other cities across the world that are most suitable for the user.
Appendices
A Perceived Characteristics
A.1 Learning from Labeled Instances
Learning curves of the prediction performances using Twitter data when only
labeled instances are used for supervision are provided in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
As figures show, aspects Well Connected, Posh and Cultured can reach high per-
formances in the presence of around 5 positively and negatively labeled in-
stances. Other aspects, especially Multicultural and Eating Out perform poorly
even when we have the maximum number of labeled instances.
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Figure 7.1: Learning curves of the performance in terms of AUC for selected aspects us-
ing Twitter data when we train a model using labeled instances.
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Figure 7.2: Learning curves of the performance in terms of AUC for selected aspects us-
ing Twitter data when we train a model using labeled instances (cont.)
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A.2 Learning from Labeled Features
Feature Cost Analysis Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the learning curves of the predic-
tion performances in terms of AUC as the number of labeled features increases.
This is for both methods of frequency score and GE on Yahoo! Answers data. AUC
is reported on the test set only.
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Figure 7.3: Learning curves of the performance in terms of AUC using Yahoo! Answers
data and the frequency score (Test set only).
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Figure 7.4: Learning curves of the performance in terms of AUC using Yahoo! Answers
data and the GE model (Test set only).
In general, text features from Yahoo! Answers cannot reach a good perfor-
mance using labeled features. We can observe that unlike the frequency score,
GE can reach its optimum performance right away.
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A.2.1 Prediction Results Over All Areas
In Chapter 4, we looked at the prediction performances using labeled features
over the test set only. When learning from labeled features, we do not need any
instances for training. Therefore, we can calculate the ranking metric of AUC
over the entire dataset of neighbourhoods. We show the performance of both
frequency score and the GE model on both data sources in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Prediction performances using labeled features applied on data from Yahoo!
Answers and Twitter. The AUC is reported on all areas.
Aspect Y! A Twitter Y! A Twitter
Aspect Frequency Frequency GE GE
Quiet 0.40 (0.00) 0.32 (0.00) 0.42 (0.00) 0.30 (0.00)
Well Connected 0.68 (0.00) 0.82 (0.00) 0.71 (0.00) 0.82 (0.00)
Multicultural 0.51 (0.00) 0.36 (0.00) 0.53 (0.00) 0.37 (0.00)
Good For Eating Out 0.63 (0.00) 0.60 (0.00) 0.65 (0.00) 0.63 (0.00)
Good For Shopping 0.67 (0.00) 0.69 (0.00) 0.54 (0.00) 0.69 (0.00)
Cultured 0.50 (0.00) 0.86 (0.00) 0.48 (0.00) 0.88 (0.00)
Good For Nightlife 0.72 (0.00) 0.85 (0.00) 0.67 (0.00) 0.87 (0.00)
Posh 0.57 (0.00) 0.67 (0.00) 0.56 (0.00) 0.79 (0.00)
Total 0.59 (0.00) 0.65 (0.00) 0.57 (0.00) 0.67 (0.00)
By comparing these results with the results in Table 4.9, we can see that the
performance of Twitter is lower by 3% using the GE model and by 2% using the
frequency score method when all the instances are used for evaluation. The per-
formance of Yahoo! Answers remains the same. Overall, the performance of Twit-
ter remains higher than Yahoo! Answers when all the instances are used for eval-
uation.
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A.3 Learning From Labeled Instances and Features
Feature labeling is used on its own using only the domain knowledge or in com-
bination with labeled instances. This is referred to as dual supervision in the
literature [129, 130, 131] and is useful when we have access to very few labeled
instances and want to improve the accuracy of the predictions.
A.3.1 Method
To use labeled features as supervision in a classification setting using logistic re-
gression, we convert each labeled feature into a pseudo-instance as done in [131].
We then train a classifier on a combination of labeled and pseudo instances. A
pseudo document has only one term, i.e. the labeled feature. The representa-
tion of the pseudo document for a labeled feature is shown in Figure 7.5. By us-
ing pseudo-instances, we encourage the parameters of the model to give higher
weights to the labeled features as well as learning other terms that are relevant to
the target aspect. The aspect label for each pseudo instance is positive. Note that
ind is the index of the labeled feature in the vocabulary.
Figure 7.5: Representation of a pseudo-instance using a labeled feature.
A.3.2 Results
Classification results using labeled instances and labeled features are displayed
in Table 7.2. We compare these performances with the results in Table 4.7 where
only labeled instances are used for training. As we can see, adding domain knowl-
edge does not increase the overall performance of Yahoo! Answers data. How-
ever, using labeled features increases the performance of Twitter by 2%. The
main performance gains using Twitter data in this case are for aspects Well Con-
nected (19%) and Posh (18%). On the other hand, predictions for some aspects
such as Multicultural suffer when we add information regarding the labeled fea-
tures.
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Table 7.2: The results of the predictions using Yahoo! Answers and Twitter data when
both labeled instances and features are used for training.
Aspect Yahoo! Answers Twitter
Instances + Features Instances + Features
Quiet 0.65 (0.11) 0.64 (0.10) 0.63 (0.12) 0.66 (0.07) ↑
Well Connected 0.80 (0.11) 0.76 (0.11) 0.65 (0.31) 0.84 (0.11) ↑
Multicultural 0.86 (0.10) 0.74 (0.10) 0.81 (0.10) 0.64 (0.09)
Eating Out 0.80 (0.12) 0.74 (0.13) 0.80 (0.17) 0.61 (0.13)
Shopping 0.65 (0.15) 0.71 (0.11) ↑ 0.62 (0.15) 0.68 (0.11) ↑
Cultured 0.81 (0.08) 0.77 (0.17) 0.65 (0.12) 0.67 (0.28) ↑
Nightlife 0.69 (0.27) 0.76 (0.16) ↑ 0.84 (0.09) 0.76 (0.17)
Posh 0.70 (0.15) 0.67 (0.32) 0.71 (0.22) 0.89 (0.09) ↑
Average 0.74 (0.16) 0.72 (0.15) 0.70 (0.19) 0.72 (0.13) ↑
Cost Analysis We study the performance of predictions as the number of in-
stances and features increases. This is to observe whether using labeled features
can help when we have fewer labeled instances. In the case of Yahoo! Answers
as the Figure 7.6 shows, improvements mainly occur as the number of instances
increases (and not as the number of labeled features increases simultaneously).
Labeled features help when no labeled instances are available (Shopping and
Nightlife). For some other aspects, the performance decreases as the number
of labeled features increases (Posh). Similar patterns can be observed when us-
ing Twitter data as illustrated in Figure 7.7. Overall, adding labeled features does
not improve the performance when we have access to a few labeled instances.
This is consistent for both Yahoo! Answers and Twitter.
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Figure 7.6: Contours of performance in terms of AUC for selected aspects using Yahoo!
Answers data when we train a model using labeled features and instances.
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Figure 7.7: Contours of performance in terms of AUC for selected aspects using Twitter
data when we train a model using labeled features and instances.
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Twitter Metadata Table 7.3 shows the prediction performances of two metrics
defined over Twitter data. These two metrics are the number of tweets associated
with each neighbourhood and the number of unique users tweeted from a neigh-
bourhood. Using both of these metrics, we can achieve the best performance so
far for the aspect “Quiet” with AUCs of over 70%. These results show that for some
aspects, metadata can be used complementary to text features. The number of
users is also a good indicator for aspects such as “Well Connected”, “Cultured”
and “Nightlife”. This can be because people log their activities on Twitter when
they go out or take part in cultural events. This is also true for big commute
hubs. People often use their smartphones and social media platforms when they
are waiting for their bus, tube or train to arrive. On the other hand, aspects such
as “Posh” and “Eating Out” cannot be predicted well using any of these metrics.
The low performance is expected for the aspect Posh. This aspect is not related
to activities of people and therefore it is harder to conclude whether an area is
more likely to be Posh if there are more users visiting the area or tweeting from
the area. The low performance for the aspect Eating Out is surprising. We expect
people to tweet when they are out for dining or talk about what they are eating.
Table 7.3: Predicting aspects using metadata from Twitter




Eating Out 0.45(0.24) 0.44(0.23)
Multicultural 0.59(0.11) 0.59(0.11)
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A.4 Beyond London
In this section, we investigate how well we can predict aspects for areas beyond
the city of London when having access to a number of labeled instances. Since
Spareroom only provides labels for London areas, we take labels from AirBnB as
explained below.
Dataset
AirBnB3 provides labels for aspects of areas for over 542 areas in 20 cities across
13 countries. These cities include London, Paris, Los Angeles, Barcelona, Tokyo,
etc. Note that the dataset covers mainly the big metropolitan cities of the coun-
tries around the world. The labels provided by AirBnB have some intersec-
tion with labels from Spareroom that we studied so far. These labels are Quiet,
Nightlife, Shopping, Eating Out and Well Connected. 4
We query Yahoo! Answers (similar to the existing dataset) for all the areas
labeled by AirBnB. For each area, we make a document by combining all the re-
trieved QAs. We split each document into sentences and filter out all the areas
that have less than 40 sentences. This leaves us with 427 areas, including 43 ar-
eas within London. Table 7.4 shows the common aspects and the number of
areas labeled with these aspects, across all the cities.
Table 7.4: Shared aspects of AirBnB and Spareroom and the number of areas that are
labeled with each aspect in AirBnB dataset.






Extending Labels to New Areas
In the first experiment, we include the areas of all the cities in both training and
the test set. We cross-validate results by randomly choosing training and test sets
3https://www.airbnb.co.uk/locations
4In AirBnB they are referred to as Peace and Quiet, Nightlife, Shopping, Dining and Great Tran-
sit.
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in each fold from all the areas. Results are shown in table 7.5. As we can see, for
the given aspects, we can make predictions with an average AUC of 72%. This
performance is comparable to the performance of predictions when applied to
the areas of the city of London only. This can be an indicator that the language
people use on online QA platforms has enough similarity for the model to gener-
alise to new areas.
Table 7.5: Prediction performance in terms of AUC, cross validated over areas of several
cities around the world.
Aspect AUC
Eating Out 0.71 (0.04)
Shopping 0.63(0.05)
Nightlife 0.71 (0.06)
Well Connected 0.75 (0.04)
Quiet 0.81 (0.04)
Total 0.72(0.07)
Extending Labels to New Cities (zero-shot learning)
Consider a scenario where we have annotated areas in several cities as in AirBnB.
The aim is to label areas of a new city where no annotations or expert knowledge
is available. This can be challenging as the language used to describe aspects of
areas can vary across different countries and cities. We study this task by train-
ing the prediction models on areas of all the cities but one (leave one city out).
We then report the prediction performance on the areas of the remaining city.
We repeat this process for all the cities. We do this only for cities that have at
least 20 areas in our dataset and five positive areas for the given aspects. Average
predictions are displayed in table 7.6.
Table 7.6: Prediction performance in terms of AUC for areas of a new city (zero-shot
learning), averaged over all cities.
Aspect AUC
Eating Out 0.6 (0.14)
Shopping 0.56 (0.11)
Nightlife 0.65 (0.17)
Well Connected 0.64 (0.14)
Quiet 0.72 (0.14)
Total 0.64(0.15)
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As we can see, prediction performances decrease in a zero-shot learning set-
ting where no areas of the city used in test have appeared in the training set. This
is to be expected. Looking at the results for individual cities, we observe that the
lowest results are for the areas of the city of Barcelona and the best predictions
are for the areas of Tokyo. Prediction results for the aspects that are available for
the areas of Tokyo are displayed in Table 7.7.




Good for Nighlife 0.88
These results show that we can extend aspect labels to new areas and new
cities with reasonable accuracies.
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B Guidelines for SentiHood Annotations
To start the annotation procedure for the SentiHood dataset, the annotators were
presented with a written overall guidelines. The guidelines are provided below.
The goal of this annotation task is to identify opinions expressed in a given
sentence for specific entities (neighbourhoods) and their aspects. An aspect
should be chosen from a predefined list. In particular, given a sentence, the task
of the annotator is to identify the following types of information:
Location: Location is the entity (E) that the opinion is expressed for. Locations
are surrounded by “**” symbol.
• **Camden Town** and **Islington** are both desirable areas to live.
Aspect: Aspect (A) is a label that is given to the opinion expressed for a location.
Aspects will be chosen from a provided list. For each identified entity location,
one or more (or none) aspects can be identified based on the context of the sen-
tence they appear in. The aspect can be chosen from the following list: general,
live, safe, price, quiet, dining, nightlife, transit/location, touristy, artsy, shopping,
studenty, green/nature, and multicultural.
The aspect general describes a general feeling about an area without a spe-
cific aspect. Examples are:
• I love **Balham**.
• **Lewisham** is pretty dreadful.
Aspect Term Expression: An aspect term expression (ATE) is an explicit reference
(mention) to an aspect A of entity E. This reference can be one or more words,
however shorter spans are preferred. This reference is uniquely identified by its
starting and ending offsets. Examples are below:
• House prices are so high in **Camden town**. {ATE: prices, A: price}
• Parts of **Hackney** is quite rough. {ATE: rough, A: safety}
• I recommend **Balham** for its great range of restaurants. {ATE: food, A:
restaurants}
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• I wouldn’t walk alone at night in **Streatham**. {ATE: alone at night, A:
safety}
• I really recommend **Islington**. {ATE: null, A:general}
Polarity: Each identified E#A pair in a sentence has to be given a polarity, from a
set P = {positive, negative}.
• I love **Camden town**. {positive}
• Avoid **Peckham** at all costs! {negative}
• I recommend **Balham** for food. {positive}
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C Targeted Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
C.1 Synthetic Evaluation Test - Predictions
Table 7.8 shows examples of sentences from the Lexical Variation synthetic set
where correct or incorrect predictions have been made for the relevant aspect or
sentiment categories. The table includes rows for Positive, None and Negative
ground truth labels.
We hypothesise that the SEQ representation gives a high weight to the term
“is” for the sentiment class Positive and therefore predicting many sentences as
Positive where “is” is present in the sentence. This means that it cannot correctly
label many Negative sentences.
Table 7.8: Examples of labeled sentences in the Lexical Variation synthetic test.
Lexical Variation
Sentence Label SEQ BoNgrams
target_loc is spectacular Positive V V
target_loc is breathtaking Positive V V
target_loc is enchanting Positive V V
For great Indian food, go to target_loc None V V
target_loc is great for touristy stuff None V X
If you want delicious food, i recommend
target_loc None
X X
target_loc is a disgusting area Negative V V
target_loc is an absolute toilet Negative V V
target_loc is ghastly Negative V X
target_loc is hideous Negative V X
target_loc is revolting Negative V X
target_loc is a ghastly area Negative V X
People in target_loc are very snobby Negative X X
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Table 7.9 shows examples of correctly or incorrectly labeled sentences from
the Negation synthetic set. It seems that the SEQ representation gives a high
weight to the term “not” for the sentiment class Negative and therefore predicting
many Positive sentences as Negative (top).
Table 7.9: Examples of labeled sentences in the Negation synthetic test.
Negation
Sentence Label SEQ BoNgrams
target_loc is not that bad Positive V V
target_loc is not too bad Positive V V
target_loc is not bad Positive V X
target_loc is not dirty Positive V X
target_loc is not really ugly Positive X X
target_loc is not appalling Positive X X
target_loc is not too awful Positive X X
target_loc is not safe None V V
target_loc is not too expensive None V V
target_loc is not great for shopping None V X
target_loc is not very far None V X
target_loc is not nice Negative V V
target_loc is not a good area Negative V V
target_loc is not really okay Negative V V
target_loc is not the best area Negative V V
target_loc is not really beautiful Negative V X
target_loc is not that clean Negative X V
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Table 7.9 shows examples of correctly or incorrectly labeled sentences from
the Noise synthetic set. The SEQ representation is in general more robust to the
added noise.
Table 7.10: Examples of labeled sentences in the Noise synthetic test.
Noise
Sentence Label SEQ BoNgrams
target_loc by London standards is a great area Positive V V
target_loc for example around the corner
from St Pauls is gorgeous Positive
V V
In South London target_loc mentioned above
is safe and spectacular Positive
X V
target_loc it is right along The Thames so it
can make good use of the river None
V V
It’s cool working in target_loc as I like being
on the Victoria line
None V X
target_loc is busy because of the cricket
ground but it’s very pleasant None
X X
target_loc, as a general rule, is nasty Negative V V
target_loc, where i shop, is horrible Negative V V
target_loc on the hill, is ugly Negative V X
target_loc is quite far out and horrible Negative V X
target_loc, in the South, is dirty Negative X V
I used to live in target_loc ( London and be-
fore it changed its name) - it’s now a slum
Negative X X
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Table 7.11 shows examples of correctly or incorrectly labeled sentences from
Multi-Agree synthetic set. The BoNgrams representation outperforms the SEQ
representation in this category.
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Table 7.11: Examples of labeled sentences in the Multi-Agree synthetic test.
Multi-Agree
Sentence Label SEQ BoNgrams
Location1 and target_loc areas are good alter-
natives as well.
Positive V V
target_loc and location1 areas are good alter-
natives as well.
Positive V V
Location1 and target_loc isn’t as bad as every-
one thinks and the houses are beautiful.
Positive X V
target_loc and location1 isn’t as bad as every-
one thinks and the houses are beautiful
Positive X V
The safest boroughs across all crime cate-
gories are target_loc and location1 None
V V
The safest boroughs across all crime cate-
gories are location1 and target_loc None
V V
target_loc and location1 are considered
the ’nice’ area’s of London to live
None X X
location1 and target_loc are considered
the ’nice’ area’s of London to live
None X X
Avoid target_loc and location1, the rest is
ok to good
Negative V V
Avoid location1 and target_loc, the rest is
ok to good
Negative V V
People are saying location1 and target_loc
etc, but we warned that ain’t all good
Negative V X
People are saying target_loc and location1
etc, but we warned that ain’t all good
Negative V X
The areas of target_loc and location1 are
full of crimes, I wouldn’t recommend any of
the two
Negative X X
The areas of location1 and target_loc are
full of crimes, I wouldn’t recommend any of
the two
Negative X X
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Table 7.12 shows examples of correctly or incorrectly labeled sentences from
the Multi-Disagree synthetic set where the SEQ representation outperforms the
BoNgrams representation.
Table 7.12: Examples of labeled sentences in the Multi-Disagree synthetic test.
Multi-Disagree
Sentence Label SEQ BoNgrams
target_loc is nice, location1 is bad. Positive V V
location1 is nice, target_loc is bad. Positive V V
location1 is a bit of a dump, target_loc is
slightly nicer Positive
V X
target_loc is a bit of a dump, location1 is
slightly nicer
Negative V V
where I stayed in target_loc I thought it was
nice however in south east river location1 can
be nasty
Positive V X
where I stayed in location1 I thought it was
nice however in south east river target_loc
can be nasty
Negative V X
target_loc is great and location1 is also rather
more cosmopolitan Positive
V V
location1 is great and target_loc is also rather
more cosmopolitan None
V X
target_loc is a nice area which is very near to
the nasty area of location1 Positive
V V
Location1 is a nice area which is very near to
the nasty area of target_loc
Negative X X
Mikey target_loc is a disgusting area and loca-
tion1 isn’t bad
Negative V V
Mikey location1 is a disgusting area and tar-
get_loc isn’t bad Positive
X X
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C.2 Synthetic Dataset with Augmented Data
In this section, we look at the performances of SEQ and BoNgrams representation
on different categories in the synthetic dataset when adding different types of
augmented data. The performance is measured using AUC, averaged over the
aspect and sentiment detection. Note that the synthetic dataset is based on the
aspect general only.
Single Location - Lexical Variation
This category of sentences contains rare or unseen words for expressing the pres-
ence of aspects and their sentiments. Figure 7.8 shows the performances of our
representations using different categories of augmented data on the synthetic
dataset with lexical variations. There is only one target location in the sentences
in this set. As the figure shows, the performance of the SEQ representation im-
proves, especially when SynNoise category of augmented data is used for train-
ing. The performance of the BoNgrams improves when the category SemAdjec-
tives are used for training. This is because this category of data contains new
unseen words, the type of information that cannot be captured using features
such as word n-grams or POS tags in a bag of n-grams representation.
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Figure 7.8: Results in terms of the average AUC (aspect and sentiment) on the synthetic
set of Lexical Variation using SEQ and BoNgrams representations.
Single Location - Negation
This category of synthetic data has been created using variants of negation com-
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position. Figure 7.9 shows the results of our representations using different cate-
gories of augmented data on the synthetic dataset representing negation. Results
show that the performance of the SEQ representation can improve only slightly
when all the categories of augmented data is utilised in training. It is surprising
to note that some categories of augmented data result in a decrease in perfor-
mances of both representations.
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Figure 7.9: Results in terms of the average AUC (aspect and sentiment) on the synthetic
set of Negation using SEQ and BoNgrams representations.
Single Location - Noise This category of synthetic data has been created by
adding fragments of text to a sentence without affecting the opinions expressed
towards the target location. As Figure 7.10 shows the performance of the SEQ
representation improves by over 4% using the augmented dataset of SynNoise.
This makes sense as training a model with more examples of noise (i.e. irrelevant
information) in sentences makes the model more robust to noise. However, this
effect is not present for the BoNgrams representation.
Multiple Locations - Agreement (Multi-Agree) In this category of synthetic sen-
tences, there are two locations present in a sentence where both locations share
the same sentiments towards the same aspects. It is often the case where two
locations share the same context. As Figure 7.11 shows the performance of the
SEQ representation improves when the category of SynAuto is used for training.
This category contains sentences that are created automatically by concatenat-
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Figure 7.10: Results in terms of the average AUC (aspect and sentiment) on the synthetic
set of Noise using SEQ and BoNgrams representations.
ing two existing sentences. The performance of the BoNgrams representation re-
mains generally higher than the performance of the SEQ representation. Adding
augmented data does not have much effect on its performance.
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Figure 7.11: Results in terms of the average AUC (aspect and sentiment) on the synthetic
set of Multi-Agree using SEQ and BoNgrams representations.
Multiple Locations - Disagreement (Multi-Disgree) This category of synthetic
data contains sentences that express opinions for two location entities. The as-
pects and the related sentiments expressed towards these two location entities
are not in agreement. Figure 7.12 shows the performances of our representations
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on this synthetic dataset using different categories of augmented data. As results
show, the BoNgrams representation benefits from adding the SynAuto dataset
(and consequently all the augmented data). SynAuto contains sentences that are
generated automatically by concatenating two existing sentences. This type of
sentence resembles the examples in this synthetic dataset and therefore this im-
provement is to be expected. However, it is surprising that performance of the
SEQ representation does not improve when this category of augmented data is
used in training.
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Figure 7.12: Results in terms of the average AUC (aspect and sentiment) on the synthetic
set of Multi-Disgree using SEQ and BoNgrams representations.
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